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Autumn beauty at Wohlleben Hall. See more fall photos at 
facebook.com/udmagazine. Photo by Arthur Su ’15
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COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
A sacred place for all
Whenever I walk through campus and spot the towering blue dome of the chapel, I instantly feel at home — 
and at peace.
I occasionally take a break from the busyness of the day to steal a few moments, sit in the chapel, reflect and 
be one with God. This is the spiritual heart of our campus. It’s a 
place to witness grace in our lives. It’s where we come together to 
celebrate, to find solace, to pray in community. 
During my time in the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception, 
I have seen that it is in need of care. We’ve completed only partial 
renovations of the chapel since its construction by the Marianists 
in 1869. 
Today, this sacred place deserves a thoughtful and unified 
renovation. We want to improve the interior to meet contempo-
rary liturgical requirements while bringing back the wood finish-
es, warm colors, pews, artistic touches and the simple elegance 
of yesteryear. I recently reviewed preliminary sketches for new 
stained glass windows that will mimic the original colors and 
patterns — and respect the chapel’s rich history.
More than $11 million toward a $12 million renovation has 
been committed from trustees, alumni and friends, including a 
major bequest and a recent anonymous $3 million gift. I’m con-
fident we can meet this fundraising goal and begin a yearlong 
renovation in August 2014. I’m so grateful to our supporters for 
their faith in this project. 
Earlier this year, we entered into a formal partnership with 
the Church of the Holy Angels, which sits in the middle of cam-
pus among student houses on the corner of Brown and L streets. 
This is not a merger but a true collaboration. A graduate assistant 
is helping to direct a K-6 faith formation program at the parish, 
and undergraduates in the two-year Forum for Young Catecheti-
cal Leaders program are teaching catechism classes and offering 
programs in adult faith formation and sacramental preparation.
Most importantly, when we need a larger worship space, 
Holy Angels will now be available. That has allowed the 
University to recommend a renovation rather than an expansion of the chapel. We are now working with a 
liturgical consultant and architect to finalize the plans.
Preliminary plans call only for a modest addition on the south side of the building for a bride’s room, 
reconciliation room and restrooms. As people walk through the chapel’s beautiful wooden doors, they will 
enter a new gathering space. Just inside the chapel, a baptismal font will serve as a visual reminder of the origins 
of our faith. Traditional wood pews will replace the chairs. Every detail, from the art and statues to the religious 
symbols used on the windows and walls, will reflect a desire to enhance the chapel’s natural beauty and create 
greater harmony. 
The newly renovated chapel will stand as a testament to what a community of believers can accomplish 
through faith and action. It will be a symbol of our gratitude to our Marianist founders, who taught us that we 
are to use our knowledge and faith to make a difference in the lives of others.
It will be a sacred place for all.
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as a baby boomer, father and grandfather, 
and to borrow a line from noted actor/co-
median Mr. Martin Lawrence in the re-
cent hit movie Road Trip, I am forced to ask, 
“Where has the time gone?” 
Best wishes to you and the entire UD 
faculty and support staff as you begin what 
I am certain will be yet another produc-
tive/memorable year.
—ANTHONY M. JOHNSON ’79
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
DISAPPOINTED
As an alumnus of the final graduating 
class of the School of Engineering’s envi-
ronmental engineering technology pro-
gram, I was disappointed to read UD has 
bought into the man-made global warm-
ing “crisis” [Conversation Pieces and Flight 
Deck, Autumn 2013]. UD signed a pledge to 
develop a “carbon-neutral” plan within two 
years. The mere mention of any univer-
sity considering an act like this is absurd. 
I expected this behavior from Harvard and 
California-Berkeley, not from UD.
As an environmental engineer for 17 
years (many in the air pollution field), I be-
lieve the notion that man can control the 
earth’s climate by reducing CO2 emissions 
is dangerous. President Obama, his allies 
in Congress and the U.N. Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change would 
have you believe that CO2 from burning 
fossil fuels is some monster that must be 
stopped at all costs. This reckless agenda 
completely ignores the economic conse-
quences to America and sadly also destroys 
Third World economies.
The idea that man is causing the earth’s 
warming and that, unless we stop it, catas-
trophe will occur is baseless. The IPCC has 
tried for decades to project future global air 
temperature rise from “greenhouse gases” 
using computer models similar to those 
DAYTONMagazine
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F LETTERS
BOWLED OVER
Once again, I was bowled over by the 
magazine [Autumn 2013]. The cover itself 
is worthy of inclusion in best university 
magazines. As a former Marianist, I look 
forward to the updates on University life 
and on Marianists who were mentors to 
me (Harry Hood and Father Burns), as well 
as those with whom I shared Marianist life 
(Father Joe Lackner, Brother Ray Fitz) and 
others. You also give me glimpses of what 
the campus looks like and, since I have not 
been there for better than 40 years, this is 
precious to me.
Keep up the wonderful work!
—BOB DURSO ’64
ALBERTSON, N.Y.
BOBDURSO71@GMAIL.COM
LACROSSE LOVER
As a UD alumna, a lacrosse player, and 
a high school and middle school lacrosse 
coach, I couldn’t be more excited about 
UD adding women’s lacrosse to its athletic 
program. Just an observation though … in 
your mention of the addition of women’s 
lacrosse, you have a picture of a guy’s la-
crosse stick. Men’s and women’s lacrosse 
sticks (and the rules of the games) are very 
different.  
We'll be watching in 2016! Go Flyers!
—CLARE BRACKEN BOOTHE ’85
JOHNS CREEK, GA.
WHERE HAS THE TIME GONE
Thanks, Mr. President, for your note on 
the freshman class of 2013 [New from UDQuick-
ly, Aug. 8, 2013]. It is a very sobering remind-
er to me that, 38 years ago, in August 1975, I 
was entering as an international freshman 
from the Bahamas, with what was then 
considered to be cutting-edge technology in 
academia — the slide rule, the scientific cal-
culator and an electric typewriter. ... Now 
My wife and I espe-
cially liked the eye-
catching artwork of 
Pope Francis on the 
cover. We are plan-
ning to frame the article cover from the 
magazine to put in our hallway. —Micheal Waltz ’03, San Diego
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your local weatherman uses. Short-term, these 
models are relatively accurate; unfortunately, 
their long-term performance is abysmal. How 
accurate is a 50 percent chance of rain forecast?
I urge President Curran and alumni to read 
the U.S. Senate’s Committee on Public Works 
and the Environment report from 2007 by over 
650 climate scientists debunking the global 
warming myth. UD shouldn’t commit to such 
a foolish endeavor just because of peer pressure 
from other universities who have signed this 
ridiculous pledge.
—MIKE SCHULTZ ’96
ALEXANDRIA, VA. 
BURNING MEMORY
Thank you for years of issues. ... The Holy 
Spirit powered me up to finally reply regard-
ing your many articles (over the years) about 
Father Burns. Father Norbert Burns did “burn” 
(pun intended) a memory that powers me up 
to this day. In 1969, Father Burns boldly pro-
claimed to his UD class of 75 know-it-alls, “I 
will bet every one of you is wondering, ‘What is 
a priest doing teaching a class on the theology 
of marriage?’” It was a special moment in time 
— Vatican II initiatives, Vietnam War to end 
all wars, Kennedy space/union generation. Fa-
ther Burns did get our ears. ... He replied, “You 
do not have to be a lion to know how to tame 
one!” Suddenly, all 75 of us wanted to hear 
this priest teach. ... We knew with that one 
statement we were going to grow. Ironically, I 
have yet to find Mrs. Right, but I am certain he 
saved many from broken marriages and made 
many UD marriages grow.
—FRANK P. BOVA ’72
PITTSBURGH
›››
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: 
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park 
Dayton, OH 45469-1303
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish 
your email address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 
words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and 
brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers 
and not necessarily of this publication nor the University of 
Dayton.
Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
A GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY: 
STUART HALL CELEBRATES  
50 YEARS
One of my top five memories is 2 South in 
Stuart Hall. The year was 1977, and I was an 
incoming freshman, signed up for the Chris-
tian Community Floor. Father Ken Sommer 
’50 was chaplain and led a wonderful group, 
Fellowship, that 
met in the build-
ing’s chapel.
2 South turned 
my life inside out. 
I discovered so 
much about who 
I was, what I be-
lieved and what I 
wanted to even-
tually become. I grew close to God in that 
year, thanks to the faith-filled friends who 
surrounded me. I loved every person on that 
floor, and truth be told, I still think of many 
of them today.
I've made a dozen trips to UD since gradu-
ating, and my routine is always the same. I 
make a beeline for Stuart Hall, walk directly 
to the chapel, get on my knees and thank God 
for giving me the gift of UD. If heaven is any-
thing like 2 South, I can’t wait to get there.
—RAY MUTH ’81 
BUTLER, PA.
My junior year, I worked at Stuart Hall as 
a floor adviser on the fourth floor of the east 
wing. It was the newest dorm on campus 
and housed more than 700 freshmen (who 
still had curfews). At Christmas, my floor 
gave me a cashmere sweater, which I wore 
until it fell apart many years later. The fol-
lowing year, I became one of three assis-
tant head residents and served as the head 
resident after enrolling in the University’s 
MBA program in 1968.
—JOHN R. MAHNE ’67 
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO
When I was a freshman 
living in Marycrest, a bunch 
of misbehaved Stuart Hall, 
Ground North, freshmen boys 
got reassigned to other Stuart 
floors and even other dorms. 
A couple of the “outcasts” made 3 North their 
new home, and in the UD spirit of welcom-
ing, a party ensued. The date was Feb. 24, 
1979.
I went to the party that evening and met 
one boy whose name I couldn’t forget. I told 
my roommate the next day, “You won’t be-
lieve this: I met a guy last night with the 
same name as our favorite bar: Timothy 
Flanagan.” Five years later, I married Tim; 
we celebrated our 29th wedding anniversary 
in October 2013.
—ANNE JUENEMANN FLANAGAN ’82
ALLISON PARK, PA.
Read more memories at bit.ly/UD_StuartHall
 
From Twitter
@daymag
So @daymag somehow tracked down 
my column on pregame handshakes in 
the Daily Press. It's been retweeted by 
London and Lowery. Greatest day
—@NAWAGGS33
there's not much about the class of 
'10 on the latest @daymag, while there 
are at least 10 on the other classes. get it 
together guys!
—@PHIL_CLARK
Catching up on @daymag! Does your 
alma mater have a cool mag like this one? 
pic.twitter.com/DKDqtJaQEm
—@NINAJTWEETS
@daymag that letter in the wall article 
was the best.
—@SHANNONOBBAGY
ctrl-alt-del developed by a 
@univofdayton grad. Perfectly UD. 
#practicalinnovation Thanks, @daymag
—@JIMMAZZ
Finding a new @daymag in my 
mailbox is such a double-edged sword. 
Love reading it but makes me miss UD so 
much.
—@ANNABEYERLE
A relaxing evening with @daymag. 
#takemeback #foreveraflyer pic.twitter 
.com/aJhlPNoFSq
—@KIMBALIO
Watching UD Grad Craig Stammen 
pitch makes me happy to be a 
Dayton Flyer. @daymag @DaytonFlyers 
@UDaytonAlumni
—@MJVES
My first stop in China on nov 3- @
daymag: 29 students participated in 
#UDRISE from the UD China Institute in 
Suzhou.
—@AJB_JOHNSON
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For our next issue, ask 
your questions of Crystal 
Sullivan, director of UD’s 
campus ministry.  EMAIL 
YOUR QUESTION TO 
MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
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Read more answers from Mexico by Father Quentin Hakenewerth, S.M., former superior general of the Marianists, at bit.ly/UD_Hakenewerth.
Pope Francis has been noted for his 
personal simplicity as well as his 
strong passion for the poor. How 
would you like to see the Marianist 
family live this out?
 —BROTHER BRANDON PALUCH, 
S.M. ’06
DAYTON
Our concern for the poor should 
change not only the life of the 
poor but our lives as well. The 
most effective means to bring 
about this change is to look into 
the eyes of a poor person. When 
was the last time you looked a 
poor person in the eye?
What have you learned from living in 
the Mexican culture for 17 years?
 —FATHER THOMAS SCHROER, 
S.M. ’65
DAYTON
A number of convictions have 
formed in me; I don’t know if 
they are correct. (1) The great-
est cause of poverty that I have 
experienced is corruption. (2) 
Popular religion is strong but 
often without much under-
standing or commitment to the 
person of God and neighbor. The 
great need is evangelization. 
Jesus said to Mother Teresa of 
Calcutta: “The poor don’t know 
me and, therefore, don’t want 
me.” (3) In five years an illegal 
immigrant from Mexico to the 
U.S. can save enough money to 
put his kids through school and 
pay for a small house. I celebrat-
ed three funerals of young men 
who died in the desert of New 
Mexico. I do not know how to 
bring about a parity of wages, 
thority. I have great confidence 
that Pope Francis will make good 
choices — although he has to 
work with what is available.
As you look over the many years you 
have been a Marianist, what stands 
out as the most significant events in 
our history?
—BROTHER VICTOR FORLANI, 
S.M. ’65
DAYTON
The shift from administering 
and operating works to animat-
ing them with our spirit and 
charism. Our role as religious 
in the church is shifting. The 
requirement for administering or 
operating a school is a profes-
sional degree. The requirement 
for animating or sponsoring a 
school is sanctity — living and 
communicating an experience 
of God, of the Holy Spirit, of the 
Mother of God. 
You wrote a wonderful book 
entitled A Manual of Marianist 
Spirituality. What would you 
share as the most salient or 
important point in that book?
—BROTHER TOM 
FARNSWORTH, S.M.
DAYTON
One that had a notable 
influence on me is 
“presence” — a 
conscious way 
of being with 
someone that 
makes a differ-
ence. Pres-
ence changes 
something 
in the person to whom we are 
present. If you are in a group and 
nothing changes in any of the 
group — awareness, emotions, 
ideas, desires — you really are 
not present to them. If someone 
enters the room where you are 
and nothing changes in you, 
that person is not present to you. 
Now apply this to God in your 
life, to Jesus or to Mary, and you 
will begin to notice the tremen-
dous importance of presence. 
Perhaps that is why Jesus said 
to his Father concerning his dis-
ciples: I want them to be present 
with me where I am.
Today there are so many distrac-
tions. What practices do you find 
most helpful for your spirituality?
 —ANDREW GERBETZ ’06
PHILADELPHIA
Marianist founder Blessed  
Chaminade gave us a virtue 
called “recollection.” It might 
also be called “focus” because it 
focuses our attention and our 
energies on living the present 
moment. Our energies are more 
efficient and we experience the 
harmony and peace of Jesus 
within us. Distractions are usu-
ally a question of trying to do too 
many things at the same time or 
to live in the past or the future 
(which is not reality).
but I am convinced it would 
greatly reduce the immigration 
problem.
From your experience in Rome, 
do you think Pope Francis will be 
able to make lasting changes in the 
Vatican bureaucracy?
 —JUDY MCKLOSKEY ’67
EDEN PRAIRIE, MINN.
Bureaucracy is a governing 
structure in which exercising 
and prolonging one’s author-
ity for its own sake is a primary 
purpose. This depends on the 
structure of the authority and 
the morality of those who 
exercise authority. Concerning 
the first element, the cardinals 
in the consistory before the 
election of Pope Francis clearly 
gave to the future pope the task 
of restructuring the exercise of 
authority in the Vatican. Yes, I 
believe some changes 
will be made. The 
second element 
consists of the 
attitude and 
morality of 
the people 
named to ex-
ercise the au-
POVERTY, BUREAUCRACY  
AND THE MOTHER OF GOD  
... ASK A MARIANIST
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Spot it. 
Stop it. 
TOWARD AN 
INCLUSIVE 
COMMUNITY
On a campus 
known for its 
welcoming community, 
a new reporting process 
will ensure that bias-related 
incidents are recorded, addressed, learned from and prevented. 
Said UD President Daniel J. Curran in a letter to the campus, 
“We all need to be vigilant and purposeful in maintaining a 
campus climate that welcomes everyone, regardless of race, 
gender, nationality, religion or sexual orientation.” The 
Stop Bias program also includes prevention tips, workshops, 
educational forums and informational resources online at 
go.udayton.edu/stopbias. 
“Without Judas Priest, I don’t know where I’d be today. [With heavy metal,]  
I used aggressive music to express my emotions in a healthy way.”
—LAINA DAWES, AUTHOR OF WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE?: A BLACK WOMAN’S LIFE AND 
LIBERATION IN HEAVY METAL, DURING AN OCT. 24 CLASS PRESENTATION
“You’ve got to bring your lunch pail and 
your hard hat every night.”
—SENIOR DEVIN OLIVER ON THE QUALITY OF  
A-10 MEN’S BASKETBALL PLAY
“It taught me so many lessons about the power of perception.”
—JUNIOR VIC BENTLEY, WHO DYED HER HAIR FROM BLOND TO BRUNETTE  
AND DISCOVERED THAT BEING BRUNETTE IS POWERFUL, IN A  
LETTER TO FLYER NEWS
“We know the University and the police are looking out 
for our safety all the time.” 
—FIRST-YEAR STUDENT CARLI TURRITIN IN A NOV. 7  
DAYTON DAILY NEWS STORY AFTER THE ARREST OF A SUSPECTED 
THIEF IN MARYCREST RESIDENCE COMPLEX
BIAS
These boots 
are made 
for leading
ROTC NATIONAL 
HONORS
Fine dining
ROYAL CHINA RETURNS TO BERLIN
Fine porcelain given in 1883 to the crown prince of Germany 
— later enthroned Frederick III — has found its way back to 
Berlin, thanks to the language skills and hack sleuthing of 
retired professors Edward and Elke Hatch of UD’s languages 
department. Edward’s sister wanted to sell the nearly 100 
pieces of porcelain in her collection, which her husband had 
purchased at auction. The couple researched the dinner set’s 
origins, tracing it through death, debt and the devastation of 
World War I when many pieces of the once-larger set were bro-
ken. The Hatches contacted the original manufacturer, KPM, 
which purchased the set and made it a centerpiece of its 250th 
anniversary exhibition. “We’re very happy it’s back where it 
belongs,” Edward said of the china, on display in the rotunda 
of Charlottenburg Palace, Berlin, through Jan. 5, with portions 
on permanent display thereafter. 
Summer break for the Fighting Flyers Battalion could likely break the strongest among 
us — live fire training, land navigation, confidence swims. But the 18 juniors stayed 
strong and were named the No. 2 ROTC program in the nation — out of 273 — at Leadership 
Development and Assessment Camp at Joint Base Lewis-McChord. Cadets were scored on 
16 leadership dimensions, with 10 Flyers receiving an “E” for exceeding standards. The 
battalion received another honor: Sam Greger, a senior exercise physiology major, was 
named No. 2 cadet in the nation and will receive his first choice of commission — active 
duty, armor officer — when he graduates Dec. 14.  
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CONVERSATION PIECES
Summer camp, winter shelter
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Hot rods
LOVING, HATING, 
STEALING CARS
He left the keys in 
his 2006 Nissan 
Sentra, hoping 
someone 
— anyone — 
would steal 
it. “It runs 
great but 
doesn’t fit 
my image,” said 
history professor John Heitmann, 
whose latest book, Stealing Cars: Technology and Society 
from the Model T to the Gran Torino, looks at motives, 
Grounded
MAKING PEACE A 
FOCAL POINT
Written in eight 
languages, 
the sentiment 
transcends all 
borders: “May 
peace prevail on 
earth.” This fall, 
UD planted a peace 
pole with these 
words in the Mary 
Garden between 
St. Mary’s Hall 
and the Chapel of 
the Immaculate 
Conception. “A 
peace pole is a 
representation 
that we are living 
in solidarity with 
other people, no 
matter their faith 
or nationality,” 
explained Rachel 
Phillips and 
Christine Caldera, 
co-secretaries of 
the campus Pax 
Christi chapter, 
which purchased 
the pole and 
championed its 
installation. 
“Victims assistance is the weakest link in the chain.”
—MARK ENSALACO, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RIGHTS  
RESEARCH, IN AN ASSOCIATED PRESS STORY ABOUT  
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Lions, tigers and  
polar bears (oh my)
UDAYTON.EDU/LIBRARIES/MANGER
In Western culture, no Nativity scene is 
complete without a donkey. But when 
a Native American artist depicts the 
Nativity, a polar bear and moose gather 
around the manger. Such zoological 
diversity is featured in the more than 
200 Nativities on display through Jan. 26 
in “At the Manger: And Animals Were 
There” in Roesch Library. Father Johann 
Roten, S.M., of the Marian Library said 
a focus on the animals is “an important 
way to highlight ecology and the 
natural world and how Jesus asks us to 
care for nature as he cares for us.”
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
methods, deterrents and 
culture surrounding car theft 
with co-author Rebecca H. 
Morales. “In film, books and 
legend, the car thief is a mix of 
villain, ingenious thrill-seeker 
and sympathetic outlaw. This 
fiction often follows 
reality, which is a 
cops-and-robbers 
arms race between 
theft-prevention 
technology and 
sophisticated thieves.” 
Too sophisticated to 
covet a 2006 Sentra, 
it seems; Heitmann still drives it to 
campus daily. 
“We’re creating connections online and building families in ways 
no one even considered five or 10 years ago.” 
—KEITH KLEIN ’98, WHO SPOKE ON ADOPTION IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
DURING THE NOV. 15 TEDxDAYTON
See Page 15
WHAT’S
THIS?
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News from campus and beyond
FLIGHT DECK
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
The GE Aviation EPISCENTER was named best economic development project in the 
state by the Ohio Economic Development Association in a luncheon ceremony Oct. 24. 
The University of Dayton led a coalition of state and local governments, as well as 
Dayton Public Schools, CityWide Development Corp. and a range of legal and financial 
professionals, in attracting GE Aviation to campus. 
The $53 million, 138,000-square-foot facility with labs and offices had an econom-
ic impact even before workers started moving in this summer. During construction, 
49 contractors provided 665 construction jobs, with a total estimated construction payroll 
of $15.1 million.
GE Aviation held a dedication ceremony Dec. 13. By the end of this year, GE Aviation 
expects to employ 50 people at the site to research aircraft electrical power systems, with a 
potential workforce between 150 and 200 within five years, depending on future programs.
“The stage is set to create new products through collaborative research,” said Mickey 
McCabe, UD vice president for research.
Best of show
Nonprofit knowhow
UD’s leadership education is certified. 
The new nonprofit and community 
leadership graduate certificate program 
is addressing leadership and manage-
ment in a liberal arts context. “Our em-
phasis is on developing leaders for ser-
vice to community and educating them in 
the hard skills and best practices in the 
field today,” said program director Steve 
Neiheisel.
Although it’s a graduate certificate 
program, it is open to UD undergraduates 
as well as community members not en-
rolled in any academic degree program. 
Neiheisel said it is ideal for professionals 
at the beginning or middle of their ca-
reers who may not have the time or money 
to earn a full degree. 
The 12-hour, four-course certificate 
program is offered through the master’s 
of public administration program in the 
political science department at a cost of 
about $560 per credit hour.
“Educating leaders for the common 
good and service to society is at the core 
of our mission as a Catholic and Marianist 
university,” Neiheisel said.
—Cameron Fullam
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She was sitting in Chami-
nade Hall. Class had just started. 
Someone started talking. 
That’s how Pamela Roderick 
Pelc ’66 remembers Nov. 22, 1963, 
when she heard that President 
John F. Kennedy had been shot. 
“I thought it must be a joke,” 
Pelc says. “I didn’t believe that 
sort of thing could happen.”
The president of the United 
States — and the first Catho-
lic president — was dead. Janet 
Weiss Reeds ’66 recalls feel-
ing numb, sitting in her Mary-
crest dorm room, talking with 
friends, mourning over what 
was and what could have been.
Out of this sadness came a 
thought: The new student cen-
ter, under construction since 
March 1, had not yet been named. 
“‘We should name it after the 
president,’ I remember saying 
to my friends,” Reeds says. “So 
I started circulating a petition. 
The idea caught on, and other 
students got involved.”
Everything happened quick-
ly: The president died on Friday, 
classes were canceled Monday, 
petitions were circulated Tues-
day and Wednesday, and on 
Wednesday evening, the night 
before Thanksgiving, the Univer-
sity’s board of trustees approved 
the students’ request. The new 
student center would be called 
the John F. Kennedy Memorial 
Union.
Father Raymond Roesch, 
S.M., who was presi-
dent at the time, sent 
letters to the First Lady 
and to Kennedy’s par-
ents informing them 
of the decision, writing 
that the center would 
be a “bricks and mortar 
memorial” to the late 
president’s legacy.
Ten months later, 
Kennedy Union offi-
cially opened, just in 
time for orientation of 
a new class of Flyers. 
The following spring, 
a more solemn dedi-
cation ceremony was 
held. On April 7, 1965, 
assistant to the U.S. 
president, Dave F. Pow-
ers, stood on the steps 
of Kennedy Union, 
beside the sculpture 
of his close friend ris-
ing out of the eternal 
flame, and reminisced. 
Powers recalled special 
moments with the president: 
how he found him calmly read-
ing a bedtime story to daughter 
Caroline on Black Saturday of the 
Cuban Missile Crisis; how he got 
out of his campaign motorcade 
to help an old woman cross the 
depicting the president with 
John-John; Torch Lounge with a 
wrought-iron torch symbolizing 
the flame at his grave; 
and the presidential 
ballroom. A reporter for 
the Dayton Journal Herald 
described the build-
ing as sophisticated, 
elegant and attuned to 
education.
Reeds attended the 
dedication ceremony and 
felt a sense of pride at 
what she and her fel-
low students had done: 
“We were showing our 
solidarity with the presi-
dent, not just as Catho-
lics, but as Americans.”
As a faculty mem-
ber on the JFK Memorial 
Union board, Brother 
Don Geiger, S.M. ’55, 
saw campus solidarity 
as truly representative 
of the Marianist sense of 
community. He points 
to fellow board mem-
ber Ellie Kurtz ’47, who 
institutionalized that 
spirit by formalizing Christmas 
on Campus.
“That kind of community 
spirit was exactly the kind of 
spirit Kennedy represented,” he 
says. 
—Cameron Fullam
Welcome back
They were often the first Flyer 
smiles we saw. Admission counselors 
from 1970 on will reunite this summer 
to see the campus they once pitched to 
prospective students and to share sto-
ries with fellow counselors. The reunion 
will be June 26-29, 2014, with housing in 
the Caldwell Street Apartments. Myron 
Achbach, longtime director of admis-
sion, is collecting names and contact 
information. Email him at achbacmy@
udayton.edu.
Seeing triple
Four years ago, three 
sets of triplets walked into 
first-year orientation at UD. 
The Dvorsky, Avila-John and 
Pontarelli families began their 
college journey as triplets, 
but they will emerge as nine 
unique individuals on nine 
distinct paths. Jared Dvorsky 
(far left) will be the first to 
break up the band when he 
graduates in December. We 
wish them the best — times 
three.
From sadness, solidarity
street; how he was at his best un-
der pressure.
Remembrances of the late 
president on campus included 
the 8-foot sculpture of “Ken-
nedy’s Eternal Flame” by Ohio 
State University professor Wil-
liam Thompson; the library 
with two Kennedy-type rock-
ing chairs and a wood-cut relief 
Five days after Kennedy’s death, students gathered 
support to name the new union.
Students respond to Kennedy’s assassination by naming new union
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The UD community is working to at-
tract and enroll more minority undergrad-
uate students with a more intentional, 
coordinated effort. 
Overall enrollment hit its mark for the 
2013 first-year class, but the University en-
rolled 36 African-American undergradu-
ates and 49 Hispanic undergraduates out of 
a class of nearly 1,900, numbers that do not 
reflect the University’s value in creating 
a diverse learning community. 
Minority students are applying to UD, 
says Rob Durkle ’78, assistant vice presi-
dent of enrollment management, noting 
that the number of applications from stu-
dents who identified as African-American 
or Hispanic has remained steady or shown 
slight increases in the past few years. En-
rollment has declined during the last few 
years, leading the University to search for 
new ways to encourage accepted minority 
students to enroll. 
Targeted efforts include more focused 
recruitment at high schools with sig-
nificant minority populations, overnight 
programs, contact from minority faculty 
by phone and during regional visits, and 
more interaction with current minority 
students on campus.
Durkle says alumni 
play an important role 
in minority recruitment, 
from offering referrals 
of prospective students 
to contributing to letter-
writing campaigns to 
acting as Dayton hosts 
for parents of minority 
students who drop their 
children on campus for 
an overnight. 
The admission of-
fice will also reach out 
to community leaders to 
offer mentorships, internships and job op-
portunities to students. 
Durkle points to the School of Engi-
neering’s success in creating ties with 
the greater Dayton community as a way 
to make UD appealing and welcoming to 
minority students. He says enrollment 
management, the academic units and the 
office of multicultural affairs are coordi-
nating their recruitment efforts.
Increased competition from state 
schools and other private institutions for 
the same applicant pool is a factor, but 
Durkle says the University is also examin-
ing the campus climate for students of col-
or and engaging in more communication 
to parents. 
To assist in recruiting efforts, email 
rdurkle1@udayton.edu. 
Relationships matter
It was at the end of his talk that his voice 
broke, the image in Peter McGrath’s mind 
still too raw to control. 
“When I’m in Calcutta or Delhi or Lahore 
or Dhaka,” he said, staring into the eyes of 
hundreds of students in Kennedy Union ball-
room, “and I see poverty come up to my car 
window, and it’s a 5-year-old girl in a dirty 
dress with her 2-year-old sister on her hip 
with no clothes on, and I look into her dark 
eyes and see despair, hopelessness, I have to 
tell you it’s the most frightening experience 
in the world. 
“And we, as business people, have a re-
sponsibility to change that. The meaning 
of life is to give life meaning.”
McGrath ’72 shared lessons from his 
nearly 40-year career with J.C. Penney as 
the speaker for the 10th annual Business as 
a Calling lecture Nov. 14, presented by the 
School of Business Administration’s Center 
for the Integration of Faith and Work and the 
College of Arts and Sciences’ Jacob Program 
in Professional Ethics.
Many of his lessons were tailored to the 
budding business professionals in atten-
dance: Work hard. Never compromise your 
core values. Communicate ef-
fectively. 
“You’re going to spend 
one-third of your life at work, 
so what you’re going to do to 
make a living, I hope you like,” 
he said.
He loved his job in retail, 
which took him on a 10-mil-
lion mile trek across the globe 
to visit factories. That is 
where he came face-to-face 
with such poverty. 
His experiences led him to 
establish the Peter McGrath 
Human Rights Fellows Pro-
gram at UD in 2012. 
McGrath’s visit was about showcasing 
business as a vocation rather than just a se-
ries of jobs. “Each of the students, if they 
choose business, will have the opportunity to 
affect lives,” McGrath said. 
Meaning of life
McGrath, selling the opportunity to end despair
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When the long-awaited renovation of the Im-
maculate Conception Chapel is completed in 
August 2015, the 18-foot-tall wooden doors will 
swing open to welcome the campus community 
into a space that has been the heart of the Uni-
versity for generations of students, faculty, staff 
and their families.
The chapel’s exterior look, historic dimen-
sions and footprint will be largely unchanged. 
Inside, updates will improve how the chapel 
functions to allow fuller liturgical participation 
and will blend with familiar elements to echo the 
chapel’s traditional look.
“We are a Catholic university; we should 
have a powerful symbolic place and space for 
God,” said Father James Fitz, S.M. ’68, vice pres-
ident for mission and rector. “Since the chapel 
was built in 1869, it has been adapted to meet 
changing needs and circumstances. This reno-
vation will preserve the chapel’s essential tradi-
tions and history and allow us to celebrate Mass 
in accord with today’s liturgical norms.”
A new gift and a partnership with Holy An-
gels Church will allow the University to move 
forward with the renovation, scheduled to begin 
August 2014, with anticipated completion a year 
later. An anonymous gift of $3 million brings the 
fundraising total to more than $11 million of the 
$12 million needed, Fitz said. The campus and 
alumni community are being invited to contrib-
ute funds needed for the chapel’s completion. 
Renovation plans have been revised since 
2008, when a proposal to expand the chapel to 
accommodate 500 was discussed. However, 
through the partnership agreement with Holy 
Angels, campus ministry will be able to use its 
church when a larger space is needed. That al-
ready happened in 2013 on Ash Wednesday and 
Dec. 6, when the campus community joined a 
candlelight procession and walked two blocks 
from the chapel to Holy Angels to celebrate the 
50th Christmas on Campus with a votive Mass 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. 
The goal of the interior design is to unite all 
of the elements of the chapel into a warm, unified 
whole that retains essential traditions and history, 
said Beth Keyes, vice president for facilities. A 
number of existing elements will be reused. The 
altarpiece with Mary at its peak will still grace 
space behind the altar, but it will be placed to 
allow better sight lines of the circular window on 
the east wall. New stained glass windows along 
the walls of the nave will complement the jewel 
tones and traditional style of the windows of the 
saints currently behind the altar, with the existing 
windows removed for possible reuse somewhere 
on campus.
The renovation will also include:
n wood finishes, warm colors and simple 
elegance to evoke the early beauty of the chapel. 
n installation of pews and kneelers so that 
seating capacity will remain about the same at 
266, while creating better flow throughout the 
sanctuary in accordance with liturgical require-
ments.
n a minor addition on the south side to in-
clude restrooms, a reconciliation room, support 
space and a bride’s room.
n a small, intimate reservation chapel for 
Eucharistic adoration near the altar.
n a vestibule for a gathering space to be 
created with a glass wall just inside the front 
doors. The tall, wooden entry doors will be refit-
ted so that they open and close easily and will be 
used as the main entrance to the chapel. 
n  a baptismal font, located near the entrance.
n universal handicap accessibility, which 
will allow those with physical disabilities to 
have easier access not only to the chapel 
itself, but also allow their fuller partici-
pation in the Mass.
n upgrades to the lighting, 
HVAC, sound and other me-
chanical systems to enhance 
comfort and energy efficiency. 
The project will be LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) cer-
tified, emphasizing sustain-
ability in materials and de-
sign in order to be environmentally responsible 
and resource efficient. 
Brightman & Mitchell Architects of Dayton, 
who have worked on other church projects, are 
creating the design. Liturgical consultant Ken-
neth Griesemer has provided direction on the re-
quirements for space, flow, function and design 
in accordance with church documents. Render-
ings are expected to be available in January. 
“The church has always used art and archi-
tecture to raise our hearts and minds to the pres-
ence of God in our lives,” Fitz said. “The chapel 
is a powerful symbol. It is a sacred space and 
a sacred place reminding us we need to set 
aside a place and make a space for God in our 
daily lives.”
—Cilla Shindell
Wedding bells
The last weekend for Masses and weddings in the chapel will be July 26-27, 2014. 
During the renovation, the chapel’s Masses will be held in a temporary chapel in 
Chaminade Hall as well as Holy Angels.
Regular use of the chapel for Masses, weddings and other celebrations will 
resume after the rededication, expected in August 2015. 
For information on how to schedule weddings after the renovation, 
contact campus ministry at 937-229-2019. For updates during the renovation, 
visit udayton.edu/ministry. 
Chapel renovation begins August 2014
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Sold on selling
School of Business Administration professor Tony Krystofik 
sits at his desk to watch a video of a student completing a sales 
call. The student is 
in a room down the 
hall, and a network 
of monitors in each 
room in the Fiore Ta-
larico Center for Pro-
fessional Selling al-
lows Krystofik to see 
such scenes in real 
time. 
The sales call isn’t 
real — it’s a role-play 
exercise that’s part of 
a class assignment. 
Still, everything from 
the office setting to 
the student’s words 
reflects what she 
might experience in a 
sales job, and Krysto-
fik is able to record it, critique it and place it in an online portfolio 
she can access at any time, anywhere, to learn what she did right 
and how she can improve.
As the director of the center, Krystofik knows students will 
make mistakes. But he’d much rather they happen in the class-
room than on the job.
Fiore Talarico ’74 also expresses that sentiment. Thanks to a 
$1 million gift he made in 2011, 
UD students can practice the art 
of making the sale and recovering 
from mistakes in new facilities on 
the ground floor of the William S. 
Anderson Center.
“We wanted to do something 
to put us a step ahead of other uni-
versities, and we’ve done it,” said 
Talarico, a retired Houston busi-
nessman who has bought and sold 
about 40 companies in his career. 
He spoke Oct. 17 during the center’s 
dedication.
The center will be available to 
all students, regardless of major, 
since everyone engages in sales, 
whether they’re selling prod-
ucts or their own abilities in a job 
interview.
Even Father Jim Fitz, S.M. ’68, was able to give an example of 
an interaction one could consider a “sale,” an example that drew a 
few chuckles from the audience.
“An angel came and sold Mary on saying ‘yes,’” he said.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
Run, Jane, run
Qualifying times for the Boston Marathon are too easy for younger women and too tough for older 
women, according to a new study in the International Journal of Sports Physiology and Performance. Paul 
Vanderburgh, professor of health and sport science, compared Boston Marathon qualifying times 
for men and women in 11 age 
groups with their respective 
world-record times. Results 
showed current qualifying 
times were too lenient by 
10 minutes for women age 
18-54; too strict by 10 min-
utes for women age 55-69; 
and too strict by 35-95 min-
utes for women age 70 and 
older. The current quali-
fying times for men were 
acceptably valid.
“If the standards sug-
gested by the study were ad-
opted — though fairer to all age groups — it would lead to nearly half as many women qualifying 
as men,” he said. “We are working on a follow-up study with larger samples and a slightly differ-
ent definition of world bests to examine how close we can get to valid standards and equal gender 
representation.” 
Sandwich de jure
The verdict is in: The Jury Box make-
over is a success.
From a redesigned seating area to an 
updated menu, the restaurant in the base-
ment of Keller Hall is designed to better 
serve its returning customers and attract 
new ones, said senior Maggie Condon, 
Jury Box director of marketing. Flyer En-
terprises  now operates the business.
“Sales on the first day were at par 
with ArtStreet Café, which is a huge deal 
because ArtStreet is so well-known and 
prominent on campus,” said Condon after 
the Oct. 17 grand opening.
Even the menu fits the law school 
location. You can order the “Clarence” 
salad, the “Taft” breakfast bagel or the 
“Scalia” sandwich — ham, salami, pep-
peroni, mozzarella, pesto mayo, banana 
peppers and basil — a steal at $5.99 
(we didn’t say that).
With scissors at the ready, Fiore Talarico ’74 (center) prepares to open the 
Fiore Talarico Center for Professional Selling.
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No vinyl dinosaurs 
Music was on vinyl, then tape, then CD. But when it went digital, its sheer volume created 
noise that made it hard to search and discover. 
Michael Reuther ’08 and Jordan Schneider ’11 are scripting its next evolution with 
OurVinyl.TV, an online platform 
that collects and archives high-
quality music videos in a format 
that is discoverable and shareable. 
The team, which includes Allen 
Ralph and William Limratana, 
won $25,000 and first place in 
UD’s 2013 Business Plan Competi-
tion. 
“Our generation has a new 
way to listen,” said Reuther, who 
began OurVinyl as a music blog 
written from his bedroom on Low-
es Street. Schneider was a studio engineer at Street Sounds at ArtStreet when the two teamed up. 
“We started recording sessions, and they were really bad, but people loved them,” Reuther said. 
They now have professional cameras and 30 partners who have contributed 7,000 music 
videos. And while digital is their business model, vinyl remains close to their hearts and alive 
in their business name. 
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Long ago in a digital age far, far away, UD 
received an award for most wired campus, 
followed quickly by most wireless. Today, it’s 
all about bandwidth, being nimble in estimat-
ing the students’ usage and responding to 
stresses on the system. 
On an average day during the regular 
academic year, 65 percent of the residen-
tial Internet bandwidth being consumed is 
streaming video; roughly 50 percent of the 
academic Internet consumption is streaming 
video, says Devin Smith of UDit. 
The video can be for academic purposes, 
but it can also be driven by entertainment 
uses or popular events. In the past five years, 
Smith says overloads have happened once 
every 18 to 24 months. The 2009 inauguration 
of President Barack Obama was one of the 
few nonathletic events to max out the Univer-
sity’s academic bandwidth, which is capped 
at 250 Mbps. 
If, say, a Flyers game is expected to 
impact Internet performance, the learning 
and education bandwidth requirements are 
prioritized over such leisure use, Smith says.
But on March 13, 2013, no one anticipated 
white smoke to sound alarm bells of a system 
taxed to its limits. Read what happened, right.
Smoke alarm
What do Flyer basketball, Obama and the pope have in common?
The superpower to bring a network to its knees. 
In step
Most widely known for the four 
thumbs up they received on TV’s Amer-
ica’s Got Talent, Hammerstep delivered a 
hip-hop and Irish step-dance mash-up 
this fall as part of the UD Arts Series. In 
addition to concerts with the UD Dance 
Ensemble, Hammerstep dancers per-
formed “guerilla ambush dance” dur-
ing pop-up events across campus, from 
the Humanities Center lobby to a chilly 
Kennedy Union plaza. 
“We wanted to freshen up Irish 
dance, because we felt it was getting a 
bit stale,” said co-founder Garrett Cole-
man ’11 about the dance troupe’s roots. 
“We were experimenting with styles 
that were progressive, urban, contem-
porary and relevant to youth, and Ham-
merstep emerged out of that.”
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When Erin O’Connell ’14 sits down at her family’s holiday table each year, she expects a side of laughter with her cheesy potatoes. They will 
tease each other about who got to fill their plate 
first (the O’Connells line up by height, shortest 
in front) and continue poking fun at the couple 
who mailed frozen meat to an aunt in advance 
of the party — but forgot to tell her, so it thawed 
on her front stoop.
“Sitting down together over a meal is crucial 
to our relationships with each other, and to food,” 
How to
host
a
(mostly healthy, pret-
ty happy)
 
holiday 
meal
says O’Connell, a senior dietetics major and presi-
dent of the Student Dietetics Association. She 
notes that coming together at the table is central 
to the Marianist tradition.
As psychology professor Jack Bauer points out, 
“People need rituals. We are hard-wired to be part 
of groups, especially family, and in a time when 
our society is so complex — people are living all 
over and are busy — we need to have a set place 
where it all comes together, even just once a year.” 
Meals also offer time for reflection. “You don’t 
need to have long, in-depth conversations about 
the meaning of life. Just by talking about the 
things that you’re doing, that you’re interested 
in, you’re talking about what’s important to you. 
You’re checking in with each other, and maybe 
finding ways to help each other,” says Bauer, who 
serves as Roesch Chair in the Social Sciences.
1 The family that cooks together, stays together. Or, at least stays happier. “Cooking as a group 
takes the pressure off one person to 
prepare the whole meal and be stuck in 
the kitchen,” O’Connell says. Also, plan 
ahead. If hosting a potluck, coordinate 
dishes so there’s adequate oven space, 
or ask guests to bring cold dishes, like a 
salad or fruit tray.
2 Think big (but serve small). In Brian Wansink’s book Mindless Eating, he notes that when food 
is placed in a smaller serving bowl with 
smaller serving utensils, people will take 
and eat less. “It’s a mental thing. You 
think you are eating the same as you 
would from a bigger bowl, but you actu-
ally serve yourself less and are still satis-
fied,” O’Connell explains. Aim to fill your 
table with a quarter protein, half vegeta-
bles and fruit, and a quarter grains.
3 Eat first, play later. No, you don’t have to give up grandma’s triple-layer pecan pie. But eating lean 
protein and vegetables before arriv-
ing can help you make clearer choices. 
“You’ll eat less because you’ll be full 
faster,” O’Connell says. Then, get mov-
ing: run a 5K together, throw a Frisbee 
around the yard or turn on some tunes 
and dance. “My family always plays flag 
football the day after Thanksgiving,” 
O’Connell says. “We enjoy working to-
gether as a team, but it also helps peo-
ple feel relaxed and happy since physical 
activity produces endorphins.” She rec-
ommends scheduling your fun between 
dinner and dessert; it allows your cells 
to use those nutrients before you ingest 
more sugar.
4 Keep the fun (not the food poi-soning) going. One memory no one wants: an illness epidemic. 
“Don’t let the food sit out for more than 
90 minutes,” O’Connell says. “Not only 
does this follow recommended food 
safety guidelines, it also keeps you from 
eating more.” Another idea: Leftovers 
can make great one-dish entrees the 
next day, with little effort. O’Connell sug-
gests turkey noodle soup, gnocchi using 
mashed potatoes, or a casserole. “Com-
bine the rest of your vegetables, turkey 
and stuffing, add a cream soup, and put 
it in the oven.”
5 What guests don’t know won’t hurt them. One final tip: “If you alter recipes to reduce the fat and 
sugar, keep it a secret,” O’Connell ad-
vises. “Not everyone is ready to make 
those changes.”
—Audrey Starr
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Media Hits
n  On the news and culture blog Ozyman-
dias, Vincent Miller, Gudorf Chair in Catholic 
Theology and Culture, says Pope Francis is build-
ing his legacy in unconventional ways: “I remem-
ber going to The Guardian newspaper and see-
ing their top quote was Pope Francis saying ‘I am 
a sinner.’ The Guardian finding that interesting? 
That’s a fascinating change. He’s showing peo-
ple what Catholicism can be. And that’s already 
changed the church.”
n  Molly Schaller, associate professor of coun-
selor education, talked to The New York Times 
for a Nov. 1 story about the sophomore slump. 
“We enter college with all of these dreams about 
what we’re going to be, and we have to put some 
of those to rest in the second year,” she said. Her 
advice: Find a major you like and, if you’re bored 
studying, “redouble your efforts to figure out 
where you fit in.”
n  A new study looking at who is defined a 
journalist  — and therefore entitled to shield law 
protections, among other things — was discussed 
in The Salt Lake Tribune, PBS Media Shift 
blog and Nieman Journalism Lab. A new defini-
tion of journalist “might de-incentivize innovation 
in news production and distribution,” write UD 
assistant professor Jonathan Peters and his co-
author, Edson Tandoc Jr. 
n  In the article “Getting to know the real liv-
ing dead” published Nov. 7 by Science News, UD 
biology post-doctoral associate Jennifer Pechal 
talks about how 
the microbial com-
munity of decom-
posing bodies is 
still an unknown: 
“Do you use the 
outside, do you 
use the inside, do 
you use a combination of 
both? Right now, we’re just 
in this unknown, uncharted, 
let’s-just-survey-everything 
territory.” The forensic research of professor Eric 
Benbow was also featured in the October Wired 
story “When crime scene evidence crawls away.”
n  In an article asking if tuition has gone the 
way of Walmart pricing, University Business 
in its November cover story highlighted schools 
taking positive action in an era of tuition disrup-
tion. “We are smoothing the curve by not surpris-
ing students with fees but with consistency over 
time,” said Vice President of Enrollment Manage-
ment and Marketing Sundar Kumarasamy about 
UD’s four-year tuition plan. 
n  Research by assistant professor Mary Fuhs 
suggests that a preschool teacher’s positive emo-
tional tone supports critical mental skills in chil-
dren. She told Babble.com, “Our interpretation is 
that perhaps teachers who have a more positive 
tone in the classroom create an environment in 
which children feel less fear or stress about ex-
ploring new challenging tasks that help to develop 
their cognitive self-
regulation skills.” 
Better self-regula-
tion is an indicator of math and 
literacy ability, whereas lower 
self-regulation equates to behav-
ioral problems, it reported. 
n  In October, the Dayton 
Business Journal reported on the 
percentage of students attending 
Dayton-area independent univer-
sities who choose to stay in Ohio after graduation. 
Two-thirds of UD alumni stay. Said UD education 
professor Thomas J. Lasley, “We’ve found people 
are much more likely to stay in the area if they are 
connected by an internship.”
n  On the 35th anniversary of the passing of 
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, Ms. Magazine 
quoted law professor Jeannette Cox, who argues 
that redefining pregnancy as a disability under the 
law would ensure women access to accommoda-
tions while reinforcing the stereotype of pregnancy 
as a “defective state”: “Do we want our laws to treat 
us … exactly the same? Or to give us equal employ-
ment opportunities, which account for our physi-
ological difference and a history of exclusion?”
n  American Catholic quoted UD President 
Daniel Curran in an article on the growth of the 
Catholic Church in China. Curran says the Uni-
versity has not had to sacrifice its religious identity 
in its founding of the UD China Institute in Suzhou 
Industrial Park. “We are openly Catholic,” he said. 
Motion picture
Watch first-year engineering major 
WHAT’S
THIS?
Brandi Gerschutz go down 
with her ship through aug-
mented reality and your 
Internet-connected smart-
phone or tablet. From 
Apple and Android stores, 
download the free University of Dayton 
Scanner app. Open the app and tap 
UD Magazine. Whenever you see the 
icon (above), hover your phone or tablet 
over the photo to watch the video ap-
pear — and don’t move.
Beyond the board game
It’s hard to yell “you sunk my battleship!” with a mouthful of 
water. 
Students went beyond the board game for a Battleship battle in 
RecPlex pool Nov. 1, trading little gray ships for canoes filled with 
four people and more and 
more water. The object is 
simple: empty your buck-
ets into another’s boat 
(very effective) while keep-
ing your boat dry with a 
yoga mat as a shield (not 
very effective). Last boat 
floating wins. 
This year’s champ was 
“Seas the Day,” a Titanic-attired group draped in very drippy nightgowns. Henry Bourassa, a 
physics major, was the lone male on the team. “It all worked out. … I got a free dress and a 
free [championship] shirt.”
More than 200 students battled in this year’s event, organized through intramurals. First-
year students also take to the water in an August battle as part of New Student Orientation. 
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Gift that keeps  
on giving
It seems the fall announcement of a $2.5 mil-
lion gift from the estate of Robert Schuellein ’44 
was premature. An addi-
tional gift, received af-
ter UD Magazine’s 
autumn issue 
went to press, 
brings Schuel-
lein’s giving 
to UD to just 
under $3.5 mil-
lion. Schuel-
lein, who died 
in 2011 at the 
age of 91, was a 
former Marianist 
brother, a master 
mentor, a renowned 
researcher and co-
founder of the first 
master’s program 
in UD’s College of 
Arts and Sciences.
His gifts will 
support a new fac-
ulty teaching and re-
search position, an endowed chair in biology. Said 
a former colleague of Schuellein’s at the National 
Institutes of Health, “His passion was training re-
searchers for the future ... building a pipeline of 
scientists who could make the important break-
throughs” — breakthroughs that will be his gift 
to the world.
We still love UD
Last year, we wore our hearts on our 
porch sheets. In February 2014, the Uni-
versity is reprising its wildly successful “I 
Love UD” engagement campaign with op-
portunities for alumni to show their love 
through photos, acts of kindness and gifts 
to support student scholarships and the 
Chapel of the Immaculate Conception. 
Throughout the month of February, 
watch for opportunities to add your voice 
to the 100,000-plus Flyers, family and 
friends. Until then, “Like” the University of Dayton Facebook page to 
keep tabs on the fun. 
UD attracted nearly $22.2 million in commitments in fiscal year 2013 
— a 14 percent jump over 2012’s $19.5 million mark.
Fiscal year fundraising up
Thanks partly to the 2013 “I Love UD” campaign, the alumni 
participation rate climbed 1.2 percentage points, from 14.3 to 
15.5 percent.
Of significance: Young alumni participation nearly doubled, 
and faculty and staff giving hit its highest mark in history.
“Overall, we saw a significant increase in the number of 
alumni giving,” said Dave Harper, vice president for advance-
ment. “There’s a passion for the University among our base of 
supporters, but we still have a tremendous opportunity to engage 
more alumni.”
There are also challenges to meet. Alumni participation is 
still lagging behind institutions such as Notre Dame, which 
touts a 50 percent giving rate. Alumni say they want to be en-
gaged beyond asks for gifts. And a shift toward mobile technologies 
requires innovations in the ways funds are raised. 
In 2014, UD will launch Fund-A-Flyer, a crowdfunding opportunity, 
to support funds such as the chapel renovation, I Love UD scholarship 
and ETHOS. Other fundraising priorities include sustainability, Catho-
lic education, human rights and intercollegiate athletics.
Movin’ on over
University advancement offices — including alumni relations and events staffs — can now be 
found alongside the University of Dayton Research Institute, MBA program and Alumni Center in 
the 1700 South Patterson Building. 
The move, which occurred in late October, allows for a more intentional, collaborative work-
space that focuses on the department’s strategic plan and mission, said Danna Grant, executive 
director of advancement relations. “It will also provide a one-stop-shop for alumni,” she said, refer-
ring to the Alumni Center on the first floor. “We’ll be better able to utilize the space and make it 
more engaging and available for them.” 
Staff phone numbers and emails have not changed, and ample visitor parking is available. 
For questions regarding the new space, contact Christine Long at 937-229-2912.
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WHERE ARE YOU READING
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE?
1 Matt Kinkley ’90, Meghann 
Wygonik ’12 and Jarrod Kinkley ’12 
pose at the Grand Canyon with the 
UD Magazine. They write, “We took 
this picture during a family vaca-
tion, standing in front of one of the 
natural wonders of the world.  
It was 114 degrees that day.”
2 Brittany Williams ’10 posed with 
Joe Gehring ’10, Jenna Gehring ’15 
and their UD Magazine. Brittany 
writes, “We decided to read the 
UD Magazine at the Colosseum 
in Rome. Joe and I met in Found-
ers Hall, and he proposed while in 
Italy!”
3 Ron Weber ’71 and Jo Ann 
Eichhold Weber ’71 read their UD 
Magazine while relaxing in the 
100-degree geothermal waters 
of the Blue Lagoon in a lava field 
outside Reykjavik, Iceland.
4 Abby Heffelmire ’09 writes, “I 
carried my UD Magazine with me 
while in Saint Louis de Sud, Haiti, 
on a mission trip. Pulling out this 
magazine gave me a chance to 
interact with children who don’t 
get to see books very often. Despite 
our language barrier, the amount 
of joy they had while I showed 
them pictures of soccer players, an 
elephant and the UD campus was 
tremendous. I am so grateful I was 
able to have that experience, and it 
adds to the list of reasons of why I 
am thankful I went to UD.”
5 Katherine Hague ’09, Lindsay 
Baker ’09 and Kylene Guerra ’09 
read their UD Magazine at the 
Charles Bridge in Prague.
6 Gary Motz ’08 writes, “Seven 
Dayton Flyers headed to the moun-
tains and made many memories 
along the way: 30 hours of driving 
through nine states, six days of hik-
ing, and 50-plus miles of hiking with 
a heavy pack on our backs — which 
included four UD Magazines.”  
Pictured in Glacier National Park 
are Gary Motz ’08, Eric Stoiber ’10, 
Darren Brown ’09, Andy Bading-
haus ’08, Andy Taube ’08, Mark  
Anderson ’09 and Matt Myers ’08. 
Gary writes, “The two additional 
Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.
View more photos on Facebook at www.facebook.com/udmagazine.
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is a truly magical place — much 
like UD.”
10 Cecelia Johnson-Stewart ’78 
and Gabrielle Stewart ’12 visited the 
Dominican Republic and took along 
the UD Magazine to read. “We love 
UD!”
11 The UD Magazine found its way 
to the 2013 Keck-Gorius Reunion 
in Newark, Ohio, June 29. In at-
tendance were Golden Flyers Dick 
Winters ’61 and Bill Keck ’66, Tom 
Gorius ’66, Ken Keck ’71, Dave 
Triplett ’71, Patty Triplett Tolloti 
’88, Barry Winters ’95, Brian Keck 
’95, Heather Newman Keck ’96, Con-
nie Richards-Keck ’96, Lorrie Keck 
Wourms ’97, Leo Rihn IV ’97, Sean 
Gorius ’98, Kevin Hoying ’07, Steve 
McDonald ’08, Nick Adams ’09 and 
Colleen Braddick-McDonald ’09.
12 Kevin Helm ’05 and Karen 
Sorensen Helm ’05 read their UD 
Magazine as they celebrated the 
completion of two master’s degrees 
with a trip to Ireland, Scotland  
and England. 
Flyers are people we met on the 
trail. The couple is from Dayton, 
Ohio, and have a daughter cur-
rently studying at UD.”
7 Mike Galvan ’81 and Sharon 
Royle Galvan ’82 celebrated their 
30th wedding anniversary by tak-
ing a Mediterranean cruise. They 
write, “One of our excursions was 
a visit to Rome. Here we are at the 
Vatican with the UD Magazine that 
featured C.F. Payne’s rendering of 
the pope on the cover.”
8 Crista Bozogan ’98 writes, “Here 
I am, reading my UD Magazine 
while relaxing on a boat on Lake 
Lugano in Switzerland.”
9 Greg Malenich ’96 and Liberty 
Ralston Malenich ’96 write, “We 
had the opportunity to travel to 
Easter Island, Chile. Greg is study-
ing for his MBA at the University 
of Notre Dame and worked on an 
immersion project in Santiago. We 
took a flight from there to Easter 
Island and enjoyed every minute 
traveling around one of the world’s 
most remote inhabited islands. It  
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Amidst the pain, suffering and sometimes per-
petual cycle of slave labor, UD faculty saw some-
thing else. 
“We saw something much more surprising: 
the triumph of hope,” said Kelly Johnson, associate 
professor of religious studies, who traveled with UD 
faculty to Brazil to examine the squalid conditions 
of slave labor that contributes to the production of 
consumer goods for the U.S. market. 
They met the 39 families of Nova Conquista — 
New Conquest —  a 3.5-square-mile tract of land 
named in honor of their 
victory against slavery 
and despair and of their 
conquest of a new place 
in the world for them-
selves. 
They cleared the land 
by hand, turning the wood 
they cut into charcoal 
they then sold. They plan 
to expand production of 
charcoal, create a lake 
and stock it with fish, and acquire goats 
and more chickens, Johnson said. “This 
time, they are their own bosses.” 
The inhabitants of Nova Conquista, 
who escaped the cycle of slave labor, are 
helping others avoid the traps of slave 
labor.
“They take time to talk to 
others about what happened to 
them, so those who rely on mi-
grant labor jobs will watch out 
for those who would make them 
slaves rather than employees,” 
she said.
Johnson was among five UD 
Scholars in Global Solidarity 
who spent 10 days in Brazil in 
June examining labor trafficking 
and meeting with government and church officials 
to map strategies to combat the problem.
The scholars, who include faculty from reli-
gious studies, human rights, philosophy and so-
ciology, joined other Scholars in Global Solidarity 
from St. John’s University (N.Y.). The scholars work 
under the umbrella of Catholic Relief Services, the 
Catholic Church’s official relief and humanitarian 
development arm that serves more than 100 million 
people in nearly 100 countries.
“As partners, we hope to help advocate for 
people trapped in slave labor and communicate 
to people in the United States,” said Vince Miller, 
Gudorf Chair in Catholic Theology and Culture. 
“We also hope the trip has deepened our ability to 
explain these issues to our students.”
One group headed to a region where the Cath-
olic Church helps poor landowners defend farms 
threatened by large ranchers and logging opera-
tions. These are areas where slave labor contrib-
utes to the production of beef, leather and hard-
wood that end up in American homes, according to 
Miller. Another group visited a project that resettles 
trafficking victims. A third group talked with advo-
cacy groups preparing to combat sex trafficking 
during the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympics. 
“We need to speak out on the behalf of the 
victims of trafficking and 
slave labor,” Miller said. 
“We want to help people 
here see the ‘real cost.’ 
We so seldom see where 
the products we pur-
chase come from. There 
is so much slave labor in-
volved in goods we take 
for granted.” 
Johnson said 
her group found 
many people fall 
into slave labor 
simply looking for 
a better life. They 
fall prey to false 
promises and be-
fore long they’re 
working seven 
days a week under the watch of armed 
guards, drinking from filthy pools of water 
and sleeping in nothing more than canvas 
tents, often only to be released once sea-
sonal labor ends.
Nearly 46,000 people have been res-
cued from this horror, but some end up in 
the same trap again, she said, because the 
circumstances that led them there in the 
first place don’t change. 
UD’s Scholars in Global Solidarity are bring-
ing back many lessons to their students, especially 
on how to better advocate for the most vulnerable 
among us. Like the settlers of Nova Conquista, 
Johnson also wants her students to know there’s 
hope.
“I often speak to students in the U.S. who doubt 
anything can be done to change unjust economic 
structures,” Johnson said. “They say sin is too 
pervasive for grace ever to break through, that 
the problems are too big and the systems too 
complex. 
“The workers of Nova Conquista challenge 
those of us on the other end of globalization to be 
as tenacious in struggling for justice as they are.” 
—Shawn Robinson
‘Triumph of hope’
What we say,  
what we do
The University of Dayton will establish a 
center for human rights, pledged President 
Daniel J. Curran Oct. 4 during the UD con-
ference on human rights. He also signed an 
agreement with Catholic Relief Services to 
commit University faculty to research labor 
trafficking and to support efforts in Brazil 
and surrounding nations to eradicate forced 
labor.
More than 300 participants from 12 
countries joined in the conversation, meant 
to move advocacy to action. Panelists includ-
ed academics, practitioners and students, 
including those who traveled to Malawi to 
work on human rights issues like access to 
clean water, self-determination and orphan 
care. 
“The goal is advocacy — research for 
advocacy,” said professor Mark Ensalaco, 
director of human rights research. “We want 
to raise consumer and producer and investor 
awareness about the existence of products 
contaminated by slave labor in the supply 
chain which we consume.”
Said Bill O’Keefe of Catholic Relief Ser-
vices, “We need to get to the root causes 
of the social injustices we are pursuing. The 
prospect of students from the University of 
Dayton participating ... in the vocation of 
helping the poor around the world and the 
vocation of addressing the root causes of 
social injustice and the terrible human rights 
abuses we face — this is the center of what 
we are about. We are deeply confident in 
its success and the collective impact that 
we’re going to have.” 
Mark Ensalaco, challenging the audience 
to ‘have a direct impact on justice.’
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A man in a dress
Louie Suttman ’09 has a good reason why 
he was trying on sundresses in Hungary.
It started with a bus accident. On Sept. 9, 
a driver of a car in Hungary went left of center, 
hitting the bus carrying the women’s basket-
ball team Uni Gyor, which was in the midst of 
its season in a regional league, tuning up for 
its season in the EuroLeague, Europe’s top pro-
fessional basketball league.
The crash killed the team’s coach and 
manager. Star forward Natasa Kovacevic 
was injured so badly her left foot was ampu-
tated. Sam MacKay ’13, all-league guard last 
season for the Flyers, received three cracked 
vertebrae.
One of the first people to call her was Flyer 
coach Jim Jabir. He was the first she unloaded 
her emotions on, recounting what she had 
seen. “I was crying,” she said. “It helped to 
speak of what I saw. He sat and listened.”
MacKay is back now in her Columbus, 
Ohio, home. She talks to several of her Uni 
Gyor teammates almost daily. One of those is 
Kovacevic who, according to MacKay, was the 
most highly recruited player at her position in 
Europe.
“She could have come to America. But she 
turned pro,” MacKay said. “She has such an 
amazing attitude. She’s so positive.”
That helps give strength to MacKay, who 
in December will learn whether her vertebrae 
fused enough to begin rehab. “If it’s OK,” she 
said, “rehab will take four to six weeks. If not, 
it’s more waiting, maybe surgery.”
Her goal is to play again this season.
Suttman’s role? Suttman, who was direc-
tor of basketball operations during MacKay’s 
junior year at UD, heard of MacKay’s accident 
while working in Austria, about five hours 
away from her Hungarian apartment. 
“He messaged me after the accident,” 
MacKay said. “I told him I was OK. He called 
later and said he was coming to see me; he was 
already on the train. One day, my mom and he 
went shopping for me. A wound on my back 
made it difficult to wear most clothes. Looking 
at sundresses, my mom said, ‘I can’t try them 
on. I’m not her size.’”
Suttman is.
A good reason to try on sundresses in 
Hungary.
“Your Flyer family,” MacKay said, “goes 
beyond four years.”
A poke in the eye
“You seem like you understand every-
thing.” The wife of the basketball coach of 
Club Athletique Brive Correze in France was 
impressed by the ability of Olivia Applewhite 
’13 to apparently understand in detail the in-
structions from her French coach.
Her UD coach Jim Jabir had given her a 
book to learn French. But she hadn’t had 
much time to apply herself to it.
Life after Dayton?
As seniors, they led the Flyers to a 28-3 record.  
Today, where are Sam MacKay, Olivia Applewhite 
and Brittany Wilson?
 “When the coach is drawing up plays 
on the sideline during a game, I don’t know 
what he’s talking about,” Applewhite said. “I 
just nod.”
The apparent understanding is a byprod-
uct of preparation. “I know the plays,” Apple-
white said. “I just play.”
But she recently had some time to concen-
trate on improving her French.
“I was going up for the ball at practice,” 
she said. “I got poked in the eye.”
In her next game, she scored 27 points. “I 
felt discomfort a couple days after the game, 
went to the doctor and I found out I had a de-
tached retina and needed surgery.”
After sitting out for a month or so, she 
is returning to the court. In the meantime, 
she decided to pay some attention to the book 
from Jabir. “And I have learned some French,” 
she said. “I’m getting there.”
Just a fan … and  
something more
Brittany Wilson ’12 hasn’t had any inju-
ries this year. Last year, she ended her UD 
career with braces on each leg, the results of 
ACL injuries. She also ended it with degrees 
in psychology and criminal justice and an 
interest in helping human beings with drug 
StorieS by thomaS m. ColumbuS
See Life, next page
Sam MacKay, 
standing tall
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Success
No. 1 in the A-10. 16th in the nation.
Those are UD’s rankings in the latest NCAA Gradu-
ation Success 
Rate report on 
Division I stu-
dent-athletes. 
Dayton’s GSR, 
the propor-
tion of stu-
dent-athletes 
who earn a 
degree in six 
years, is 96.
That is the highest the University has earned. Over 
the nine years that the GSR has been compiled, UD 
has never had below a 94.
Seven Flyer teams had perfect scores. Dayton is 
one of 23 schools, the only one in the A-10, to have 
perfect scores for men’s and women’s basketball. UD is 
one of only seven schools nationally to have its wom-
en’s basketball program post a perfect GSR and qualify 
for the NCAA Division I women’s basketball champion-
ship during the last four years.
Sportswriters, broadcasters 
and online pundits are talking 
about changes in the NCAA, its 
organization, the treatment of 
student-athletes. What’s up?
It appears that 
change is coming 
within the NCAA pri-
marily around the 
flexibility for schools 
to make decisions in 
the best interest of 
their student-athletes, 
which includes re-
defining what edu-
cational benefits are 
received as part of a 
student-athlete’s scholarship and 
how generally student-athletes 
are treated.
What is the reason for these 
changes?
Division I comprises diverse 
institutions with very different 
models on athletics spending 
Life, from previous page
addictions.
That’s what she’s doing this 
year, working with the Corner-
stone Project in Dayton. With a 
chemical dependency counselor 
assistant license, she’s doing case 
management with Cornerstone, 
which is dedicated to helping sub-
stance abusers. Wilson’s  typical 
day comprises a morning of group 
meeting with clients, some office 
work, then an afternoon and be-
yond helping with clients in Cor-
nerstone’s housing. For a 16-week 
program, Cornerstone provides 
housing, either because clients are 
homeless or their home lives are 
part of their problems. They are 
people who need a place to stay. 
“I help the person running 
the housing program, sometimes 
responding to emergencies,” she 
said.
While in the program, the cli-
ents attend meetings and, Wilson 
said, “have time to figure out what 
to do with their lives.”
Part of her job is to make them 
realize they can’t stay forever, to 
ask them what they will do when 
it’s over, to help them get on with 
life.
Next fall, Wilson plans to en-
roll in UD’s clinical mental health 
counseling program and continue 
working part time.
Although she’s no longer a 
competitive basketball player, she 
does follow her former teammates. 
Being a fan is different from being 
a player, she said.
“When you’re on the floor,” 
she explained, “you’re in zone. 
You shut out everything. In the 
stands, I hear people who don’t 
know as much about basketball as 
me. It chuckles me. It’s funny.”
Columbus attended a handful of UD 
women’s basketball games last year. After 
meeting Applewhite, MacKay, Wilson 
and coach Jabir while working on a UD 
Magazine story last year, he bought 
season tickets.
and overall institutional spend-
ing, which makes governance 
more difficult. Each school has a 
unique set of circumstances, and 
it has become more challeng-
ing to find common 
solutions with such 
diversity.
How will UD be af-
fected?
The key for us is 
to be well-positioned 
as a member of Divi-
sion I. We’re working 
with the A-10 so that 
the conference re-
mains nationally competitive in 
men’s basketball and a number 
of other sports.
We will continue to invest 
for the future. On top of the 
$35 million we have invested into 
our facilities since 2001, we have 
recently launched four major ini-
tiatives that will continue to ele-
What’s up?
  A Q&A with Tim Wabler ’74, University of Dayton vice president and 
  director of athletics
Moving on
The Cincinnati Reds have appointed Tim O’Connell, 
formerly assistant vice president for athletics and execu-
tive director of UD Arena, vice president of 
ballpark operations. 
Back to the Big Apple
When the Atlantic 10 men’s basketball 
tournament moves to the Barclays Center in 
Brooklyn, N.Y., March 12-16, the Flyers will 
be returning to a second home of sorts. 
Their 40 wins in Madison Square Garden 
(including NIT titles in 1962, 1968 and 2010) 
are the second-most of any school outside 
New York City.
And the New York/New Jersey area holds UD’s 
largest alumni base outside of Ohio.
All 13 A-10 teams will start the tournament at the 
Barclays Center. A limited number of all-session tickets 
(priced $150 to $165) are available through the Univer-
sity of Dayton Arena ProSource Ticket Office in person 
or by calling 937-229-4433.
The A-10 women’s basketball tournament will be 
held March 5-9 in the Richmond (Va.) Coliseum.
vate our nationally prominent ath-
letics programs: the construction 
of a 10,000-square-foot state-of-
the-art Athletic Performance Cen-
ter in Reichard Hall, the modern-
ization of the Donoher Basketball 
Center, the continued renovation 
of the Frericks Center and the 
addition of women’s lacrosse.
When will we know what 
changes there may be in the 
NCAA?
Conversations have been 
going on for close to a year 
now. Conference commission-
ers, NCAA staff and the college 
presidents who lead the NCAA 
have been guiding the discus-
sions among themselves and with 
others. The NCAA meets in Janu-
ary, but I think work around this 
issue will continue throughout the 
academic year. We will probably 
begin to see some changes com-
ing as early as this summer.
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chemotherapy or spending time in the hospital 
for treatment, he came to practices and became 
friends with the players.
“We consider him part of the team,” Currier 
said. 
Zachary got to enjoy seeing the Flyers blaze 
through the first half of the season, cruising to a 
10-0 record. Dayton was ranked as high as No. 18 
in the nation, and on Oct. 8, was the only team 
remaining in Division I with a perfect record. 
The Flyers were hoping their run would con-
tinue past Nov. 14, the opening day of the Atlan-
tic 10 Conference tournament that happened to 
be taking place at Baujan Field. They wanted to 
win the first game, at night, under the lights, 
in front of a screaming bunch of Red Scare mem-
bers and other Flyer Faithful gathered there on a 
chilly fall evening. Then they’d advance to play 
the next night and, hopefully, contend for the 
championship and an NCAA bid two days later.
The final ball just didn’t roll their way, 
even though the 2013 squad 
might have been more of a com-
plete team than the 2008 group 
that finished 15-4-3 and won the 
tournament championship or 
the 2009 team that clinched the 
regular season title with a 14-5-1 
mark. 
“This group has set a prec-
edent,” Currier said. “The ’08-’09 
teams were great, but these guys 
have taken it almost to an entire-
ly different level.” 
With that bar raised, future 
teams can aim even higher.
Before joining the UD editorial 
team in 2010, Miller covered the Michi-
gan State Spartans for the Detroit 
Free Press.
By Shannon Shelton Miller
In the official 2013 statistical register for 
men’s soccer, the final line will show a 3-2 dou-
ble-overtime loss to La Salle in the first round of 
the Atlantic 10 tournament.
Like most season-ending defeats, the result 
will share little about one of the best seasons 
in program history, a campaign in which more 
than 30 guys from 12 different countries ma-
tured from a loose band of talented — yet young 
— athletes to a cohesive unit that understood 
how doing the right things off the field often 
resulted in success on it. 
The Flyers finished 14-2-3 (4-2-2 in the At-
lantic 10), an improvement from last season’s 
more-than-respectable 11-5-2 record, and a com-
plete turnaround from the team’s 5-13-1 nadir 
in 2011.
“The number one thing has been leader-
ship,” said coach Dennis Currier about the 
team’s progression from 2011. “It’s an older 
group that experienced the ups 
and downs of a four-year cycle. 
We spent a lot of time addressing 
the culture of the team.”
That culture wasn’t negative, 
Currier said, but perhaps one 
that simply lacked maturity. In 
the offseason, players and coach-
es addressed the need for greater 
leadership, a more focused work 
ethic and a thorough evaluation 
of the perception of their roles on 
the team. 
To win games, they recog-
nized, they had to do more than 
improve as individual players. 
“I think that’s the biggest dif-
ference between two years ago or 
even last year,” said Abe Keller, a 
senior from Kreuzlingen, Swit-
zerland. “The atmosphere on the team is very 
good. When we play on the pitch, we want to 
play for each other. When somebody makes a 
mistake, because we like each other, we want 
to help each other out. The whole atmosphere is 
positive and it helps you massively on the field.” 
The seeds of what Currier describes as an 
“incredible” September were planted long be-
fore the start of the 2013 season. Following the 
conclusion of the 2012 campaign, the players 
spent the offseason running clinics and teach-
ing soccer to kids in nearby Trotwood, Ohio, 
through a program geared toward exposing 
children in urban areas to soccer. Some of the 
Trotwood kids participated in the tradition of 
accompanying players on the field at the start of 
the game and walked the Flyers onto the pitch 
multiple times during the season. 
They also developed a bond with 8-year-old 
Zachary, a young boy battling a rare form of 
leukemia. When Zachary wasn’t too weak from 
Coming together on a new level
Men’s soccer finishes 14-2-3
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Campus at night is a different place.  
People move with more meaning, not because 
they have to, but because they want to
      play
             pray
                study
         hang out
             or just be up all night. Like me.
I captured these photos between sundown and 
sunrise over three months this fall. Shooting 
in low light at night makes scenes a little 
spooky and a lot more alive. Generations of 
student photographers have captured
                                the people change
             the campus change.
But the way the night works on campus stays 
the same — it is for the students.
 
by
Ian Moran ’15
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Members of the World  
Music Choir lift their voices 
to remember the start 
of the Holocaust during 
a Kristallnacht vigil in 
Immaculate Conception 
Chapel. 
Any leftovers for 
the photographer? 
International and American 
students share culture 
through food during the 
Breaking Bread potluck.
Individual rosaries, 
communal prayer  
and universal mysteries  
at the Marianist  
Student Community  
at 305 Kiefaber St.
At least it’s not raining  
(fire drill at Marycrest).
Clockwise 
from left
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White noise from the whir 
of the machines competes 
with the music over the 
loudspeakers at RecPlex. 
NIGHTBEATS Hear student performances through a free album 
download from UD Magazine at udquickly.udayton.edu/upallnight. 
Thanks to ArtStreet, ArtStreet Café, Street Sounds and WUDR.
In the spotlight at 
ArtStreet’s Thursday Night 
Live are the talented 
women of Sigma Alpha 
Iota, the music sorority.
Those tuning into  
“Tuesday Night Trouble 
with Tara and Ellen” on 
WUDR hear embarrassing 
stories, random music  
and an occasional burst 
bubble.
Clockwise 
from top
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The games may be fiction, 
but the money is real. 
The Fantasy and Science 
Fiction Appreciation Club 
raises $517.16 for Dayton 
Children’s Hospital during 
Gaming for a Cause in  
The Hangar. 
Always full, this McGinnis 
Mass takes on an especially 
solemn tone, mourning  
the loss of law student 
Matthew Corning. 
When the day’s crowds 
are gone, the weightlifters 
focus on form over load. 
Clockwise 
from top 
left
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Seniors Erin Peery and 
John Giltner find a quiet 
window seat for studying 
(and Facebooking) in the 
McGinnis Center. 
All play and no work  
means no smoothies. 
And we need smoothies. 
Thanks, Flyer Enterprises, 
for keeping The Chill  
open late. 
It must be fall — chili, 
cornbread casserole and 
just-picked apples in pie 
are shared around the table 
at 340 Stonemill Road. 
Volleyball intramurals  
teams Set to Kill and 
Notorious D.I.G. play for 
cotton glory in RecPlex. 
Clockwise 
from top 
left
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It’s so late, it’s early.  
The Flying Flyers Battalion 
trains before sunrise in 
Central Mall despite the 
pouring rain. 
Pull up a carpet and make 
yourself at home on the 
seventh floor of Marycrest. 
Nighttime is laundry time 
for senior Ashlee Sleet at 
the McGinnis Center. 
Clockwise 
from top 
left
Expect midnight heroics 
on Stuart Field when 
the softball intramural 
championship is on the 
line. 
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It’s so quiet in Roesch 
Library that every shutter 
snap distracts the studiers. 
Shhh. 
This is where I spent most nights 
as a freshman and sophomore. 
Learning the chemical processes 
of photography helped me 
improve my craft, but I crave  
the instant gratification of digital, 
especially when working in  
low-light situations. 
It’s always dark as night in 
the new black box theater 
in College Park Center, 
where students rehearse 
Farragut North.
Clockwise 
from top
UD
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@JURORNO1: HERE WE GO AGAIN. #IHATEJURYDUTY
@JurorNo2: He’s obviously guilty. Wish we could go home. 
@JurorNo1: Guilty? With that @justinbieber hair? His barber 
even started a “Free Willy” Facebook page. 
@JurorNo2: LOL #weallhatejuryduty
Imagine this Twitter exchange happening in the jury box 
during a trial.
Now imagine you’re the defendant and your future depends 
on the jurors paying attention to the evidence you believe will 
exonerate you.
But while you’re sitting at the defense table, palms slick with 
sweat, knees trembling, nervously tapping your foot like Ringo 
Starr on the drums because you know if you’re found guilty you’re 
going to prison, maybe for a very long 
time, the jurors are busy Tweeting and 
texting and updating their Facebook 
pages with details about you, your al-
leged crime, your bad haircut and the 
awful way your plaid pants clash with 
your striped shirt.
It could happen.
It has happened.
“Oh yes, it’s happened,” says 
University of Dayton law professor 
Thaddeus Hoffmeister. “It’s already 
been done in the box, in the jury box 
itself, unfortunately.”
The telltale sign?
“The juror’s head was down all the 
time,” Hoffmeister says.
If you’re surprised, you shouldn’t 
be.
Social media is as ubiquitous as 
naked photos of Anthony Weiner. No 
matter where you go or where you are 
— the movies, church, even the urinal — you can find someone 
texting, Tweeting, Instagraming, Tumblring, Digging, email-
ing, Facebooking, Amazoning, eBaying or just searching for 
information on Wikipedia about Miley Cyrus twerking. It has 
changed the way we work, the way we interact, the way we live.
The difference of course is that, mostly, someone’s life isn’t 
on the line.
WHEN JURORS ARE SWORN IN FOR DUTY they tacitly agree to 
listen to all the evidence presented to them when they swear to 
judge as fairly and impartially as possible. The concern is that all 
the distractions and, worse, the almost instantaneous ability to 
gather “facts” not in evidence, compromise a defendant’s ability 
to get a just and unbiased trial.
“I worry about that, yes definitely,” says Montgomery County 
[Ohio] Common Pleas Judge Timothy O’Connell ’77. 
O’Connell, a 1980 graduate of the 
UD School of Law, leans back in a leath-
er chair in his cluttered fourth-floor of-
fice in the Montgomery County Court-
house, his fingers tented as if in prayer, his brow furrowed as he 
contemplates the question of jurors going outside the boundaries 
of the courtroom to gather information they shouldn’t have. 
“There have been cases reported where convictions have been 
reversed, new trials ordered and even dismissals of charges in 
some instances because of the use of information that wasn’t 
presented in the courtroom,” he says.
Attorney Jon Paul Rion ’96 remembers a civil case in Day-
ton that was settled in favor of his client just before closing 
arguments.
“We spoke to the jury afterwards, before they were dis-
charged, and they’d read all about the case, knew what the 
judgments were, knew all the information,” Rion says. “It was 
unbelievable the amount of information they had that was not 
presented in the courtroom. And they 
openly admitted about getting the 
information about the case while the 
case was ongoing. We were shocked, 
one, not only by the openness but, 
two, the amount of information 
they felt they needed to do their job 
correctly.
“Clearly when you have informa-
tion like that coming in through the 
back door, it’s of great concern. It’s 
impossible to monitor.”
Therein lies the rub. We live in an 
instantaneous world. We can connect 
to each other as well as to huge stores 
of information in the blink of an eye. 
Or more precisely, the flick of a fin-
ger. We now have the ability to check 
a defendant’s background, his or her 
prior record, and read personal com-
ments about the person that may or 
may not be true. We can go to Google 
Earth to view crime scenes, check out lawyers, judges, witnesses 
and fellow jurors, “Friend” the victim, the defendant, their fami-
lies and friends, and leak details to the public that are supposed 
to remain confidential.
 “I particularly worry about jurors who can fairly easily go 
online … and go into the clerk’s records and find out about prior 
charges and prior convictions of the defendant,” O’Connell says. 
Hoffmeister, who writes a blog about juries (juries.typepad.
com), points to a sexual assault case in Louisville, Ky., where the 
victim, unhappy with the sentence of the two juveniles convicted 
of attacking her, went online and named them, even though the 
court kept their identities sealed.
“She said something to the extent of, if this is all that report-
ing a rape got me, then I’m mad I reported it,” Hoffmeister says of 
her reasoning. “There’s a lot of things going on with that particu-
lar case, such as can we keep legal proceedings quiet in the age 
of social media? It’s very hard. There 
are so many different ways you can 
get information out to people, courts 
are going to struggle with that.”
Pay attention. 
That’s what jurors 
promise to do.  
But what happens 
to justice when 
social media 
provides more 
compelling 
evidence?
b y  G e n e  W i l l i a m S
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TWITTER, FACEBOOK AND THE LIKE have turned 
ordinary citizens into what Hoffmeister calls 
“social media vigilantes.”
In 2009, for instance, an American couple 
visiting the Bahamas decided they wanted an 
exotic meal … of endangered iguanas. Like all 
good Facebookers, they felt the need to docu-
ment their feast and posted pictures 
of themselves “cleaning the igua-
nas, and barbecuing the iguanas, 
and grilling the iguanas,” Hoff-
meister says. 
“Somebody saw the pictures on 
their Facebook page and called the 
authorities down in the Bahamas 
and these people were arrested. All 
because of people watching and see-
ing what was on somebody’s Face-
book page. There’s so many differ-
ent ways that social media is now 
impacting criminal law.”
Two years ago, Hoffmeister, 
who joined the UD law faculty in 
2007, didn’t consider Twitter as 
something viable.
“I thought, 140 characters, how 
does this work?” he says.
Now he teaches a class on social 
media and the law and, in early 
2014, will have a book, Social Media 
in the Courtroom: A New Era for Crimi-
nal Justice, published by Praeger.
 Sitting in his cramped office in 
the lowest level of Joseph E. Keller 
Hall, Hoffmeister, dressed in khaki 
pants, a blue checked shirt and 
sandals, is practically giddy while 
talking about the impact of so-
cial media on the judicial system. 
Words spew from his mouth faster 
than the Twitterverse reaction to 
Ben Affleck as the Batman.
After it occured to him that al-
most all his jury blog posts were 
about the effects of social media on 
jurors, Hoffmeister began to look at 
the entire judicial system.
“How are the criminals using 
(social media)?” he asks. “How are 
the attorneys using it? How is law 
enforcement using it? How do judges use it? 
How do we get it admitted into evidence? How 
do we get your Facebook page where you either 
contradicted the statement you made earlier or 
you foolishly posted a picture with you stand-
ing there with the stolen property admitted 
against you?”
And, as the man who consulted on the jury 
instructions for U.S. v. Barry Bonds, he under-
stands the fears of a defendant about getting a 
fair trial. 
“They have a valid argument,” Hoffmeister 
says.
Highly publicized cases such as that of Jodi 
Arias, who was convicted of brutally murdering 
her ex-boyfriend, make it virtually impossible 
to sit an unbiased jury, he says.
In a story about the penalty phase of Arias’ 
trial, CNN quoted jury consultant Richard 
Gabriel as saying, “(Social media is) incred-
ibly powerful because it is a juror interacting 
in their natural environment. It’s them uned-
ited, uncensored and not trying to couch things 
in way that’s politically correct. So you have a 
candid view of the juror, and it allows you to see 
how they view the world and how they express 
themselves.”
To his point, an alternate juror 
allegedly ignored instructions by 
the judge and posted on Facebook 
something about Arias’ temper. 
“If (Arias) does have Latina 
blood, it may explain a temper lol,” 
the juror wrote.
JURORS AREN’T THE ONLY ONES 
WITH SMARTPHONES, of course. 
Judges and lawyers can also abuse 
technology — and get in trouble. 
 Says UD law professor Denise 
Platfoot Lacey, “Oftentimes it’s 
personal social media abuses that 
have gotten them disciplined. For 
instance, a lawyer asks for a con-
tinuance because he’s got too heavy 
a workload and then posts on social 
media that they’re really hungover 
because they were out too late the 
night before.”
Lacey served for two years as 
the secretary to the Supreme Court 
Commission on Professionalism for 
the Supreme Court of Ohio, investi-
gating complaints against lawyers 
and judges. Social media now adds 
more challenges. 
“Lawyers and judges have taken 
an oath to be a part of the system 
that will be fair and impartial, ” she 
says. “If there are abuses, people see 
this and they wonder about the of-
ficers of the court to whom we’ve 
entrusted the system.”
So what can be done about it? 
Can anything be done about it? As 
Hoffmeister says, the court system 
“changes at a glacial pace.”
One thing judges can do is 
change their instructions to juries 
— something O’Connell has done — cautioning 
them to not speak or use social media to com-
municate with anyone about the case. The Ohio 
State Bar Association amended its recommen-
dations on jury instructions in 2010 to include 
just such a social media clause.
‘I know one case where a woman juror 
in a sexual assault trial took a Facebook 
poll and said, “OK, what do you 
Facebookers think I should do?”’
THADDEUS HOFFMEISTER
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But, says Hoffmeister, expecting a juror to 
keep quiet about a case has never been practical 
— or realistic.
“I never believed that people went home 
after jury duty and didn’t talk to their wife or 
their husband about it,” he says. “You’re kid-
ding yourself if you believe that. I think people 
always went home to their spouses, they talked 
about the case, and their spouses responded by 
saying, ‘Oh, I think he’s guilty’ or ‘not guilty.’ I 
just think it’s at a higher level now where you 
can reach out and talk to people outside your 
immediate vicinity.”
Judges could also confiscate any device — 
phone, tablet — that could connect a juror to 
the Internet, or consider something as drastic 
as sequestration. 
Neither is entirely effective. 
Sequestration, Hoffmeister and O’Connell 
agree, is expensive and an invitation for jurors 
to lie their way out of service.
“It turns people off,” Hoffmeister says.
Meanwhile, seizing phones and tablets 
could send some jurors into jittery fits.
“I’ve read some stories,” Hoffmeister says, 
“that say the Internet can be addictive. When 
you get an email it releases endorphins in your 
mind. It’s a pleasant sensation to you.” 
For some, it’s a sensation they can’t live 
Can there ever be uniform instructions to juries about the dos and 
don’ts of social media? University of Dayton law professor Thaddeus 
Hoffmeister doesn’t think so.
“From state to state and county to county, things are different,” he 
says. “There are just so many jurisdictions, I don’t see how we could 
come up with a set of standards that everyone could use. There are some 
approaches you can use, but there is no surefire method.”
Among those approaches:
n Better jury instructions. “Ask them if they can do without their 
phones for days or weeks. If they can’t, excuse them. And tell them why 
it’s important they don’t use social media. Juries need to know why they 
shouldn’t be using their phones.”
n Attorneys and judges should set an example. “If the judge is 
using his phone and the attorneys are using their phones, jurors logically 
ask, ‘Why can’t I use my phone?’”
n Use the juror oath to promise to hear the testimony fairly. 
“I do believe people take that seriously.”
n Offer rewards for good behavior. “In one case, the judge 
promised to keep a journal for every juror with every story written about 
the case if they stayed off their phones.”
n Allow the jurors to ask questions. “If there’s an acci-
dent scene and you’re not going to take us there, or you’re go-
without. Last fall, the Behavioral Health Medi-
cal Center in Bradford, Pa., rolled out a 10-day 
inpatient program to help users kick their 
Internet habit. It may not be the same as ask-
ing a junkie to quit popping pills, but it’s an 
acknowledgement that some people just can’t 
give up their smartphones and tablets without 
help.
THERE ARE MORE EXTREME MEASURES for 
judges, of course, such as sending jurors who 
violate the social media instructions to the 
slammer.
“That would be the last solution,” Hoff-
meister says. “We in this country don’t pun-
ish like they do in England and other common 
law countries. In England, I’ve seen them give 
someone six months, which I thought was 
outrageous, for violating the rules. In England 
they hammer the jurors. In this country, we 
don’t hammer jurors.”
O’Connell agrees that sentencing jurors to 
jail time would be onerous.
“We always try to do the least invasive 
thing,” he says. “We’re always walking on egg-
shells now about making things convenient 
and easy and pleasant, if you will, for jurors.”
Pleasant for jurors, maybe, but not so much 
for defendants who must not only face the judg-
ment of their peers but also hundreds, some-
times thousands, of anonymous “friends.”
“I know one case,” Hoffmeister says, 
“where a woman juror in a sexual assault trial 
took a Facebook poll and said, ‘OK, what do you 
Facebookers think I should do?’”
Scary, yes, but not the end of the world — or 
our justice system — says attorney Rion.
“For the most part, I believe jurors, citi-
zens, try to be fair,” he says. “Examples to the 
contrary are always there, but I think you can 
rely on the jurors of this county, or any county, 
to at least try to be fair. Whether that translates 
into perfection, it never does, but it seems like 
people are well-intended in our judicial system 
and there is a great pride people have of it.
“Due to the extent that we have to be care-
ful and watchful of (social media), I agree com-
pletely. But it’s not as if we’re in a situation 
where we need to scrap the jury system and 
start over. It’s still the best mechanism for jus-
tice that we could possibly have.”
#youcansaythatagain
Gene Williams is a freelance writer who misses 
the day when letters were written by hand, calls were 
made from phones attached to the wall and movies 
were never interrupted by smartphones too dumb to 
stay dim in a darkened theater.
UD
ing to use legal terms I don’t understand, well, you could get 
away with that 20 years ago because I wasn’t going to go to the 
library and look up ‘reasonable doubt’ 
or ‘respondeat superior.’ Now, I can 
just ask Siri and she’ll tell me what 
that means. So let them ask their own 
questions.”
Even though the standards for so-
cial media in the judicial system can’t 
be consistent, he does say things need 
to change if courts want jurors to be fair 
and impartial.
“The law doesn’t want to change,” 
he says. “The law says we’re going to 
change at a glacial pace. We are in charge. The judge and the lawyers 
say, we’ll tell you what you need to know. No, technology is going to 
force you to change and, in my opinion, it’s empowering jurors.
“I think the rules of evidence, as they are, are too restrictive. I think 
juries should see more. I think they should see more evidence. I don’t 
know how much more or where to draw the line. But I think they should 
see more and I think they will see more because, if we don’t give it to 
them, they’ll find it themselves.”
Curbing the social media vigilantes
‘The judge and the 
lawyers say, we’ll tell 
you what you need to 
know. No, technology 
is going to force 
you to change and, 
in my opinion, it’s 
empowering jurors.’
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David Chalmers — who estimated Klan membership in Ohio as 
400,000 at its peak — observed in Hooded Americanism, “there 
was a time during the 1920s when it seemed that mask and hood 
had become the official symbol of the Buckeye State.”
This certainly fit Dayton. Having recovered from a disastrous 
flood in 1913 that killed hundreds, in the early 1920s Dayton was 
a thriving industrial city of more than 150,000 residents and 
such going concerns as Delco and National Cash Register. Day-
ton’s factories attracted immigrant laborers; according to the 
1920 Census, 28 percent of the populace was either foreign-born 
or of foreign parentage. Eighty percent of the foreign-born Day-
tonians were from central, eastern and southern Europe, par-
ticularly (in descending order) Germans, Hungarians, Russians, 
Poles, Austrians, Italians, Slavs, Greeks, Lithuanians, Czechs 
and Romanians. Such immigration patterns meant a strong 
Catholic presence in Dayton. According to the 1926 Religious Census, 
35 percent of reported churchgoers were Catholic, with almost all 
the rest Protestant. According to Chalmers, this was the perfect 
setting for the Second Ku Klux Klan: a majority of native-born 
residents, but with a substantial minority of non-Protestant 
immigrants. 
With at least 10 percent of the city’s population as members 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Dayton joined Indianapolis; Portland, Ore.; 
Youngstown, Ohio; Denver; and Dallas as “the hooded capitals 
of the nation.” And these Klansmen and Klanswomen were 
determined to make the Klan’s presence felt. Newspaper articles 
and oral interviews suggest a Dayton illumined by burning cross-
es in the mid-1920s. 
Perhaps the biggest night of cross burning came on May 6, 
1924, when the local Klan celebrated the 58th anniversary of the 
KKK’s founding. The Dayton Daily News reported Klansmen burned 
a “30-foot cross ... in each of the four districts of the city,” attract-
ing supportive crowds of “several hundred persons” to each site. 
While only a small percentage of cross burnings in Dayton 
The Ku Klux Klan terrorized Catholic universities in the 1920s. But somehow, we forgot. Professor 
William Vance Trollinger Jr. 
uncovers stories of great courage in a struggle to define who is an American. 
Klux Klan — which had at least 15,000 members — devoted much of its energies to harassing the University of Dayton 
by burning crosses. 
A UD student in the 1920s, Jack Brown later recalled, “it [was] their joy and delight to come out on the campus and burn 
a cross or two.” But the students did not passively accept the Klan’s harassment. They fought back. As a student at the cam-
pus high school later reported, on more than one occasion he and some of his peers raced out of class to chase the Klansmen 
The University of Dayton served as the headquarters of Catholic 
subversion in southwest Ohio.
That’s how the Klan saw it. 
In the years between 1923 and 1926, the Dayton chapter of the Ku 
away, all the while calling on the cowards to “show their faces.”
The Klan responded to such defeats by lighting crosses in 
Woodland Cemetery across from the University, as the cemetery 
fence gave the Klansmen some protection from enraged stu-
dents. But even there the Klansmen were not safe. On one occa-
sion UD football coach Harry Baujan learned that the Klan was en 
route. So Baujan, as he recalled a half century later, went “to the 
halls and called out all my big football players.” Gathering them 
near the cemetery, he instructed the players to wait until the 
Klansmen got “around that cross.” Once the cross was ablaze, he 
exhorted his players to “take off after them” and “tear their shirts 
off” or “anything else, whatever you want to do.” But the Klans-
men saw them coming; Baujan lamented, “we never got near 
any of them,” as “they went ... so fast through that cemetery.” 
I think this is a great story of courage in the face of terror-
ism. But you will not find it in any official UD history. There are 
more stories of student resistance to Ku Klux Klan harassment at 
other Catholic universities, but most of those stories are also not 
included in the official histories. As a historian I have a responsi-
bility to uncover such stories and retell them. In doing so we can 
better understand the struggle to define who is an American and 
the struggle to secure a university education — struggles which 
did not end with the cross burnings of the 1920s.
RESURGENCE OF THE KLAN
While for many the decade after World War I is best known 
as the “Roaring Twenties,” these were also the years of the anti-
Communist Red Scare, Sacco and Vanzetti, the Scopes Trial, and 
the Ku Klux Klan. Having virtually disappeared in the late 19th 
century, the Klan was reorganized in Georgia in 1915 and explod-
ed into national prominence in the early 1920s. 
While the original Klan concentrated its animus against 
the newly freed slaves and their Republican Party supporters, 
this “second” Klan had an expanded list of social scapegoats 
that included Catholics, Jews and immigrants. Moreover, while 
the first Klan was based primarily in the South, this Klan had 
its greatest numerical strength in the Midwest and West. Indi-
ana was the site of the Klan’s greatest achievements, but Ohio 
may have had more members than any state in the Union; as 
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found their way into newspaper and Klan re-
ports, oral interviews with Catholics who lived 
in the 1920s help fill out the story. One woman 
who was a teenager in the Klan’s peak years ad-
mitted that she is still spooked by the memory 
of “crosses burning almost every night” near 
her home. One resident of Dayton in those 
years recalled that the “threat of Klan violence 
was always there ... [this was] the big threat in 
the Catholic mind: what [the Klan] could do to 
us.”
The Society of Mary, a Catholic order of 
brothers and priests, founded St. Mary’s School 
for Boys in Dayton in 1850. Renamed the Univer-
sity of Dayton in 1920, the school by 1923 had 280 
full-time undergraduates (85 percent of whom 
were Catholic), 36 law students and 174 students 
who took night classes, not to mention the 560 
students who attended the high school on cam-
pus. A contributor to a locally published KKK 
newspaper asserted that the University “stands 
like a giant fortress upon a high hill overlook-
ing the surrounding country,” with a ROTC 
program that had been established for the pur-
pose of training a Catholic army to fight reli-
gious wars against American Protestants. 
On Sept. 21, 1923, the Dayton Ku Klux Klan 
held perhaps its largest rally, including a 3-mile 
march down Main Street (its sidewalks packed 
with cheering spectators) and a “naturaliza-
tion ceremony” for prospective Klansmen at 
the Montgomery County Fairgrounds. Fifteen 
thousand Klansmen formed a ring around 
7,000 kneeling initiates, while 10,000 specta-
tors filled the stands. The ceremony included 
prayers, songs and the oath taken by the Klans-
men-to-be affirming their “pure American 
nationality” (that they were white and they 
were Protestant). Then, celebration. 
It would have been very difficult for the stu-
dents and staff on the campus just down the 
road not to hear the cheering and singing of 
an estimated 32,000 white Dayton Protestants, 
not to feel the tremors of bombs being set off, 
not to see the Klan airplane (with a cross illumi-
nated with red electric lights) circling the Fair-
grounds, not to see the fireworks exploding in 
the sky, not to see the 100-foot burning cross.
BOMBS IN THE NIGHT
This rally seemed to embolden the Dayton 
Klan in its campaign against UD. The autumn 
of 1923 saw more cross burnings on or near Uni-
versity property. In early December the Klan 
planted a cross on campus and set it afire; as 
the Dayton Daily News later reported, this inci-
dent “terminated in a clash between a group of 
students and the alleged klansmen [sic], [who] 
were outnumbered by the students,” and who 
ran off into the night “before identification 
could be made.” It was an embarrassing fail-
ure for the forces of militant Protestantism and 
may have motivated the Klansmen to up the 
ante in their next attack. 
Wednesday, Dec. 19, 1923, was the first day 
of Christmas break at the University of Dayton. 
By the time evening had arrived fewer than 40 
students remained on campus. At 10:30 the 
calm was shattered. Students leaped out of their 
beds and ran out into the night as 12 bombs ex-
ploded throughout campus, all at some distance 
from University buildings. No one sustained 
serious injuries and the property damage was 
minimal; it could have been much worse, given 
that at least one bomb went off near campus 
buildings that stored guns and ammunition for 
the university’s ROTC program. 
But what caught the eyes of the frightened 
students shivering in the cold was a blazing 
8-foot, burlap-wrapped, oil-soaked cross on the 
west edge of campus. As the UD students ran 
toward the cross in order to tear it down, they 
discovered the perpetrators waiting for them. 
As reported by the Dayton Daily News, several 
hundred Klansmen had filled 40 to 50 cars, 
which they very slowly drove in single file “past 
the blazing emblem,” all the while issuing “a 
volley of threats” to the badly outnumbered stu-
dents. But the tables soon turned. Angry at los-
ing their sleep, hunderds of neighbors charged 
the hooded intruders, yelling their own “menac-
ing threats” as they approached the line of cars 
in front of the blazing cross. The alarmed Klans-
men hit the gas and sped off into the night. 
Faculty and students, along with the University 
vice president, “hastened to the cross and bat-
tered it to the ground.”
In the bombing’s aftermath, local residents 
vented their frustrations to the press, complain-
ing that “they ha[d] made repeated remonstranc-
es to the police in regard to the demonstrations 
at the university,” but to no avail. There were ru-
mors that the police department was filled with 
Klansmen. The UD administration, however, 
had also worked to keep city authorities from re-
sponding to the disturbances; as Vice President 
Father Francis Kunnecke, S.M. ’06, admitted 
after the bombings, the University’s plan had 
been “to cope with the situation without seeking 
the aid of the police.” 
But the “brazenness” of the Dec. 19 attack 
led Kunnecke to assert that these “demonstra-
tions directed upon the university were unjus-
tified and unlawful,” and thus the University 
would “do everything in its power to force prose-
cution.” When Dayton police detectives reported 
(after a one-day investigation) that they “were 
unsuccessful ... in finding clews [sic] which 
would reveal the identity of the invaders,” Presi-
dent Father Bernard O’Reilly, S.M., responded 
by publicly expressing his frustration with the 
history of Klan attacks on the University, attacks 
that “forced the students to lose sleep, which 
greatly handicapped them in their studies.” He 
met with “city officials ... and asked that imme-
diate action be taken to discover the identity of 
the alleged klan [sic] members.”
The Dec. 19, 1923, incident was the high 
point of Ku Klux Klan harassment of the Univer-
sity of Dayton. There were no more bombings. 
But it does not appear that the Dayton Police 
Department ever identified the bombers, much 
less brought them to justice. Moreover, the Klan 
continued to burn crosses on and near campus, 
and held more large rallies at the fairgrounds. It 
was not until the late 1920s, when the Ohio Klan 
entered a precipitous decline, that the Univer-
sity of Dayton could begin to consider itself safe 
from terror administered by “100% Americans.”
INSTITUTIONAL AMNESIA
In spring 1996, I was hired as an associate 
professor of history at the University of Dayton. 
That summer, Provost Father James Heft, S.M. 
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’66, asked me to write a brief article on some as-
pect of Dayton’s religious history, to be distrib-
uted to those attending an interfaith Thanks-
giving celebration sponsored by the National 
Conference of Christians and Jews. 
I knew nothing about Dayton’s religious 
history, but I did know that the Second Ku Klux 
Klan had been strong in Ohio. That fall I turned 
my undergraduate American religious history 
class — which had just four students: Erin Flo-
ry Camargo ’98, John Jauch ’97, John Nally ’96 
and David Yarosz ’96 — into a research seminar 
on religion and religious conflict in Dayton in 
the 1920s. The secondary literature on the Ohio 
Klan was minimal, and there was virtually 
nothing on the Dayton Klan. But their careful 
reading of the Dayton Daily News showed that 
the Klan had been very active in Dayton, and 
that the University of Dayton had been a target 
of Klan wrath. Students interviewed Marian-
ists who had been on campus as students in the 
1920s, as well as Catholic laypeople who had 
resided in Dayton in those years. From our two 
months of intensive research I wrote — with 
my students as secondary co-authors — a very 
short pamphlet, “Toward a Tolerant and Inclu-
sive Community,” which was distributed at the 
interfaith celebration.
What surprised me most was that virtually 
no one I talked with at UD knew that the Uni-
versity had been the target of Ku Klux Klan ha-
rassment, much less knew that the school had 
been bombed in 1923. There is no mention of 
Klan harassment in institutional histories writ-
ten in 1937 (just 14 years after the bombing) or 
in 2000 for the University’s 150th anniversary. 
And the oral history of the attacks seems not to 
have made it from one generation of students to 
the next; in response to my paper on this topic 
at the 2011 American Catholic Historical Asso-
ciation meeting, Philip Gleason ’51 commented 
that never in his time as a University of Dayton 
student (nor in the six decades since gradua-
tion) had he heard a word about the Ku Klux 
Klan’s attacks.
To underscore this point, I return to the 
story of coach Baujan and his football players 
chasing the Ku Klux Klan away from campus. 
The story becomes more dramatic when one 
realizes Harry Baujan’s place in University of 
Dayton athletic lore. Having played for Knute 
Rockne at Notre Dame and for the Cleveland 
Tigers/Indians in the nascent National Football 
League, Baujan came to UD in 1922 as an assis-
tant coach, taking over as head coach in 1923. 
Over the next few decades he created a stellar 
football program; not only does the UD soccer 
field (which had been the football field) bear 
his name, but in 1990 he was posthumously 
inducted as a coach into the College Football 
Hall of Fame. 
For all of Baujan’s renown, I had heard 
nothing about his team’s encounter with the 
Klan until the summer of 2011 when I visited 
the University archives. The archivist on duty 
mentioned in passing that there was an un-
substantiated rumor that UD football players 
had confronted Klansmen. With this rumor 
in mind, I discovered the story in a transcript 
from a 1974 oral history interview with Harry 
Baujan and one of his players. Five decades had 
likely muddied some facts, but it seems almost 
certain that sometime in the mid-1920s 
the University of Dayton football team — 
prompted by its legendary head coach — 
confronted cross-burning Klansmen and sent 
them running. 
How and why does an institution “forget” an 
exciting, even heroic, story such as this? Clues 
go back to July 1920, when the board of trustees 
voted to change the name from St. Mary’s Col-
lege to the University of Dayton, a decision that 
obscured the school’s Catholic identity while 
publicly linking the school to its home city. 
While I have not been able to locate records of 
the board’s deliberations, in October 1920 Presi-
dent Father Joseph Tetzlaff, S.M. ’05, published 
an article in the University of Dayton Exponent 
explaining the board’s decision. Tetzlaff pro-
vided three reasons for the name change, 
the second of which focused on how the term 
“university” better fit the “scope” of academic 
work being done at the institution. 
But the first and third reasons had to do 
with the city itself. Tetzlaff began with the 
confusing assertion that making the change 
from St. Mary’s College to University of Dayton 
would “bring home to the City of Dayton” the 
“work of premier order accomplished” at the 
school “in the domain of cultural and techni-
cal education”; this statement suggested that 
naming the school for its home city would in-
duce Daytonians to have pride in their local uni-
versity, thus implying that city residents had 
not felt such pride about St. Mary’s College. 
Tetzlaff’s third reason for the name change was 
equally ambiguous: “To do honor to the City of 
Dayton, which has always entertained a kindly 
interest in its principal school. ... We enter-
tain the fondest hopes that the citizens of this 
progressive community will make permanent 
this sympathetic attitude” by providing “their 
further moral and material support.” If the city 
had truly maintained “a kindly interest” in the 
school since its 1850 founding, why the concern 
that Daytonians “make permanent” their “sym-
pathetic attitude”? 
William Vance
Trollinger Jr.
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Perhaps the most that can be said for Tet-
zlaff’s ambiguous explanation is that it was 
aspirational. But in the next few years a sig-
nificant percentage of native-born Daytonians 
joined or supported the local Ku Klux Klan chap-
ter, which had as one of its primary and ongo-
ing activities a harassment campaign directed 
against Dayton’s “principal school.” 
Still, UD’s administration stayed quiet, per-
haps grasping at their “fondest hopes” for the 
University’s relationship with the city. Then 
came the December 1923 bombing. Silence was 
no longer an option. But in breaking the silence 
it is telling what the administration said. Both 
President O’Reilly (who had become president 
that year) and Vice President Kunnecke focused 
their comments on the threat to the ROTC ar-
senal on campus; because the Klan was now 
threatening the property of the United States, 
its attacks on the University must be stopped. It 
does not appear there was one public comment 
from either administrator about the Klan’s 
anti-Catholicism, or about how Catholics in 
Dayton and Dayton’s Catholic university were 
weary of being harassed. To the contrary, the 
vice president went out of his way to downplay 
the school’s Catholic identity, observing not 
only that “students of all denominations at-
tend” the University (thus eliding the fact that 
85 percent of UD undergraduates were Catho-
lic), but that this interdenominational “student 
body” has made “a universal remonstrance ... 
against the picturesque demonstrations that 
have been staged” on campus. 
One plausible reading of the University of 
Dayton’s almost instantaneous institutional 
amnesia regarding the Ku Klux Klan harass-
ment and attacks is that there was some sense 
of shame that a large portion of the community 
in which they resided and in whose name they 
had titled the University did not understand 
UD as truly American. The faster all of this 
could be forgotten, the better.
NATIONAL AMNESIA
What happened and then was forgotten 
at the University of Dayton leads to questions 
about the Klan and other Catholic universities, 
which numbered 69 in 1926, according to the 
Catholic Education Association. 
In Contending with Modernity: Catholic Higher 
Education in the Twentieth Century, Philip Gleason 
relates the famous story of the confrontation 
between University of Notre Dame students and 
the Ku Klux Klan. As Gleason observes, in May 
1924 university students “broke up a regional 
rally and parade in South Bend,” an attack fol-
lowed two days later by a student march “on 
the local Klan headquarters in response to ru-
mors that one of their number was being mis-
treated there.” Thanks to “the calming effect of 
an emotional appeal by Notre Dame president 
[Father] Matthew J. Walsh,” the students were 
“persuaded ... to return to campus before the 
second episode got completely out of hand.” 
UD and Notre Dame were surely not the 
only Catholic schools to encounter the Ku Klux 
Klan in the 1920s. What do institutional histo-
ries say — or not say — about such encounters, 
and what does it tell us?
To answer these questions, I focused on 
Catholic colleges and universities in nine north-
ern and western states where the Ku Klux Klan 
was particularly active in the 1920s: Colorado, 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New York, Ohio, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. I located 
23 institutional histories of 17 Catholic universi-
ties and colleges in these states. Nine of these 
histories make reference to Ku Klux Klan activi-
ties near or related to the university, but none 
of these histories make any mention of Klan 
activities on campus. 
For example, in his history of Xavier Uni-
versity, Roger Fortin tells the story of 1928 Ohio 
Republican gubernatorial candidate Myers 
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Cooper, whose “association with St. Xavier 
College and its Catholic identity” — Cooper had 
led the fundraising campaign for Xavier’s foot-
ball stadium — provided fodder for attacks by 
his Democratic opponent at a time when the 
Ku Klux Klan was organizing hate campaigns 
in Cincinnati. 
Detroit was also a center of Klan activity in 
the 1920s. In his 1977 centennial history of the 
University of Detroit, Herman Muller relates 
the story that every Saturday evening in the 
summer of 1925 Klansmen drove by Gesu Cha-
pel, a church the Jesuits had been “empowered 
to build” very close to the new campus site of 
the university. According to a Catholic resident 
who lived nearby, the University president, Fa-
ther John McNichols, S.J., “call[ed] for me and 
my uncle, who was a deputy sheriff,” to protect 
the church: “My uncle had a double-barrelled 
shotgun and I had a pump gun. One of us stayed 
in front and one in back. Father Mac did not 
want them to burn down the church.” 
The story is similar in John Stranges’ 2006 
history of Niagara University, The Rainbow 
Never Fades. Stranges observes that a gathering 
of some 5,000 hooded delegates shocked “the 
Catholics of western New York”; Niagara stu-
dents interpreted the Klansmen as a “demoral-
izing blemish” or, more hopefully, a “monster 
reptile doomed inevitably to extinction.” But 
in The Rainbow Never Fades — as in the histories 
of Xavier and Detroit — there is no reference 
to Klan attacks on or harassment of Niagara 
University. 
The Ku Klux Klan receives more attention in 
James Covert’s history of the University of Port-
land, A Point of Pride, but it is only in the context 
of Oregon’s infamous Compulsory Education 
Bill. As Covert notes, the “Ku Klux Klan ... was 
a motivating force” for this ballot initiative, 
which made it illegal for “any parent [or] guard-
ian” to “fail or neglect or refuse to send [their] 
child to a public school,” and which was passed 
by Oregon voters in November 1922. Covert ob-
serves that the University of Portland (known 
as Columbia University until 1935) not only sup-
ported the legal campaign to have this decision 
ruled unconstitutional — which the Supreme 
Court did in 1924 — but the lead attorneys in 
this legal effort were “all formerly connected” 
with the university. But again, no reference to 
the Klan on campus. 
In their 1953 and 2007 histories of Marquette 
University, both Raphael Hamilton and Thom-
as Jablonsky report that the local Klan chapter 
was prominently involved in the successful 
campaign to persuade the Milwaukee County 
Board of Supervisors to reject a proposal to sell 
a square block of county-owned property to the 
university for purposes of building a health 
complex. What’s curious here is that this only 
mention of the Klan’s political intervention 
took place in 1927, at the very time when the 
Milwaukee chapter of the Klan was, as David 
Chalmers observes, rapidly splintering into 
irrelevance. In the mid-1920s, when the Klan 
was stronger, was it harassing Marquette 
students?
Finally, there is Denver’s Regis University. 
The Klan was a dominant force in Colorado poli-
tics in the early 1920s, including the election 
of a Ku Klux Klan executive committeeman as 
state governor. In keeping with the other uni-
versity histories, the two institutional histories 
of Regis are silent about cross burnings on cam-
pus. But in his 1955 study of Catholic education 
in Colorado, William Jones notes that on April 
1, 1924, “a large cross was placed on the campus 
near Carroll Hall and ignited before the faculty 
or students were aware of the incident.” In his 
1989 work, Colorado Catholicism, Thomas Noel 
also reports this incident, but he gives a dif-
ferent twist on the Regis response: “According 
to [one source], ‘the Jesuits held the boys back 
inside or they would have torn those Kluxers 
apart.’” 
One more point about Regis. In April 1921, 
the trustees changed the college’s name from 
Sacred Heart to Regis. Institutional histories 
report that school officials were unhappy with 
how many schools in America were named “Sa-
cred Heart,” and they were concerned (to quote 
Ronald Brockway) “about the profane use of a 
clearly sacred name in sports yells emanating 
from frenzied fans” as well as unhappiness 
with students corrupting the school’s initials 
(S.H.C.) “into the unflattering nickname of 
‘the Shack.’” Interestingly, in his unpublished 
1997 piece entitled “The ‘Regis’ of Regis Univer-
sity,” John Callahan takes a different tack, ar-
guing that another reason for the name change 
was that Sacred Heart “provided a clear target 
for the Ku Klux Klan, which was growing quite 
powerful in Colorado.” A less obviously Catho-
lic name would provide cover, and “Regis” 
was “chosen because John Francis Regis was 
a Jesuit saint who worked in the mountains. 
Simple as that.” 
STORY OF COURAGE 
The confusion as to why Sacred Heart Col-
lege became Regis College in 1921 is indicative 
of the larger point that there is much we do 
not know about the Ku Klux Klan and Catholic 
UD
higher education in the 1920s. We can say defin-
itively that Notre Dame was not the only Cath-
olic institution of higher education that had 
direct encounters with the Ku Klux Klan. The 
Klan harassed and attacked both the University 
of Dayton and Regis College, and it may very 
well have harassed and attacked other Catho-
lic universities. Moreover, and as with Notre 
Dame, UD and perhaps Regis, students were 
not passive victims; instead, they responded ag-
gressively to the Klan attacks, more aggressively 
than did their school’s administrators. 
As I told students at the August 2013 academ-
ic convocation, in chasing off the Klansmen UD 
students were saying, “we are true Americans.” 
But they were saying more than this. They were 
also making clear that while the Klan could hold 
gigantic rallies two blocks away, light crosses on 
campus and even explode bombs, the Klan was 
not going to keep these students from a uni-
versity education, from a University of Dayton 
education. It was too precious. 
This gift of a university education was pre-
cious in 1923; it is precious today. Of course, and 
as I also said to the students at convocation, UD 
students today don’t have to deal with Klans-
men lighting crosses and exploding bombs. 
But there are still obstacles to overcome. Those 
obstacles include the fact that we live in a cul-
ture that repeatedly tells all of us that thinking 
about ideas is a waste of time, that seeing the 
world in simple terms is better than seeing it in 
its complexity, that seeking beauty and justice 
and truth is a frivolous quest, that understand-
ing the “other” is irrelevant. 
As in 1923, then, there are challenges to se-
curing a university education. So it behooves us 
here at UD to remember our history, to remem-
ber the time when — just 90 years ago — UD 
students tore down burning crosses and the UD 
football team chased the Klan away from cam-
pus. Forgetting history is never good, and in 
this instance the UD community has a story of 
determination and courage to draw upon. So we 
should. 
William Vance Trollinger Jr. is professor of his-
tory in UD’s history and religious studies departments 
and director of the CORE program. He and his wife, 
Susan Trollinger of UD’s English department, are 
writing a book on young earth creationism to be pub-
lished by Johns Hopkins University Press. This article 
is an abridged and revised version of an article that 
appeared in the spring 2013 issue of American Catho-
lic Studies: “Hearing the Silence: The University of 
Dayton, the Ku Klux Klan, and Catholic Universities 
and Colleges in the 1920s.”
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am, explissin commolore autati 
nonsed quid erion rentecearci 
omnimpossim nonseque volupta 
eptiasp elictas eos etur amustem 
lam, as aditiossit odi aut aut dolla 
nobis cum qui aut fuga. Agnistrum 
nos nones consed que nus dolupta 
que comnis min et rem vero voloria 
dolupitio quo que volenda ndisque 
santum quiae plaboriam id et et la 
prendaessit aut voluptur molum, 
officimaio derspis min cum eum id 
miliquo tesci oditatemolut volores 
ciunt, que volorehenes molupta 
tiuntis sedi cusam, custiae eos id 
moloritat.
Ecaecto tecto maio totati te dolorpo 
rersper feribusda vellaciis re et il 
init, eumquis dolutaquis ipsum 
expella nduntum fuga. Os et molo 
essere vernatium quate secturio 
blatusa piciisi aut auta cum que 
natibere cusapie ntiberi qui doloria 
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net, experum is is exerupta nam velia 
vel in rempos verum aligent as arciet 
re es et autemqui de eum elite renihit 
eost, asimincium quodionse eum 
conserf erfere liam, et litatem quati 
num consentust eum id que di rem 
exerorp oresti opta audit reritatur aut 
qui quiberunt aut idelecto consequi 
doluptatem volut utae pero tem 
ditatur?
Eni blam aspel et, 
corionsequi res arumet 
liquo maximen digenis 
as excepud andandist 
laborum eati dolorere, 
quam volo eiunt rectum harundi 
doluptas acillorepel inuscitae la 
susam quiatiunt aliquis ellicipide 
cus magnatur, odicid quam quiaeru 
ptatem as rerum faces nusam 
rendem erum verspid ipsunt auta 
nulparc hillabo ressum videlitatem 
eume pellute porrum aut et aperes 
voluptaque imus, nulpa nonet volo 
ex et eost, totae voloritio dolupta 
alignate vellab iuntota tiorrum 
faccaborpore cus eatur?
Is eum expera desequis sin pos 
consedis perum facepta tibusae 
essus et eaquos eos et quia derro te 
volorrum, quis parum vollantur? 
Pore consequae doloremo bla ius, as 
aut res et accus volorrorem. Ut excea 
quis abores doluptat ut que idendig 
natur, nusti 
omnimporum 
que earchit vel 
ius modi que 
non nos inis 
expernatur, 
occus sunto 
exernamus.
Optus natum ium re eos se 
voluptat por aut ipicimus que ad 
est audantiumet, omnias sapero 
qui ulparum quo vidipid maximol 
orerepe rsperfe rumque dianimuscit 
od que nonsequ aecatio. Ut ipsapic 
tinvelest volum id quatur as que 
nimus mo quia consequuntus dellupt 
atiisim porroratis reiume consequo 
bea sunt.
Im voloribus iustores apere nume 
voloreritate ne sam facest, in ne 
perum, nes doluptur maiorep erchil 
min cum esequia pliquia quam 
enducil icaecae od maximenem qui 
que incimi, quibusti aliquam esed 
qui cullestem fugias venis nossimus 
eatem lis si aris abore eiuntent.
Is erum, utenit eosandissus aut 
ipsam et voluptamus aut maximus 
everiti qui ratiatiant, officate ne et 
omnis erchil il is nonsent od maio. 
Nem nonse vel imagnatur, torem 
consequiasit quibus quid ullestiorias 
everovid mil iume videst andeliatur?
Musanima volorpo rruptate pos 
explab ium nateces ciisque volorecto 
et quam iliquas 
pereped ma senisi nes 
maio. Torpori sunt.
Isquamus eos esto 
conse estisitae simus 
evel minus, unt.
Rovit eos nimod 
que perciam, et ad 
modigenis porestist esti vent.
Namus natint ulluptia que vendis 
modit vent.
Ribus doluptat. Agnimporenis alita 
doluptas experspe cori num nist 
evellam ipsam sit, num doluptas 
consequi resendebitet illuptia delit 
offictur ario ea conectio mossendi 
dipsuntem ute nimus.
Bit, ipsuntur alitiun dereicate 
periorempor adiam fuga. Et volore, 
con eatum repuditiis debit et repelen 
estest volupta dent.
Ur sumquatia dest lit ipsant est 
laborehendi tem aut accus.
Quis simenim 
velitatur? Luptate 
mporro ius dolupit 
exceari dia explaut 
dolore molenimus 
dolo consecabo. Il 
illaborem fugita 
sequam re cum 
facipienissi ipsant, nimi, simi, 
necatur ma quae sum eum autem 
lamus aspis simet lignimus minvelit 
laborae voluptate pero dendest 
oreperit aut accum as susaepudaera 
dis cust quo mollaborepe natem. 
Quae vel ium rectio odit expellaccus 
excestiorat et harcimincias eaquasse 
vel eaque nos maxim undam 
dolorem quunto qui ut pre, et recus, 
temoluptatur apiciis doloraectem 
voluptatur, alitis coribus eiunt.
Officim fuga. Derspienis enda 
nihil magnamus, susam iusaper 
spitiam reptin explabo. Ihilicturi ipis 
dicaborum, officiendic temporrum ea 
sitio eum, que sunt late dit audigniet 
lam volorei ciliber enempor ati 
blaciliqui cus am dunt ium facita 
dolorum latur autatec tisimusa 
doluptat odis elenem. Et et qui adia 
is sit estrunt pel illabor iassuntia 
venienihic te verspel essimil eos 
enectur aciet, quat vent verunto 
veliquam nones aut quo te nectibus.
Atem. Uptassi nciende struntius 
repraec erfero doluptat rempore 
omnihillis dollit mos exeris exero 
tem atioribus, comnimi, tecte sam 
autempe diatior sed quunto digenis 
adit doloribus sequi odignis intius ma 
inis et es nobis re ad et et magnam, 
quis esequid molore doluptae 
nissit evendit isquamenis aperum 
derchicimus.
Cus est volor aut et et es esedignis 
dem aut magnam ea doluptae si 
dem quam ea dolorro reserro vitatat 
quaspiet eost, optatur, que eos sunt 
rerion provit hil il ium quis volorpo 
rectias molorem harum nullum enis 
de peliat eatempo rendit que quodit 
aut minvent.
Volor sum facium erfererum excerfe 
rchit, cuptatur?
Tatem rehent abo. Facipis re quidus 
antibus experi quis ea ex eum eos 
exerro conecer atasimus ditia de 
nissunda nis as suntius andunt 
voluptatem alignatis sunt estibus 
quiam ium que pla nobis quideles qui 
re, que sumenis aborem vollace riores 
et restis maximi, utatate consequis 
sin nitet optam cus ea nos eum 
quiaesc ienemol ecestemperum et ent 
volupiendit quodigendia conseque 
qui quatur sectempor sit vendebit 
laborem enis ipsunti onsequam nis 
essitem illenis parit most, eos volo 
comnis arum restem facculluptis es 
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Smart thinking
FRANCESCA LONGO FRANCHINA ’60
acculpa rchillab im eosamus tioria 
corum eos era cor acea voloribus, 
que voles eroriosam quam voluptae 
nateni to earum nulparum et volupta 
tiones acearum rati bla aut vel mi, 
torepudam rehent repudi diciand 
empedit int dis dolupta niminihita 
doluptatem quo dit laciist, officim 
et porempo runtis molum sequis et 
et la quate pre cusandis quidemodi 
apelendiscim aliquiam aut latio 
molumquis es et et andae sime 
porestrum sit recto exerundam, 
comnis quam videndae sedis della 
doluptis molupta tiaspel esequi 
volupta tenectiis nonseditatus aut 
ommo eligent vitia ius, velestibus 
pro et quid etusam voluptaquas rem 
quo blabo. Xerem ex eat vent, ut 
voluptatur repudae imus.
Obisimin nonem et, ut mo optatius 
volupta iur sequi quo quo quidi 
commolor rerio. Hit et fugit volest, 
utetus et eos dolorio nsequi as 
elluptatia nonsedi oreped molupti 
osapis ut expe expligentum quam 
fuga. Nam et aliqui sequian 
issequatia consequos et, volorum 
voluptatqui dit et autet, officiusa ipit 
ea volupta aut vidunt inis aut pratio 
omnihit, id et int eat.
Dusae nonet everupt aecatur mint 
accab id etus dolum qui rem. 
Nemporis alisquunt earum quas res 
exeris eius conest et earum fugitiis 
nihil incim hit, qui dit abore con pa 
nimus, eos prest, voluptaspid mincto 
ma sit acia prere vendandant estio 
que quis se vitem dolupta turiat a 
vellatumquat quate explit fugitas 
eum volupic aepeles temolorectis 
cumquat od elestrumquia di conet 
a sequaero que eos alibusant qui 
dolore, si doloribus, undit dolo 
ex endaect orpore volorio ssitem 
fugiam recusdam, sum eatistinum 
neceaquatur aliqui ut ium ventur 
sequamus, alibus voluptaspspedit 
laborum qui cuscidem. Aximus 
quia ipis doluptasi dolupta turibus 
daecepra venimagnis consenis quam 
aut de velitem sum de eum autatur 
a qui aliqui te venis 
quost vent as undis 
minimoluptam ad unt 
et fuga. Itam dolendam 
earum voloribus, 
senimai orionse quisit 
volecturis arum nimintum ex et 
quiature nonsedi ne inihita cum am, 
totae estius ante este conem dolupta 
doluptam evendiorum illiquia quis ea 
voluptam harunt eliqui demolorem 
renihicil ide sum eumenis pratectus 
ea nusandemque et quo quundunte 
cuptae andi ipit vent laut voles in pre 
nost modipsam aut pra volupis eum 
hiti ra pel istiatur, simustrunt.
Arumend emporias ut omnimin 
ihitin ratiur alis ped quam re coresti 
uriscimi, acea dolupta sin cusdandic 
toribea quidio est, core volut qui aut 
que lam qui disquatur? Oluptaspit, 
tem est, coneculles invenimi, 
tempore idundae reiciun tiosam 
adignist, aspiendis eris exceari dundi 
culparum explacerro delicid esseque 
culparis nos et aut laborum sit iur?
Pore, occum vere natecto beat 
hictem verchilitas et, a voluptaepe 
restia volorem poriatem et lit lab 
idi tet apit as ut lacero eaquibusam 
acitate mporum natum harum et 
qui sequi consed molupta turitatur, 
qui occatatiaest la quam eum atur 
restion praero dolentusda ventis 
doluptia cuptatur aciis maione 
eum dendiatur? Quiatem. Ut unt 
laborianis doluptiunt volorepta 
prae sit quia dic temolor enimus et, 
consecaes explitatem ipienis esequi 
ducidunt alitibe ratiat ulpa ditis 
poris aceatem ra debitint, es sum re 
rerum, quiae sanihic ientorrore dolor 
solo mos dolor aritiis dis maximi, inis 
in nonsed quas dero blaut adis nobit 
qui nat.
Ficienis doluptate nobissit 
omnimus dolupicti sum doluptus 
magnissequam quature, eum illa 
vendelit, cuptate dolor serecae ctatust 
reria dunt laturia 
erumqua spelitatur, 
cum sequaeri quis 
mo inihit aspelibust 
qui aut elitiberspic 
to beatessit incides 
porectur maios aut 
omnia nem. Nequo iliqui totatur?
Odi tem que eaquam id quos estemo 
exerene ctinctur mo quassi ommo 
beaquis et eseque coriass imodit at.
Facea dolupti nvendesequi dollupti 
debissiti aut ex et que res sitaque 
doluptat pre, ut volorepelles essi cone 
acea corion pratur molorehenis volore 
ommodi torehen imusda quam, 
ullupta quae et qui dene electamus 
ditas sit voluptas nulpa vellorporum 
que volorpo ruptaquibus pa cuptatur? 
Qui sint, nim adis es volessume 
exped maion paruptias estotas mo 
berchit 
exerro 
omnis 
et fugit 
eosant 
vel esti 
inis auda quam essin cullit omni 
utam sus as que optatiatur? Quidessit 
rehenda musdam el modit verrovitisit 
explitatio consed quam, omnis et 
rerundae. Am reius, sedissimusam 
faccuptae. Liti culpa derferovidit aut 
adi ut evelessum lit, eseque voluptat 
et dolore nusaero cum exceptas 
acepere pudandi gnatibusae evel 
maxim eum vernat quati dit et a 
nusaerunt eum facepero derspero odit 
denducilla voluptur mintent.
Undis vent oditis eos dolupta 
temquide nonsendi volo inctatium 
fugit et officte molesed icipis aut 
eosam expe rehendunt quatem. 
Orruptatiis ea sitias verum fugia 
initium simaior acea que porunt 
odi berum nimolupti res rehenec 
tempore volorum es consed esto molo 
id earuptae voloreped quo tentus alis 
quat.
Niendis eosapicienis alique 
apientisque odit omnis dest quibus 
aut lacepudit arciducillab ius alicias 
dus sam am idelesto officiissunt 
qui bla culla volorerume periam 
dolendeliqui omni doluptatenis 
simporibus volenim aximodi ciissum 
eniet quibus dolor aut re, cum dolla 
descid que earum cone ne porpore 
hentinis preptat usaniet iliquatet 
ea voluptione erumquid ut ut pa 
vellest, offic tem namendae. Uribusa 
“Turn your mouths off, and turn your brains on.”
That’s what, as an elementary school teacher, Fran “Twinkle” 
Longo Franchina would say when her students got rowdy. A decade 
later, she had an ‘aha’ moment when a similar idea fell at her feet.
“I was at the library when this book fell off the shelf and landed in 
front of me. It was about imagination being more important than  
knowledge, and something clicked. I knew that this was what was 
needed: a way to help people harness their creativity to improve their 
lives,” she said.
Enter the TYBO (Turn Your Brain On) Tactics, a program Franchina 
calls “common sense” that she developed while earning her master’s 
in counselor education at UD in the early 1970s. She continues to 
present it, along with her follow-up Project TOTL (Turn On To Life), at 
workshops and seminars today. 
A human development course, the program covers the five dimen-
sions (physical, mental, spiritual, social and relational) that affect our 
everyday behaviors, and equips people with better goal-setting and 
problem-solving skills. Franchina went into schools plagued with teen 
pregnancy, high suicide rates, and drug and alcohol abuse problems. 
She met with young mothers who would “come in crying and leave 
singing.” She spoke to large groups of high-level executives. Then, she 
took her message to the airwaves, hosting radio programs and produc-
ing award-winning children’s television shows.
“A lot of people haven’t been taught to think, and they don’t know 
how to solve problems, so they short-circuit their lives with poor deci-
sions,” she said. “I want to engage people in their own lives.”
Franchina credits her deep family roots — and her college aptitude 
test, which steered her away from busi-
ness and into education — for the ability 
to connect with anyone, anywhere. 
“I was blessed to know people 
from all walks of life at an early age 
at my family’s restaurant, working 
with them and learning from them. Big 
executives, factory workers — every-
body eats,” she said. “Jesus said, ‘By 
your fruit, you will know them.’ I’m 
a fruit man’s daughter, and my 
grandparents were deep-sea 
fishermen. The beauty of 
life is we can become 
fishers with whatever 
we’ve got.”
—Audrey Starr
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ectemperibus essitae la ditis aut unt, 
que con rae expliti atibus alit volupta 
tatatur remqui quam sapisqui 
conseque santia sit quamet eum 
explic to et ant.
Dae maximus que volorit, ame sapicti 
nvelibea quam, ommodi reptiis et aut 
etur sum sed moluptiossi im ent ex 
etusciat.
Itation niae rempor apel moloris 
eicil ipsunt adit, tempore aut odicita 
tiumque 
cus es dolu 
ptatqui 
cuptiosant 
magnimus 
expedis 
debis 
sum et 
ratusciusam non pla delit et 
harchiliquia voluptat placcus 
mi, ut et ad quam non rest 
porem verchil iunt venis evendit 
amusantiis velibus sitibusa nus et 
voluptaspid ut doluptatur, ut volupta 
consequi dolorro molo comnihic 
temque volorro quisti tem ium re, 
sitatectamus eum as et disqui si is 
qui apis aborerrum fugiaes sitat.
Bernamus ad mo blaccup tatur?
Ferum autae molene ium audit ea 
solor rest aut excesenim facepernat 
ab id quo moluptaquam ut idipis 
experum ut et liquis remodiam 
eaquae. Nem nobis voluptat dus 
evenim nim harunt volenis et, 
quia eatur as eaquis eatem faccupt 
atiostiat.
Core pora sunt ea volut aliquam abo. 
Aliatem. Andit prorrum conempe 
riaspelit evel ium nonseque num 
quibus et vent, occus es veruptas 
sanis rehenduntota perspel id mos 
volorae estium assequo idit re re sed 
qui cum qui officia comnis enihit 
aut perum sit arum facia qui bea 
doloriam lamusant eum ipsamuscias 
esequis cideles equat.
Aquis saperore niscitem simin plab 
iusandem quaeptibus ipicips apedis 
mos aut que sumqui officimus andis 
incilis dolupta sperio modit ut quia 
deserunt imilit od quae officid moles 
ent exces aut dolum eicimagnihil 
iuscipis asit quate esciame ndendun 
torerum evendic iiscium et et et, ut 
in conet, odigendel ist, is endia et 
aceste oditam audae present ibusciis 
poresequas eatem. Evel mos ut et 
di antis iur solore cusanit ibusant 
ut facero bla sim eum at re nosam 
inciusdaecae seditatust del il magnis 
sitassuntis magnate mporum laborae 
con nonse es doluptati ut volorporro 
magnatqui dunt velenisque volupta 
temquia pe prae cus, volupta nos 
ent audanis at et latatin toriore, 
estium lab isimod mil idignam, 
nobitem porest, tem siminih itistes 
torescipsae. Nequas eos net ius, 
ipsundes aut fugiaepudi volupta nost 
hicit ut aliquod ut as doluptatat.
Agnis am, utem dis rehenime debis 
everiost, ature et ipsunt quisita 
ssimagnis ilitios eum voluptatias 
eosam verferae porepeliquis serae 
volores totatiunt moluptatus re, 
tem. Andic to maximolorro bea 
volut eosa non nonsequias eosanda 
cum vent quae etur sitaquidene volo 
tem necepti re eum haria que prest, 
omnihic iisciet aut dolum ulliciur, 
ommoluptatem ressed et offictu 
rendiam sin poratiis et accaboreium 
quation et vellatque ventem fuga. 
Tem dolorecto con consequid et, 
tem quassequid quatum dusam rate 
poreste mperum qui ommolorio et 
fuga. Itatent.
Eque necum ea dolest alibu santur, 
voloreiur? 
Itiis dit 
eariae. 
Ovident 
ute num 
aditas et 
ad minihil iquias di tem quature 
rchilisim volupit doluptusam ex 
etus eventus nisciatur aliqui qui 
comnimillaut eos assinit expla idio 
di quibus alignati ommossimet 
lame rate offici dolorestibus 
moluptias nis as sequate moluptae. 
Nemporp oriberum con re preperf 
erfera doluptatur, ut evenest, 
iuntiurem quaspel itation rernat 
volupta 
volu 
ptate 
nihitius 
andia 
core as 
accuptas 
numet 
auda 
sum dignim net volupis debisci 
liandis rerae reperuntem et 
officipsum re dist officit quam 
am, as mollam, omniendit 
latempo reicia quis seque volupti 
dolenis deles exped millectature 
consequam que officat latisquam 
quos comniam repuda am, natur 
sus sus archiliquiam acipien imolut 
laborem facea nestem voluptature 
eat aut fuga. Pudandem re, sendae 
offic to es ut doluptatur, quis 
dolorecae pedi te explabo. Itatisc 
ilibus eos autemodit optatium, 
untur?
Quamus et moluptatur sandi 
aceatem deribeate et ut idebit 
molestota diam am ipis esciatem 
eum res doluptatiam, optatia 
simaio blaborem fuga. Expererum 
estrumque magnimilis ex escillor 
sus qui oditium faccus que 
sam fugit fugiaeped que ant, 
voloremporem incius eum sam, 
ullam quam rere, voluptam ea 
dellores quam niet ium volupta 
esequam denisqu ibearumque 
volore dolorende est modita vercimp 
elluptur se ellorunt dit maximol 
uptatestrum am fugiam harciis 
seditin et utaestrunt, isti tem in cus 
anderep eratem qui con non conse 
sapisqui odis nis dolenis cidust, 
eaturiorum ium eum et, eum 
num autempo repudandit amus 
non con pliqui voluptatur, occum 
faces quuntemolut est harum fugit 
volupta quis eicit vollesedit eosapit 
atiatque esequam dolorepudae ea 
preperi nulpa ea serro quid modita 
prestrupta venihil lacesci molorest, 
sequia am que nis voluptatus, 
consed mi, corias et fugiatium ime 
Just say yes
DIANA KAZMIERSKI FLAHIVE ’70 
She learned to say yes.
Despite the butterflies. Despite the skepticism. Despite the 
nagging voice, saying, “You have no idea what you’re doing.” When 
Diana Kazmierski Flahive stopped doubting and started believing, 
doors opened.
“It was about being open to what’s presented in front of you, and 
going in that direction,” she said of her 40-year career in community 
education. “I wanted to do something that would make a difference, 
something that touched hearts. I wanted something transformative.”
As a graduate student at the University of Colorado, Flahive  — 
who majored in art and biology at UD and says she has “something 
inside that likes to create and start things” — stumbled into the field 
of community education, which champions programs developed in 
dialogue and partnership with communities and area residents. 
Hired by Denver Public Schools, she created a camp for chil-
dren, half of whom were disabled, to work together and learn from 
each other, as well as a before- and after-school program for at-risk 
youth that received a multimillion-dollar federal grant. While working 
at Regis University 10 years ago, she developed a dual-language 
school for low-income Latino children. An ordained interfaith min-
ister, today Flahive is celebrating the second year of her successful 
Women’s Homelessness Initiative, which provides nightly housing, 
sanctuary and hospitality to women living on the streets of downtown 
Denver.
“I’m constantly challenged by the level of pain and suffering in 
the world, and how hard it is to change,” Flahive said. “All any of us 
want is to be seen, heard and known. Sometimes, we’re just called to 
be witnesses; to recognize someone else’s life challenges and say, ‘I 
get it.’”
Flahive cites the Kellogg Foundation, which, when awarding 
community grants, has only one request of recipients: to “live their 
question.” “It reminds me of the Buddhist 
concept of Bodhisattva: someone 
who is willing to be in the world so 
fully, courageously and vulnerably 
that all the world eventually finds 
enlightenment,” she said. 
Her résumé lists educator, 
counselor, coordinator — but 
it also includes artist, catalyst, 
change agent, adventurer. “Being in 
the midst of creating something that 
touches the heart and soul of people 
who need to be touched — that’s 
what gives me immense joy,” 
Flahive said.
—Audrey Starr 
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nulparu mquiatquunde sinvel eum 
endit alique pligenis mo omnihic 
iendignatas sequam fugit quam 
fuga.a. Um re 
nonsequam doluptas 
as cullupta con ento 
cum et minctum et 
poria dollaut verum volorem restorio. 
Neque volorehent quam explabo. Ta 
sam quat.
Umque siminct iaerrore, quam, volor 
mod magnim quat as aut parum nist, 
cus vent.
Us molum enectur acidem. Et enis 
ma doluptatius que lacita sum 
eribusaped ma illacerro conectotas di 
offictem eaque rerum fugit, santem 
reicitiosam, quost pliquat esto que 
optate voloria quiae porerora plantis 
anto voluptatur audam si aut facestor 
repe pel magnistibus unt repudam 
facil is re mi, nulparum faccullandis 
sequis sinvellum imodictus, quam, 
voluptae sequibernat iusda evelitatet 
mil imus delessinist ut fuga. Ernataes 
min pa sam samusam, si blab int.
Ipicipi dustio torepelendis sit ea 
digent.
Ugia debit alictori ium repel ilicia aut 
aboresequi culpari beribus porrorio de 
volores duciuntus 
aut vernam, quo 
minverferate 
doloriam 
aspiciducia 
ipicati invenis 
volorendae laut 
quiscit audanist 
alit, voluptatus 
dollit as quo beritatur sed ut dolore 
la quod que sapeles di duntotaerunt 
inctius sintiunt maximolupta et que 
quatquossi ration perupta epudit, 
torempe lectint, odioria cusam quat 
que volupti rem expland elest, ommo 
odi culpa demoluptibus corepre 
parciunt.
Est, idebis nitas aut pla quaecab 
oribus repta si volecte re lam re nus 
minulluptur apeliquam, quibus 
voluptur?
Sitatis magnimil et facero tese et eos 
sequi berepre et quuntionsent qui 
doluptatis aditam, consequ osandi 
rerorposam adit volore es prenis aut 
earchil mil magnis et exeribe rundel 
maximi, quatur aut aspienda vendi 
berum rehentem evelese cabores 
diciis expla nit estincturios aut eum 
que simi, simusam faccus nossita 
pellor aut vere volupta cus quate 
rem si ut autemporiat res audit 
exeriaectas mo et volupta nobisi 
cone quidis debit aut reria dent etum 
velibus perum di omnihil illupta 
consequi de et, quatureror sit, quis 
que latur? Quibea intotatem acescia 
dent porum reptiore dem unt.
Obis duntium, 
sundandus ulparia 
sperrum volorem susam, 
te volupid maximus ium 
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Nothing but blue skies
CHIP CIPOLLA ’75 
dolum nestoria dolorestia cor aliasi 
volupta sitium volestis ilibus.
Disciat quatem et fugiae nem 
quissit unt venimet vellaut is 
vit experatur, simus eatecte pra 
nis eariam qui volupta dessume 
nimendandis expeliquam lique 
rem. Deliquas dello invenda que 
occae consequo in rerchil laceatur 
as adit officium landaecus.
Occum enia qui officil magnimi 
nctorum sustrum dolestiuntem 
doluptas dero voluptate et omnimus.
At estrum accatus, que sunt el id 
quam facium ut pernatur asperro quia 
cuptat.
Rum vellatquae veles debis quiderum 
doloriatem quam faccabo. Sima 
qui aliquibuscid que nus sequunte 
exces sum sitat enihil in porporibus 
nulliam laci alitect iandia illandit a 
sitiatur as et ati officimusam fuga. 
Nem res est quam sed mod quodi 
dolorero temqui odia voluptatem 
denduntibus il ilignam, volest, optios 
andipit volorpos dolupta net magnim 
ra nis aut erum lanimilit hitium 
aspiduntus doluptat quiam ellacer 
aeritam et velicia aut acepudi genimi, 
audigni hitat.
Ebisque pre porrovi tiorrum idipsam 
faccume ipsum sin et qui adiatem. 
Giae. Luptae. Odit doluptur, tem 
nosam, siminti stist, sus mosam 
voluptatiunt hicipsum facea 
sintectem veliquodia con rem eatur 
sunt officias dolorem porrum que plit 
arum eost es dunt pa cus que nostisci 
dolor assim exces sin exped ut int 
moloribus.
Alias enisimin cor aut velia dest idi 
odi a conet eos aut libusci debis et 
latur acea quasitio quo ipsanti andam, 
corum im ipsumquibus sapitate eaqui 
ut re es alic to quatur solessitiis
 exerovitas dolendunt faccum ut 
ad quamus, sequis ea volut exceste 
perovidiciis nisi quo ipsam, quam 
sed quam volut 
quiditi ad ut 
est, aut officte 
mperupta audi te 
dolupta volenda 
sunt eum ut 
rempostibus archilis eum ditae 
optatem quo maximusci dolupienis 
aut vene nimus coribus, ulparum 
dem volorro experibus modis esequia 
pore dolum harundam, opta numquid 
enimpediti occupti oriossimus 
invelliam et eum quam, offic tem 
acernati cumquo et issin remodi 
nonsenietur sequi dis rerferiorro essi 
offic te nulparum am quis voluptatis 
ea volorestium, quam quaernat.
Atur aut aboremporro ium incia 
dolorem re et aspelibus et eum, et 
porest peditibus consend elenisto 
quossunt, quo voloreperit que platia 
nonsequas non ea derum ea comnias 
eseque serovidus mint ommolore 
remollorecti dolorem quaspicto 
volorep eribus quatiss umquisq 
uidionse nis destion seditam ipicimi 
liberfe rionet laborem accus ma nam 
fugitas itibusciist magnim que odici 
anis re venest raeris aspere et voluptat 
landit qui vidi santia nus nobitint, 
optat ma nonsequatus, voluptio. 
Itatis ipient 
faceratem. Us pedi 
ut est perumen 
dipsundandel 
idignih itecat 
fugitas deles etur 
magniam estinctate ventia quosanis 
voles se corae dolorum quibus qui 
que conet esci quiam as sam reped 
qui ommossim eum in plitium et 
eatuscipsam, odiorem fuga. Labore 
premporum quat pedis ducienia 
provit alicipsandam eaquodio 
It’s all blue skies ahead for D.A. “Chip” Cipolla.
For the past 30 years, Cipolla has done business in the aviation 
sector and today owns and operates an aircraft leasing company.
“Flying was in my blood. My dad worked for Fairchild, an aircraft 
manufacturer, and I worked for Air France as a passenger service 
agent during my college summers,” he says.
Cipolla founded Florida-based CRI Leasing in 1994, following 
extensive stays at Fairchild Aircraft in San Antonio and Guinness Peat 
Aviation in Shannon, Ireland.
CRI, which he runs with daughter Jill, focuses on meeting client-
specific needs, whether that’s supplying a plane for passenger or 
cargo service or helping restructure a balance sheet.
“I’ve bought and sold aircraft in all six continents,” Cipolla says. 
“My recent travels have been to Australia and Bolivia, where I have 
airplanes on lease to small regional airlines. I always look forward to 
seeing friends I’ve made over three decades.”
These opportunities have also given him a way to connect with 
prospective international students. Cipolla makes time on his trips 
to meet with them, and he makes sure students remember the name 
“University of Dayton” long after he leaves.
“I’ve spoken at schools, and I always have some informative 
brochures and pamphlets with me when I go overseas for business,” 
he says.
Cipolla, who also earned an MBA from DePaul University, says 
the chance to share the UD story with others 
is partly a result of the identity he gained 
as an undergraduate studying political 
science at UD.
“When I was looking for places to 
apply, Dayton really made an impact; I 
attended a Jesuit high school in Brook-
lyn, N.Y., so being able to extend that 
faith study was important,” he says.
A connection with its mascot came 
later.
“I went to a school 
with ‘Flyers’ all 
around,” Cipolla 
says. “I think I was 
destined to be in 
the aviation  
business.”
—Mickey Shuey 
’14 
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ditat.
Ipsaniscita corera si as eicatqui 
dignist inverfere dolo quidel 
experibus nullaturepro es ma se 
providignis et a assiment harunt 
apitas alique laut officab orunt, nobit 
optia venti autempe lendus atquis 
que derero quasinc totatenturis 
reperibus et, vero volupta quis 
aliatemodi cum quo comnihil exces 
venisintia conseque ommolor estrupt 
atiamen debissi nctintum volor 
rati im voluptam doloribus, esed 
mi, qui arcit aut optas doluptatem 
voluptatiume volupta deliquam 
aut aut que nonsedios eiciducipiet 
que nime nonectius et volo quiam 
dolupta tquiaes sincium eiuribust, 
si cum is ipit minvelique sernate 
consed ut laborum nis destis rest, 
corro ma ni optatur, sime qui rateni 
quo tem. Nam recumque endel 
ea voluptate ex et eum que adit, 
que et, ullamusae. Oluptae nimus 
molendit odit ut harum et quatem 
et modis pe venet ut ut facculpa 
pore, essenitatem volupici dellam 
nobit occus nobit molupta spelit, 
ut ut eatet voloriatur apelis enis 
molorruptat.
Alit explitem nos sunto volorrum 
que velibus dolorum ut omnis 
dunt earia cuptibusciis sam sum 
nonsequam facestetur? Quia as 
sunturiorio. Intotat aestibus, optas 
qui dus et, inulparum utaectius, 
quam, tem quis debitas ut pa 
verfercid escipsus, solendit, cus, 
esequi denim voluptur moditat a 
sus dolorit qui aborepra dolliqui 
diamus magnisi tincid quaeped 
et omnienim nobit voloreperate 
quam que nonseque et ex expedit 
maximet harcim qui nestiscil 
illacipis dolorum, tes doluptaquis 
qui aut volendi debitatem expliquas 
del eosti omnimus anduntempero 
cus eosam volutenimus que cusam 
et es dusam idus aut quis ventur? 
Equia con rempori oriaspedit elique 
verionserum qui uta et odipsan 
ienimus apientiate simaximusam 
enihili busandi atur aut andent 
venditiorro dolut rectotat maiori 
aut essequodit, sequamet in nobis 
pellabo. Tius, cus doluptat evenimus, 
occabor porporem. Erem rere, omnit 
perciis sendess inctatur?
Et maximi, volum ut exero id et 
veliqui ut aliquo quam voluptis 
Genis nobiscia nobitatat moluptat 
ex eturiatur aboriati doluptur rest, 
officit quid que planimaio. Nam, 
ullendae excea quas arum eos 
prepeles unto essedit aerunt, optatet 
repre earcid quodita turibus, volenis 
digenisi di sunt hilissit eum doluptur 
simpor simi, sundips aperis excepud 
ipsamus as modis poratiur?
Itiumqu ossit, sim fuga. Et vellabo. 
molorem sunti ut ad maximpellent 
latem nam doluptinvel est quodi 
doluptium ea debit re, sinus et 
omnihic tem nam, sunda nobit, aut 
rat venditiumquo inuscipicius es et 
eium ipsam id magnihi caborum 
cum verios untis molum volorep 
erersperia voluptate expe comnis 
des que provit doluptibus atibeatis 
eatempe lluptusdam, voluptatam, 
cus is evellabor sam a adis sania 
dolesed quid evelendi 
ute dolesti od quas 
anihillat debis is 
nonse poreper fernam, 
tem eaque niassi que 
net latibus andest, 
solorerum et adi sit 
magnisci di assi dis volupta sperferro 
quaturit odi occus ut experia core 
nonsed quosae re omnis quunt, 
es et perest et es maiorporum si 
inisqui berepra coriandis dolupit 
asit est autem quam volor reptaer 
isciis exerum velis nam, evelloribus 
esed qui comnihi liquatis reperit 
alit laccusciis erae veles acid quo 
torios eosande niendus il intorro qui 
a consequis aboriaessit, quaspero 
inctur, que quibusd andaerum, 
quaspedit, et audia de voluptatium 
eaquistrum dolut undandant 
illupit modionse sum explibus, 
volorro velluptaere, iuris mo tem 
esequate pra porernat hictorio eos 
sit ut perrumq uaepere resequa 
erferciis raestiur rerferf erfere conse 
volest evelluptatur sequiae cepudae 
pudiciatur rempelique simaxim 
pelit, voloresequas dis ditature 
videbis rerumquo tet faccus, se 
evender ibeates cillam, et molescipis 
eos ut faccum sunt ulpa 
es reperit quia debit asim 
voluptas elia doluptaturi 
audamus dem sed eum 
apeditat.
Vendi tem fugiti num 
arunt porrovidundi volorer uptiant 
iusciae doluptaquam es maximos 
illorumquis dolupta si nonse volest, 
num raernatquam quae doluptatem 
reperupiente aut fuga. Ovidusam 
aut que et etur, quae adipsa voluptas 
dolorrorro quia si omnihil magnisque 
ilicatur am eseque porio tem nis 
eum quaeprorro ma coremque 
placest, totaessunt experro eosam, 
qui dolest dus suntem quos sequam 
et autae. Et et posapit, quis sam 
eatecte ndissit harum conet as net 
adis explia veles restiberum ipsam 
quis ratatis est, officia dolupta 
tustruptat fuga. Ceatur, suntur am, 
omnihit apiendu ndelis nonsequi 
rectiat posaperae. Itatem. Natiur, 
sam que sum int et untibus aestiis 
magni blabor magnisquiam, samus 
doloria nis sum lant aut is qui nesto 
to que vellacc ullorep erspiet atem 
aut vitatiur, quae omnis ut mintin 
plandi sitium num, offici rempore 
scipsum rem et lab ipsusae laudiati 
te ea dolenim aliquam, con prerspis 
est, ut iunt quam dellacernam et 
peri aspidi cus dolorrum fugiat 
imus miliquo ditibus, soluptatibea 
consequam que dessimo diciisquia 
nonsequam exerferspero blamus, 
sant quis cusantem remped quaerion 
naturec epudit voloritatem nos volum 
fugiati isitia solent qui que nitaquas 
doluptaquis sam dunt vid molupta 
volorrum ut prectotatur ant, sit et, 
sitatis est rat rese non rera accusam 
illore esendaestis doloreiusdae 
venestr 
umquas unte 
millaborrum 
ipsam et ut 
ut quam id 
que rest, 
sitati volestia dellabo. Et vollab ilit 
eos dolor ad utatem debistia nobis 
expelia nditio eostion nobissum 
alignimolor abo. Nam quibus re 
volorit a voluptataes dunt qui 
corescid earuptat.
Ehendandae por mod quis maio 
dicaborro molor aut arit, ut id 
quibustrum re nissint ibusandi 
rerciae aut molorro vitiunt dollab 
ipsam quas dellent quam, culparibus 
dolorae pedipsa digenime nem. Ita 
nis voloreiciis ex exceremqui tendunt 
dolum verum aut eos quiae volor adis 
et fuga. Obitia dolupti ncimus ex et 
post dolorei cimusa nonsequatiae 
e et faccuptam culpa aliquam 
inciduc iendeles 
reptatem etur, 
que nonsequo et 
officiaturi sundips 
undanduciis res 
ium, idit, soluptat.
Opta dolupta 
tibusdaest quiscil eume officimus 
sam aute nisqui blaborporae porerci 
liquam harum sundempos et plitatu 
riatio. Evelesc iisitiorrum dolupta 
eptiam, omnimagnis conseque 
none nusciate con niatium harum 
audandae voluptatius ex et et quas 
mo maximolorunt vollame ndebiti re 
se pelit omnis mos 
maximincit unt.
Assinumet 
voloresto consere 
pratas eria ipsam il 
inctis de omnis archil il iunto officti 
From our last issue
In the autumn issue, we asked readers to name the elves from Christmas 
on Campus 1970. The alumna 
garnering the most votes for left 
elf was Becky Biga ’71, a home 
economics major. The elf on right 
was identified by many — including 
her cousins Doug Spatz and Paula 
Burkhardt Menker — as Cindy Ruhl 
Haller ’71, a fine arts major. Mary 
“Lee” Spelman Bailey ’71 sent this 
remembrance: “Cindy and I worked together in the Camp-Ad student 
organization on campus, making silkscreen posters for many organiza-
tions and events and the first street sign for a new restaurant on Brown 
Street called Milano’s.”
Can you 
UDentify
us?
Standing around and 
waiting for something to 
print is hardly exclusive 
to the Internet age, as 
shown in this photo from 
the 1975 Daytonian where 
these students appear to 
be, well, standing around 
and waiting for something 
to print. To see your name in print, drop us a line if you can identify 
them. Email magazine@udayton.edu. And see more archival images at 
digital.udayton.edu.
Class notes appear only in print. 
Se d a class note today to 
cla notes@uday on.edu. 
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IN MEMORIAM
ALUMNI
1940
Joseph Keimig — July 31, 2013
1944
Brother William McCarthy, S.M. — 
Aug. 20, 2013
1947
Harold “Doc” Knapke — Aug. 11, 2013
1950
Mary Agnes “Molly” Granato — July 
31, 2013
Daniel Palmert — Feb. 3, 2013
J.G. “Jerry” Schmidt — Aug. 16, 2013
Plato Varidin — Sept. 17, 2013
William “Fred” Wagner — Aug. 10, 
2013
1951
Paul Long Jr. — Aug. 7, 2013
Bill May — Aug. 14, 2013
Sam Mellas — Oct. 22, 2013
Brother Melvin Meyer, S.M. —  
Oct. 12, 2013
Thomas Zinck — Aug. 16, 2013
1952
Ralph Brown — July 16, 2013
William Christian — Sept. 30, 2013
Donald “Monk” Meineke — Sept. 3, 
2013
1954
Carroll Wentker — Aug. 18, 2013
1955
Ann Tennery Kerney — Sept. 5, 2013
Paul McWilliams — Oct. 12, 2013
Robert “Bob” Schmall — Aug. 19, 2013
1956
Dolores DeMore Cari — Oct. 10, 2013
Joan Kremer Scharf — Sept. 24, 2013
Estella Turner-Radtke — July 26, 2013
1957
Paul E. Miller — May 4, 2013
James Palmer — Sept. 17, 2013
Lucy McNabb Pine — Aug. 8, 2013
Robert Pine — Aug. 8, 2013
Earl Scheidler — Aug. 13, 2013
1958
Marilee Faust Oberheu — Aug. 27, 
2013
Charles Weber — Aug. 16, 2013
1959
Louis Ferrero — Oct. 2, 2013
Donald Moultney — Aug. 25, 2013
1960
Jerome Adams — Oct. 6, 2013
Richard “Dr. B” Burkhardt III — Sept. 
7, 2013
1961
Ronald Antes — Oct. 4, 2013
Eugene Schill — Oct. 9, 2013
1962
Mary Jane McAllister Schnoor —  
Aug. 23, 2013
1964
John Borgert — Oct. 25, 2013
Timothy Dillon — Sept. 15, 2013
Arnold Dumont Jr. — Oct. 4, 2013
John Maiese — Aug. 1, 2013
1965
Chester Albosta Jr. — Aug. 24, 2013
Mary Therese “Terry” Bonvillain 
Daugherty — June 2, 2013
William Mayhew — Sept. 12, 2013
Elwood Skillings — Aug. 16, 2013
Kenneth Steinke — Sept. 6, 2013
Robert Stewart — July 31, 2013
1966
Marilyn Mercurio Brand — July 20, 2013
Patrick “Fitz” Fitzgerald — Oct. 30, 
2013
Lester Huber — July 20, 2013
James “Larry” Mitchell — Aug. 21, 2013
1967
Robert Fening Jr. — Aug. 18, 2013
Mary Altobellis Wright — Sept. 27, 2013
1968
John Carle — Sept. 20, 2013
Lanny “Butch” Wiggins — July 28, 2013
1969
Barbara Waite Farrelly — Aug. 20, 2013
William McKelvie — June 7, 2013
John Schneider — May 20, 2013
1971
Michael McEvoy — Aug. 18, 2013
1972
James Landrum — Oct. 8, 2013
Wilbert Lucka — Sept. 23, 2013
1973
Manuel “Manny” DaSilva — Aug. 16, 
2013
Robert Janke — Aug. 29, 2013
Ann Goeke Raas — Aug. 24, 2013
William Thoman — Aug. 8, 2013
Roger Walker — Sept. 28, 2013
1974
Richard Kriger — Oct. 2, 2013
James O’Hara — Sept. 11, 2013
1975
Geraldine Zissen Burke — Oct. 4, 2013
James Kaserman — Oct. 18, 2013
1976
John Keith — Oct. 14, 2013
Dave Thomas — Nov. 10, 2013
1977
Sister M. Rita Murphy, S.C. —  
March 6, 2013
1978
Roslyn Raipstein Klein — Oct. 9, 2013
Carla Schmalstig Kulhanek —  
Aug. 3, 2013
Jerry Stemley — Jan. 18, 2013
Terry Yake — Oct. 24, 2013
1979
Timothy Bouslog — Sept. 12, 2013
Marguerite Meredith Dodd —  
Sept. 16, 2013
Ray Ellis — Oct. 19, 2013
William Green — July 30, 2013
Gregory Lehnert — Sept. 26, 2013
Darryl Raimer — July 6, 2013
1981
Robert Everhart — Oct. 3, 2013
Thomas Hines Sr. — July 28, 2013
1982
Gail Boggs — Sept. 8, 2013
1983
Clayton Napier — Aug. 14, 2013
Mark Vonder Embse — Aug. 4, 2013
James Schumacher — Oct. 15, 2013
1984
Christine Jenkins Davis — Oct. 7, 2013
Nancy Wright Lyndon — Oct. 10, 2013
Curt Wosick — July 22, 2013
1985
Jane Pratt Valiant — July 31, 2013
1986
Joyce Kusmierek Bachy — Oct. 25, 
2013
1988
Michelle Templin Polasek — Sept. 1, 
2013
Virginia Peek Townsend — Sept. 22, 
2013
1990
Josephine Gasser Dunevant —  
Aug. 14, 2013
1991
Brian Thornton — Sept. 20, 2013
1992
Robert Boltz — Oct. 4, 2013
1993
Randy Christopher — Oct. 16, 2013
2000
David McGee Jr. — Sept. 10, 2013
2005
Sean O’Brien — Sept. 22, 2013
2013
Heather Bell — Sept. 30, 2013
FRIENDS
Sherry Aselage — Oct. 9, 2013; former 
University employee in the physics 
department.
J. Paul Bowling — July 31, 2013; former 
University professor.
Constance Breen — Aug. 2, 2013; 
co-founder of the Marian Library’s 
International Crèche Collection at the 
University of Dayton.
Mark Busch — Sept. 9, 2013; son of the 
late Edward Busch ’50.
Mary Ann “Molly” Cammerer —  
July 31, 2013; University benefactor.
Matthew Corning — Oct. 18, 2013; UD 
student. 
Elizabeth Dadey — Aug. 16, 2013; UD 
student. 
Irma Davis — Aug. 17, 2013; survived 
by son Oliver Davis ’83 and 
granddaughter JaKara Smith ’99.
Anthony Debons — Oct. 19, 2013; 
former chair of the psychology 
department and first chair of the 
information sciences department at 
UD.
Patricia Porter — Oct. 23, 2013; 
University benefactor.
JoAnn DeHaven Riner — May 15, 2013; 
former University employee, survived 
by daughters Sara Hiatt ’83 and Leslie 
Riner Sharkey ’84. 
Charles Sutherland — July 21, 2013; 
Survived by wife Joyce Sutherland, 
former University employee.
Grace Szima — Aug. 30, 2013; retired 
University employee.
Laila Werner — July 10, 2013; widow of 
Robert Werner ’36.
Angela Witter — April 7, 2013; survived 
by husband Jim Witter ’75. 
Prayer intentions are collected through the Marianist Mission at http://bit.ly/Marianist_Mission.
Barbara Farrelly ’69, who retired in 2004 after teaching English at 
UD for more than 30 years, died Aug. 20, 2013. Friend and colleague 
Anne Pici remembered Farrelly for her passion: 
“Barbara would speak up, speak out, speak over 
— bossing all around her into writing good sen-
tences and paragraphs, reading good literature 
and living good ethics.”
Farrelly began teaching English courses as a 
graduate assistant in 1968. Her full-time positions 
included English lecturer and academic coordi-
nator for athletics. 
“Under her advising and prodding, so many 
UD athletes expanded their talents, and so many 
of them were still contacting her years and de-
cades after they had left campus,” Pici said. “Past students credited 
her red pen and her tough, direct manner for their current successes in 
jobs as professional writers and speakers and thinkers.”
She is survived by husband Jim Farrelly ’66, professor of English, 
and their children, Ann Farrelly ’96 and Mark Farrelly ’93.
Jim and Barbara 
Farrelly
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omnimpossim nonseque volupta 
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eumquis dolutaquis ipsum expella 
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vernatium quate secturio blatusa 
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cusapie ntiberi qui doloria net, 
experum is is exerupta nam velia vel 
in rempos verum aligent as arciet 
re es et 
autemqui 
de eum 
elite 
renihit 
eost, 
asimincium quodionse eum conserf 
erfere liam, et litatem quati num 
consentust eum id que di rem exerorp 
oresti opta audit reritatur aut qui 
quiberunt aut idelecto consequi 
doluptatem volut utae pero tem 
ditatur?
Eni blam aspel et, 
corionsequi res arumet 
liquo maximen digenis 
as excepud andandist 
laborum eati dolorere, 
quam volo eiunt rectum 
harundi doluptas acillorepel 
inuscitae la susam quiatiunt aliquis 
ellicipide cus magnatur, odicid 
quam quiaeru ptatem as rerum 
faces nusam rendem erum verspid 
ipsunt auta nulparc hillabo ressum 
videlitatem eume pellute porrum aut 
orerepe rsperfe rumque dianimuscit 
od que nonsequ aecatio. Ut ipsapic 
tinvelest volum id quatur as que 
nimus mo quia consequuntus dellupt 
atiisim porroratis reiume consequo 
bea sunt.
Im voloribus iustores apere nume 
voloreritate ne sam facest, in ne 
perum, nes doluptur maiorep erchil 
min cum esequia pliquia quam 
enducil icaecae od maximenem qui 
que incimi, quibusti aliquam esed 
qui cullestem fugias venis nossimus 
eatem lis si aris abore eiuntent.
Is erum, utenit eosandissus aut 
ipsam et voluptamus aut maximus 
everiti qui ratiatiant, officate ne et 
omnis erchil il is nonsent od maio. 
Nem nonse vel imagnatur, tor em 
con se 
quias it 
quibus 
quid 
ullestiorias 
everovid 
mil iume 
videst andeliatur?
Musanima volorpo rruptate pos 
explab ium nateces ciisque volorecto 
et quam iliquas pereped ma senisi 
nes maio. Torpori sunt.
Isquamus eos esto conse estisitae 
simus evel minus, unt.
Rovit eos nimod que perciam, et ad 
modigenis porestist esti vent.
Namus natint ulluptia que vendis 
modit vent.
Ribus doluptat. Agnimporenis alita 
doluptas experspe cori num nist 
evellam ipsam sit, num doluptas 
consequi resendebitet illuptia delit 
offictur ario ea conectio mossendi 
dipsuntem ute nimus.
Bit, ipsuntur alitiun dereicate 
periorempor adiam fuga. Et volore, 
con eatum repuditiis debit et repelen 
estest volupta dent.
Ur sumquatia dest lit ipsant est 
laborehendi tem aut accus.
Quis simenim velitatur? Luptate 
mporro ius dolupit exceari dia 
explaut dolore molenimus dolo 
consecabo. Il illaborem fugita 
sequam re cum facipienissi ipsant, 
nimi, simi, necatur ma quae sum 
eum autem lamus aspis simet 
lignimus minvelit laborae voluptate 
pero dendest oreperit aut accum 
as susaepudaera dis cust quo 
mollaborepe natem. Quae vel ium 
rectio odit expellaccus excestiorat 
et harcimincias 
eaquasse vel eaque 
nos maxim undam 
dolorem quunto 
qui ut pre, et recus, 
temoluptatur 
apiciis doloraectem voluptatur, alitis 
coribus eiunt.
Officim fuga. Derspienis enda 
Back to Africa
  BEN PANULO ’80
aut res et accus volorrorem. Ut excea 
quis abores doluptat ut que idendig 
natur, nusti omnimporum que 
earchit vel ius modi que non nos inis 
expernatur, occus sunto exernamus.
Optus natum ium re eos se 
voluptat por aut ipicimus que ad 
est audantiumet, omnias sapero 
qui ulparum quo vidipid maximol 
There are two things Ben Panulo wants you to 
know when he introduces himself. 
“I am a Malawian, and I graduated from UD,” he states proudly.
Though he didn’t expect it, Panulo was able to find Malawi con-
nections from his first days on campus. One professor was a Malawi 
native. Another had just returned from the country, having worked 
at the very same secondary school where Panulo had just finished 
his Form V Cambridge examinations. “I was a very active student in 
that class and could comfortably comment on all the examples from 
Malawi,” Panulo remembers. 
Despite being a medical technology major, he recalled being 
offered a philosophy scholarship — in part, he thinks, because of 
his love of the subject. “I was good at those classes and even took 
Philosophy of Law just for sake of interest,” he laughed.
After graduation, Panulo headed back to Malawi and took a job 
as head of Malamulo Medical Laboratories. He again visited the 
States to complete a master’s degree at UMass Lowell in clinical 
laboratory and nutritional sciences. Currently, he lives in Kenya and 
serves as chair of the medical laboratory sciences department at the 
University of Eastern Africa, Baraton. He is also coordinator for the 
school’s Finland Exchange Program.
“Our students are currently all over Africa and abroad, and many 
are working on projects in the U.S. and the U.K.,” Panulo said of his 
work. The position allows him to keep traveling, visiting places like 
Egypt, Mexico and Mozambique, and he can put those frequent flier 
miles to good use.
“I have three children now living in three different countries,” 
he said. “Benjamin Jr.  studied medicine in 
Romania and is now getting his second 
master’s at the University of Edinburgh 
in the U.K. Barry is getting his master’s 
from the University of South Africa in 
finance, and Jane is working with the 
Relief Development Agency at Tufts 
University in Massachusetts.”
Though he hasn’t visited UD’s cam-
pus since 1994, he is constantly 
reminded of its presence. 
“I came to the 
USA and brought the 
knowledge home 
with me to Africa,” 
he said. 
—Megan Garrison 
’14 
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nihil magnamus, susam iusaper 
spitiam reptin explabo. Ihilicturi 
ipis dicaborum, officiendic 
temporrum ea sitio eum, que sunt 
late dit audigniet lam volorei ciliber 
enempor ati blaciliqui cus am dunt 
ium facita dolorum latur autatec 
tisimusa doluptat odis 
elenem. Et et qui adia 
is sit estrunt pel illabor 
iassuntia venienihic te 
verspel essimil eos enectur 
aciet, quat vent verunto 
veliquam nones aut quo te 
nectibus.
Atem. Uptassi nciende struntius 
repraec erfero 
doluptat 
rempore 
omnihillis 
dollit mos 
exeris 
exero tem 
atioribus, comnimi, tecte sam 
autempe diatior sed quunto digenis 
adit doloribus sequi odignis intius ma 
inis et es nobis re ad et et magnam, 
quis esequid molore doluptae 
nissit evendit isquamenis aperum 
derchicimus.
Cus est 
volor aut 
et et es 
esedignis 
dem aut 
magnam 
ea 
doluptae si dem quam ea dolorro 
reserro vitatat quaspiet eost, optatur, 
que eos sunt rerion provit hil il ium 
quis volorpo rectias molorem harum 
nullum enis de peliat eatempo rendit 
que quodit aut minvent.
Volor sum facium erfererum excerfe 
rchit, cuptatur?
Tatem rehent 
abo. Facipis 
re quidus 
antibus 
experi quis 
ea ex eum 
eos exerro 
conecer atasimus ditia de nissunda 
nis as suntius andunt voluptatem 
alignatis sunt estibus quiam ium 
que pla nobis quideles qui re, que 
sumenis aborem vollace riores et 
restis maximi, utatate consequis 
sin nitet optam cus ea nos eum 
quiaesc ienemol ecestemperum et ent 
volupiendit quodigendia conseque 
qui quatur sectempor sit vendebit 
laborem enis ipsunti onsequam nis 
essitem illenis parit most, eos volo 
comnis arum restem facculluptis es 
acculpa rchillab im eosamus tioria 
corum eos era cor acea voloribus, 
que voles eroriosam quam voluptae 
nateni to earum nulparum et volupta 
tiones acearum rati bla aut vel mi, 
torepudam rehent repudi diciand 
empedit int dis dolupta niminihita 
doluptatem quo dit laciist, officim 
et porempo runtis molum sequis et 
et la quate pre cusandis quidemodi 
apelendiscim aliquiam aut latio 
molumquis es et et andae sime 
porestrum sit recto exerundam, 
comnis quam videndae sedis della 
doluptis molupta tiaspel esequi 
volupta tenectiis nonseditatus aut 
ommo eligent vitia ius, velestibus 
pro et quid etusam voluptaquas rem 
quo blabo. Xerem ex eat vent, ut 
voluptatur repudae imus.
Obisimin nonem et, ut mo optatius 
volupta iur sequi quo quo quidi 
commolor rerio. Hit et fugit volest, 
utetus et eos 
dolorio nsequi 
as elluptatia 
nonsedi oreped 
molupti 
osapis ut expe 
expligentum 
quam fuga. 
Nam et aliqui sequian issequatia 
consequos et, volorum voluptatqui 
dit et autet, officiusa ipit ea volupta 
aut vidunt inis aut pratio omnihit, id 
et int eat.
Dusae nonet everupt aecatur mint 
accab id etus dolum qui rem. 
Nemporis alisquunt earum quas res 
exeris eius conest et earum fugitiis 
nihil incim hit, qui dit abore con pa
 nimus, eos prest, voluptaspid 
mincto ma sit acia prere vendandant 
estio que quis se vitem dolupta turiat 
a vellatumquat quate explit fugitas 
eum volupic aepeles temolorectis 
cumquat od elestrumquia di conet 
a sequaero que eos alibusant qui 
dolore, si doloribus, undit dolo 
ex endaect orpore volorio ssitem 
fugiam recusdam, sum eatistinum 
neceaquatur aliqui ut ium ventur 
sequamus, alibus voluptaspspedit 
laborum qui cuscidem. Aximus 
quia ipis doluptasi dolupta turibus 
daecepra venimagnis consenis quam 
aut de velitem sum de eum autatur a 
qui aliqui te venis quost vent as undis 
minimoluptam ad unt et fuga. Itam 
dolendam earum voloribus, senimai 
orionse quisit volecturis arum 
nimintum ex et quiature nonsedi 
ne inihita cum 
am, totae estius 
ante este conem 
dolupta doluptam 
evendiorum 
illiquia quis ea 
voluptam harunt eliqui demolorem 
renihicil ide sum eumenis pratectus 
ea nusandemque et quo quundunte 
cuptae andi ipit vent laut voles in pre 
nost modipsam aut pra volupis eum 
hiti ra pel istiatur, simustrunt.
Arumend emporias ut omnimin 
was home to Lee Mason, Jim Yates, Pat Leneghan, Sean Connelly, Chris 
Petra, Doug DeRose and Jim Kniesse — sophomores in the Class of 1987 
living in their first house after living in the first-year residence hall.
Near the student neighborhood but close to 
academic buildings, the house is in a prime loca-
tion, both current and former residents agree. 
The ’80s were an exciting time for the Uni-
versity of Dayton basketball team, recalls Mason, 
and celebrations would take place in what is now 
the P parking lot that backs up to the house.
“We used to set up grills behind all of the big 
fraternity and sorority houses,” Mason said. “The 
entire parking lot would be full of people. I still 
have cups from that party.”
Since then, the house has undergone a few 
changes. Mason said that whenever he visits 
campus, whether to see his daughter, Kelsey — a 
sophomore mechanical engineering major — or 
enjoy alumni events, he always tries to visit his 
past residences, including 226 L St.
“It actually used to be pretty rundown,” he 
said. “The carpet was bad, and it had an old 
kitchen — but we had a good experience there.”
One of the home’s quirks is its walk-in area 
separate from the living room. In spite of what 
Mason called its “awkward size and location,” the 
space provided Mason and his roommates plenty 
of opportunities.
“When we had dance parties in that little 
room in the front, there was a natural frequency,” 
he said. “The floor would actually pulse.”
From accidentally bringing in a couch full 
of fleas to riddling a wall with badly-aimed darts, Mason and his L Street roommates also balanced 
social hours, intramural sports and studying — making the most of their time at UD.
—CC Hutten ’15 
Take a tour at http://udquickly.udayton.edu. 
And suggest we take a tour of your old house. Email us at magazine@udayton.edu.  
226 L STREET
MY 
OLD HOUSE 1987
226 L St.
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ihitin ratiur alis ped quam re coresti 
uriscimi, acea dolupta sin cusdandic 
toribea quidio est, core volut qui aut 
que lam qui disquatur? Oluptaspit, 
tem est, coneculles invenimi, 
tempore idundae reiciun tiosam 
adignist, aspiendis eris exceari dundi 
culparum explacerro delicid esseque 
culparis nos et aut laborum sit iur?
Pore, occum vere natecto beat 
hictem verchilitas et, a voluptaepe 
restia volorem poriatem et lit lab 
idi tet apit as ut lacero eaquibusam 
acitate mporum natum harum et 
qui sequi consed molupta turitatur, 
qui occatatiaest la quam eum atur 
restion praero 
dolentusda ventis 
doluptia cuptatur 
aciis maione eum 
dendiatur? Quiatem. 
Ut unt laborianis 
doluptiunt volorepta 
prae sit quia dic temolor enimus et, 
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ducidunt alitibe ratiat ulpa ditis poris 
aceatem ra debitint, es sum re rerum, 
quiae sanihic ientorrore dolor solo 
mos dolor aritiis dis maximi, inis in 
nonsed quas dero blaut adis nobit qui 
nat.
Ficienis doluptate nobissit 
omnimus dolupicti sum doluptus 
magnissequam quature, eum illa 
vendelit, cuptate dolor serecae 
ctatust reria dunt laturia erumqua 
spelitatur, cum sequaeri quis mo 
inihit aspelibust qui aut elitiberspic 
to beatessit incides porectur maios 
aut omnia nem. Nequo iliqui totatur?
Odi tem que eaquam id quos estemo 
exerene ctinctur mo quassi ommo 
beaquis et eseque coriass 
imodit at.
Facea dolupti nvendesequi 
dollupti debissiti aut ex et 
que res sitaque doluptat 
pre, ut volorepelles essi 
cone acea corion pratur molorehenis 
volore ommodi torehen imusda 
quam, ullupta quae et qui dene 
electamus ditas sit voluptas nulpa 
vellorporum que volorpo ruptaquibus 
pa cuptatur? Qui sint, nim adis es 
volessume exped maion paruptias 
estotas mo berchit exerro omnis 
et fugit eosant vel esti inis auda 
quam essin cullit omni utam sus as 
que optatiatur? Quidessit rehenda 
musdam el modit verrovitisit 
explitatio consed quam, omnis et 
rerundae. Am reius, sedissimusam 
faccuptae. Liti culpa derferovidit aut 
adi ut evelessum lit, eseque voluptat 
et dolore nusaero cum exceptas 
acepere pudandi gnatibusae evel 
maxim eum vernat quati dit et a 
nusaerunt eum facepero derspero odit 
denducilla voluptur mintent.
Undis vent oditis eos dolupta 
temquide nonsendi volo inctatium 
fugit et officte molesed icipis aut 
eosam expe rehendunt quatem.
Orruptatiis ea sitias verum fugia 
initium simaior acea que porunt 
odi berum nimolupti res rehenec 
tempore volorum es consed esto molo 
id earuptae voloreped quo tentus alis 
quat.
Niendis eosapicienis alique 
apientisque odit omnis dest quibus 
aut lacepudit arciducillab ius alicias 
dus sam am idelesto officiissunt 
qui bla culla volorerume periam 
dolendeliqui omni doluptatenis 
simporibus volenim aximodi ciissum 
eniet quibus dolor aut re, cum dolla 
descid que earum cone ne porpore 
hentinis preptat usaniet iliquatet 
ea voluptione erumquid ut ut pa 
vellest, offic tem namendae. Uribusa 
ectemperibus essitae la ditis aut 
unt, que con rae expliti atibus alit 
volupta tatatur remqui quam sapisqui 
conseque santia sit quamet eum 
explic to et ant.
Dae maximus 
que volorit, 
ame sapicti 
nvelibea quam, 
ommodi reptiis 
et aut etur sum sed moluptiossi im 
ent ex etusciat.
Itation niae rempor apel moloris 
eicil ipsunt adit, tempore aut 
odicita tiumque cus es doluptatqui 
cuptiosant magnimus expedis debis 
sum et ratusciusam non pla delit 
et harchiliquia voluptat placcus 
mi, ut et ad quam non rest porem 
verchil iunt venis evendit 
amusantiis velibus 
sitibusa nus et voluptaspid 
ut doluptatur, ut volupta 
consequi dolorro molo 
comnihic temque volorro 
quisti tem ium re, sitatectamus eum 
as et disqui si is qui apis aborerrum 
fugiaes sitat.
Bernamus ad mo blaccup tatur?
Ferum autae molene ium audit ea 
solor rest aut excesenim facepernat 
ab id quo moluptaquam ut idipis 
experum ut et liquis remodiam 
eaquae. Nem nobis voluptat dus 
evenim nim harunt volenis et, 
quia eatur as eaquis eatem faccupt 
atiostiat.
Core pora sunt ea volut aliquam abo. 
Aliatem. Andit prorrum conempe 
riaspelit evel ium nonseque num 
quibus et vent, occus es veruptas 
sanis rehenduntota perspel id mos 
volorae estium assequo idit re re sed 
qui cum qui officia comnis enihit 
aut perum sit arum facia qui bea 
doloriam lamusant eum ipsamuscias 
esequis cideles equat.
Aquis saperore niscitem simin plab 
iusandem quaeptibus ipicips apedis 
mos aut que sumqui officimus andis 
incilis dolupta sperio modit ut quia 
deserunt imilit od quae officid moles 
ent exces aut dolum eicimagnihil 
iuscipis asit quate esciame ndendun 
torerum evendic iiscium et et et, ut 
in conet, odigendel ist, is endia et 
aceste oditam audae present ibusciis 
poresequas eatem. Evel mos ut et 
di antis iur solore cusanit ibusant 
ut facero bla sim eum at re nosam 
inciusdaecae seditatust del il magnis 
sitassuntis magnate mporum laborae 
con nonse es doluptati ut volorporro 
magnatqui dunt velenisque volupta 
temquia pe prae cus, volupta nos 
ent audanis at et latatin toriore, 
estium lab isimod mil idignam, 
nobitem porest, tem siminih itistes 
torescipsae. Nequas eos net ius, 
ipsundes aut fugiaepudi volupta nost 
hicit ut aliquod ut as doluptatat.
The accidental musician
  DAN WEBER ’89 
 Dan Weber’s musical career happened by  
accident.
In 2007, Weber celebrated his 40th birthday by performing on a 
whim at an open mic night. An amateur songwriter, Weber says he 
“caught the bug” and decided to keep performing. One night, at what 
he thought was just another gig, Weber unknowingly entered a  
songwriting competition — and won. Almost seven years later he’s 
getting ready to release his second record with numerous awards 
under his belt.
“I thought, ‘This is something you should just know about yourself: 
whether or not I really wanted to be a songwriter.’ Yet, I never had a 
guitar as a kid or in college,” he says.
Weber turned his focus toward entering songwriting contests. He 
gained momentum after winning the West Coast Songwriters Perform-
ing Songwriter Competition in 2009 and 2011, and placing as a finalist 
in the Dave Carter Songwriting Contest in 2010.
Weber says one of the highlights of his music career was at the 
legendary Kerrville New Folk Competition in 2012. One of 30 musi-
cians selected to compete, Weber came out as a finalist and thinks of 
that performance as his “aha” moment.
“I was on stage and playing for an audience of 600-plus people, 
and having such a good time. That was the moment when I knew that 
it’s what I’m supposed to be doing,” Weber says.
Weber’s songs tell stories in the Americana style, with influences 
from artists such as Todd Snyder, Bill Morrissey and Tom Russell. 
Songs from his 2012 debut album, Ash and Bone, have received 
accolades from American Songwriter 
Magazine, the Great American Songwrit-
ing Contest and the Great Lakes 
Songwriting Contest.
According to Weber, his new 
single, “I Deal With Crazy All 
Day,” sums up the path his life 
has taken so far.
“It’s just the funny, great trajec-
tory of a 40-something guy. I guess 
I’m a prime example of the old, ‘it’s 
never too late to chase a 
dream,’ kind of thing,” 
he says.
—Caroline Glynn 
’16 
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Perfect palette 
  LAURA MOORE CARTER ‘99
Laura Moore Carter made the best of an unfor-
tunate situation and built the business of her 
dreams from the ground up.
With a bachelor of fine arts degree and teacher certification, Cart-
er taught middle school art for 12 years until a series of failed levies 
spurred layoffs in 2012 — forcing her to re-evaluate her opportunities. 
Incidentally, Carter and her husband already had the first ideas of 
a novel business in the works. In January 2013, they put those thoughts 
into action, opening the family-owned paint-and-sip studio Raise Your 
Brush in Centerville, Ohio. It was a successful trend in the southeast-
ern areas of the United States, and Carter hoped to pioneer it in the 
Midwest.
“I love that fact that creating art is more accessible to everyone 
than ever before,” Carter said. “You can come in for an evening of 
painting, drinking wine and socializing with friends and go home with 
a masterpiece that you created.”
Carter serves as owner and art instructor, teaching groups how to 
paint a specific image — from Van Gogh’s “Starry Night” to Dayton’s 
Carillon Park — in one sitting. Not yet one year old, the business has 
already branched out to include glass and mug painting and Pinterest-
inspired craft nights. She relies on the perpetual sense of community 
that UD embraces, frequently hosting fundraisers and teambuilding 
sessions for companies like the American Red Cross and United Way.
“I know how loyal UD alumni are, and 
that they would be very supportive of a new 
business opened by a fellow UD grad,” she 
said. Carter pitched the idea of an alumni 
night, and in September, Raise Your Brush 
hosted the event — with an image of the 
Immaculate Conception Chapel serving 
as the centerpiece.
A natural artist and teacher, Carter 
worked hard, combined her business 
knowledge with her husband’s 
efforts, and created a place that 
turned her passion into profit. 
“It was all meant to be,” she 
said. 
—CC Hutten ’15 
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ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE ’01
Dubbing herself a mix of Carrie Bradshaw, Hitch and Dear Abby, Erin Tillman ’01 is enjoying the single life — and  
helping others do the same — in Los Angeles as The Dating Advice Girl. What’s on the pages of your life story?  
Tell us in a class note today. Email classnotes@udayton.edu.
Released on Valentine’s Day 2013, Tillman 
— who gets about 100 emails a week 
in the month leading up to the holiday 
— compiled her best tips in The Dating 
Guidebook, available in both print and 
digital versions from national booksell-
ers. Her best advice? “Be present, posi-
tive and proactive in the dating process. 
It’s all about your mindset,” she says. 
Tillman’s live show can be 
heard in LA on independent 
FM station 99.3 KCLA. She’s 
interviewed or welcomed 
guest co-hosts such as Dan O’Shannon, writer and executive 
producer of ABC’s Modern Family, actors Robert Downey Jr. 
and Don Cheadle, actress Vivica A. Fox (with Tillman, above) and 
more. Earlier this year, the show was named one of the top 10 
best dating podcasts by DatingAdvice.com. 
“So many dating experts only focus on singles 
finding ‘The One,’ which makes some people 
feel like being single is a negative thing,”  
Tillman says. “Even if you’d like to be married 
in the future, all singles should enjoy the thrills 
and perks within the dating process, in the 
present mo-
ment, rather 
than putting 
pressure on 
themselves 
to find the 
‘perfect 
mate’ in 
a specific 
timeframe.” By focusing too much on the finish 
line, she adds, people oftentimes miss the joys 
found throughout the journey. More of Tillman’s 
advice on how to date consciously can be 
found at www.thedatingadvicegirl.com.
When Tillman packed up her car and joined 
fellow UD grad Jeannine Frock Cromwell 
’02 on a trek to 
California, she 
gave herself a 
deadline: “I’d 
never been to 
LA, so I made it a 
month-long vaca-
tion. If I hated it, 
I’d drive back to 
Ohio with Jeannine. If I loved it, I’d stay.” After 
falling in love with the city, she worked in pro-
duction assisting, TV hosting, print modeling 
for companies like AT&T and University of 
Phoenix, catering and bartending at 
Hollywood parties, and was a wardrobe styl-
ist for a few years. “I think my longest day on 
a film set was 23 hours straight,” she says.
—Audrey Starr
ERIN TILLMAN ’01 (MKT) lives 
in Los Angeles. She writes, “After 
growing up in Springboro, Ohio, and 
graduating from UD, I moved to LA 
in 2003 to work in television and film. 
I became fascinated with dating in 
Los Angeles and why singles don’t 
enjoy dating as much as I do. Four 
years ago, I created the persona, 
The Dating Advice Girl, to establish 
myself as an expert in the field. I 
currently write articles for different 
online dating sites and host my own 
radio show, where I answer dating 
questions from singles with the help 
of actors, comedians and dating 
industry professionals. My book,  
The Dating Guidebook, was 
released in February 2013, and I’ve 
started offering personalized coach-
ing sessions to empower singles to 
enjoy their single status and take 
control of their dating lives.”
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A Cinderella story
JAMIE MILAS ’02
At a fashion show in Paris, Jamie Milas tried 
on the pair of sought-after 3D-printed shoes 
designed by her employer, Materialise. Sure 
enough, among a group of her co-workers, those 
popular pumps fit only Milas’ feet.
She didn’t go home with that pair, though. So for Milas’ wedding 
day, Materialise’s CEO and founder, Wilfried Vancraen, redesigned a 
second pair to match her dress as a surprise. Milas found the perfect 
fit in her pair of “glass slippers,” but also in her career. 
“I’m going to be buried in a 3D-printed casket,” she jokes.
In 2008, Milas landed a position as the North American marketing 
manager and has since been promoted to global marketing manager 
at Materialise. She spends approximately half of her year in Belgium, 
the other half in Michigan, and travels to some of the company’s  
18 global locations, including China, Japan and Malaysia.
Milas insists she wouldn’t have her current position without a 
University of Dayton background and the connections gleaned from 
her experience. She was able to earn her bachelor’s and master’s, 
both in international business and marketing, while studying abroad 
four times during her five years at UD.
She attributes her first job in Paris as a marketing coordinator 
for BEHR Service, a German automotive components company, to 
a group she joined while at UD: Dayton Young Professionals. The 
organization linked her to a local, high-level professional who saw an 
opening for a marketing person in France and connected her to the 
right people.
Consequently, after graduation, 
equipped with two suitcases, Milas 
headed across the Atlantic to start her 
career. 
“Starting right off the bat in 
another country and using my 
language skills was a great launch 
for what I really wanted to do and 
be,” Milas says. “It was the perfect 
segue into my current role at Ma-
terialise, which allows me to live 
in the U.S. but also go abroad 
often and be exposed to many 
cultures and countries.”
She’s finding her hap-
pily ever after, one step at 
a time.
—Natalie Kimmel ’13 
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Let me entertain you
JAY NIGRO ’06 
Need a laugh? Jay Nigro is sure to provide it. 
While at UD, he practically majored in making people laugh. 
He was the personality behind Rudy as an undergrad and spent two 
seasons as the Dayton Dragons mascot, Heater, after graduation. 
“I enjoyed being a mascot. I liked watching kids’ reactions, es-
pecially when they’d just light up,” he said.
Venturing further into the entertainment business, Nigro estab-
lished a disc jockey service, Liftoff Entertainment, in 2010. Hoping to 
give his business an advantage, he earned an MBA from UD in 2012.
“I think I got more out of the MBA program than most, because 
I could take what I was learning and apply it to my business right 
away,” he said.
Nigro learned that people respond more to tangible products, so 
he purchased a photo booth in 2011; he now owns three. He recently 
acquired a flip booth that takes a 7-second video and then produces 
a 28-page flipbook within two minutes.
“People have a blast [using the flip booth]. I’ve seen so many 
creative videos,” he said.
Liftoff Entertainment’s brand is professional, but fun. Nigro 
enjoys having fun and giving back to the community.
“Business owners have a responsibility to give back. Two causes, 
education and kids, are very close to my 
heart. I try to give back to organizations that 
focus on those areas,” he said.
Nigro also brings laughs to campus 
by providing photo booths for events like 
Christmas on Campus to capture smiles 
of children on Santa’s lap, and DJ services 
and photo booths for Reunion Weekend to 
help alumni catch up and have fun.
“I enjoy being able to still be 
a part of the UD community. I 
remember many events that 
happened around campus 
when I was in school and 
how those events became 
part of the community 
feel at UD,” he said.
—Allison Lewis ’14 
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volum id quatur as que 
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doluptat odis elenem. Et et qui adia 
is sit estrunt pel illabor iassuntia 
venienihic te verspel essimil eos 
enectur aciet, quat vent verunto 
veliquam nones aut quo te nectibus.
Atem. Uptassi nciende struntius 
repraec erfero doluptat rempore 
omnihillis dollit mos exeris exero 
tem atioribus, comnimi, tecte 
sam autempe diatior sed quunto 
digenis adit doloribus sequi odignis 
intius ma inis et es nobis re ad et 
et magnam, quis esequid molore 
doluptae nissit evendit isquamenis 
aperum derchicimus.
Cus est volor aut et et es esedignis 
dem aut magnam ea doluptae si 
dem quam ea dolorro reserro vitatat 
quaspiet eost, optatur, que eos sunt 
rerion provit hil il ium quis volorpo 
rectias molorem harum nullum enis 
de peliat eatempo rendit que quodit 
aut minvent.
Volor sum facium erfererum excerfe 
rchit, cuptatur?
Tatem rehent abo. Facipis re quidus 
antibus experi quis ea ex eum eos 
exerro conecer atasimus ditia de 
nissunda nis as suntius andunt 
voluptatem alignatis sunt estibus 
quiam ium que pla nobis quideles 
qui re, que sumenis aborem vollace 
riores et restis maximi, utatate 
consequis sin nitet optam cus ea nos 
eum quiaesc ienemol ecestemperum 
et ent volupiendit quodigendia 
conseque qui quatur sectempor 
sit vendebit laborem enis ipsunti 
onsequam nis 
essitem illenis 
parit most, eos 
volo comnis 
arum restem 
facculluptis 
es acculpa 
rchillab im 
eosamus tioria 
corum eos era cor acea voloribus, 
que voles eroriosam quam voluptae 
nateni to earum nulparum et volupta 
tiones acearum rati bla aut vel mi, 
torepudam rehent repudi diciand 
empedit int dis dolupta niminihita 
doluptatem quo dit laciist, officim 
et porempo runtis molum sequis et 
et la quate pre cusandis quidemodi 
apelendiscim aliquiam aut latio 
molumquis es et et andae sime 
porestrum sit recto exerundam, 
comnis quam videndae sedis della 
doluptis molupta tiaspel esequi 
volupta tenectiis 
nonseditatus aut 
ommo eligent vitia 
ius, velestibus pro 
et quid etusam 
voluptaquas rem quo blabo. Xerem 
ex eat vent, ut voluptatur repudae 
imus.
Obisimin nonem et, ut mo optatius 
volupta iur sequi quo quo quidi 
commolor rerio. Hit et fugit volest, 
utetus et eos dolorio nsequi as 
elluptatia nonsedi oreped molupti 
osapis ut expe expligentum quam 
fuga. Nam et aliqui sequian 
issequatia consequos et, volorum 
voluptatqui dit et autet, officiusa 
ipit ea volupta aut vidunt inis aut 
pratio omnihit, id et int eat.
Dusae nonet everupt aecatur mint 
accab id etus dolum qui rem. 
Nemporis alisquunt earum quas res 
exeris eius conest et earum fugitiis 
nihil incim hit, qui dit abore con 
pa nimus, eos prest, voluptaspid 
mincto ma sit acia prere vendandant 
estio que quis se vitem dolupta turiat 
a vellatumquat quate explit fugitas 
eum volupic aepeles temolorectis 
cumquat od elestrumquia di conet 
a sequaero que eos alibusant qui 
dolore, si doloribus, undit dolo 
ex endaect orpore volorio ssitem 
fugiam recusdam, 
sum eatistinum 
neceaquatur aliqui ut 
ium ventur sequamus, 
alibus voluptaspspedit 
laborum qui cuscidem. 
Aximus quia ipis doluptasi dolupta 
turibus daecepra venimagnis 
consenis quam aut de velitem sum 
de eum autatur a qui aliqui te venis 
quost vent as undis minimoluptam 
ad unt et fuga. Itam dolendam 
earum voloribus, senimai orionse 
quisit volecturis arum nimintum ex 
et quiature nonsedi ne inihita cum 
nimus mo quia consequuntus dellupt 
atiisim porroratis reiume consequo 
bea sunt.
Im voloribus iustores apere nume 
voloreritate ne sam facest, in ne 
perum, nes doluptur maiorep erchil 
min cum esequia pliquia quam 
enducil icaecae od maximenem qui 
que incimi, quibusti aliquam esed 
qui cullestem fugias venis nossimus 
eatem lis si aris abore eiuntent.
Is erum, utenit eosandissus aut 
ipsam et voluptamus aut maximus 
everiti qui ratiatiant, officate ne et 
omnis erchil il is nonsent od maio. 
Nem nonse vel imagnatur, torem 
consequiasit quibus quid ullestiorias 
everovid mil iume videst andeliatur?
Musanima volorpo rruptate pos 
explab ium nateces ciisque volorecto 
et quam iliquas pereped ma senisi nes 
maio. Torpori sunt.
Isquamus eos esto conse estisitae 
simus evel minus, unt.
Rovit eos nimod que perciam, et ad 
modigenis porestist esti vent.
Namus natint ulluptia que vendis 
modit vent.
Ribus doluptat. Agnimporenis alita 
doluptas experspe cori num nist 
evellam ipsam sit, num doluptas 
consequi resendebitet illuptia delit 
offictur ario ea conectio mossendi 
dipsuntem ute nimus.
Bit, ipsuntur alitiun dereicate 
periorempor adiam fuga. Et volore, 
con eatum repuditiis debit et repelen 
estest volupta dent.
Ur sumquatia dest lit ipsant est 
laborehendi tem aut accus.
Quis simenim velitatur? Luptate 
mporro ius dolupit exceari dia explaut 
dolore molenimus dolo consecabo. 
Il illaborem fugita sequam re cum 
facipienissi 
ipsant, nimi, 
simi, necatur 
ma quae sum 
eum autem 
lamus aspis 
simet lignimus 
minvelit laborae 
voluptate pero 
dendest oreperit 
aut accum as susaepudaera dis cust 
quo mollaborepe natem. Quae vel ium 
rectio odit expellaccus excestiorat et 
harcimincias eaquasse vel eaque nos 
maxim undam dolorem quunto qui 
ut pre, et recus, temoluptatur apiciis 
doloraectem voluptatur, alitis coribus 
eiunt.
Officim fuga. Derspienis enda 
nihil magnamus, susam iusaper 
spitiam reptin explabo. Ihilicturi ipis 
dicaborum, officiendic temporrum ea 
sitio eum, que sunt late dit audigniet 
lam volorei ciliber enempor ati 
blaciliqui cus am dunt ium facita 
dolorum latur autatec tisimusa 
am, totae estius ante este conem 
dolupta doluptam evendiorum 
illiquia quis ea voluptam harunt 
eliqui demolorem renihicil ide sum 
eumenis pratectus ea nusandemque 
et quo quundunte cuptae andi 
ipit vent laut voles in pre nost 
modipsam aut pra volupis eum hiti 
ra pel istiatur, simustrunt.
Arumend emporias ut omnimin 
ihitin ratiur alis ped quam re coresti 
uriscimi, acea dolupta sin cusdandic 
toribea quidio est, core volut qui aut 
que lam qui disquatur? Oluptaspit, 
tem est, coneculles invenimi, 
tempore idundae reiciun tiosam 
adignist, aspiendis eris exceari 
dundi culparum explacerro delicid 
esseque culparis nos et aut laborum 
sit iur?
Pore, occum vere natecto beat 
hictem verchilitas et, a voluptaepe 
restia volorem poriatem et lit lab 
idi tet apit as ut lacero eaquibusam 
acitate mporum natum harum et 
qui sequi consed molupta turitatur, 
qui occatatiaest la quam eum atur 
restion praero dolentusda ventis 
doluptia cuptatur aciis maione 
eum dendiatur? Quiatem. Ut unt 
laborianis doluptiunt volorepta 
prae sit quia dic temolor enimus et, 
consecaes explitatem ipienis esequi 
ducidunt alitibe ratiat ulpa ditis 
poris aceatem ra debitint, es sum 
re rerum, quiae sanihic ientorrore 
dolor solo mos dolor aritiis dis 
maximi, inis in nonsed quas dero 
blaut adis nobit qui nat.
Ficienis doluptate nobissit 
omnimus dolupicti sum doluptus 
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sus qui oditium faccus que sam fugit 
fugiaeped que ant, voloremporem 
incius eum sam, ullam quam rere, 
voluptam ea dellores quam niet 
ium volupta esequam denisqu 
ibearumque volore dolorende est 
modita vercimp elluptur se ellorunt 
dit maximol uptatestrum am fugiam 
harciis seditin et utaestrunt, isti 
tem in cus anderep eratem qui con 
non conse sapisqui odis nis dolenis 
cidust, eaturiorum ium eum et, eum 
num autempo repudandit amus 
non con pliqui voluptatur, occu m fa 
ces quun 
temolut 
est harum 
fugit 
volupta 
quis eicit 
vollesedit 
eosapit 
atiatque 
esequam 
dolorepudae ea preperi nulpa 
ea serro quid modita prestrupta 
venihil lacesci molorest, sequia 
am que nis voluptatus, consed mi, 
corias et fugiatium ime nulparu 
mquiatquunde sinvel eum endit 
alique pligenis mo omnihic 
iendignatas sequam fugit quam 
fuga.a. Um re nonsequam doluptas 
as cullupta con ento cum et minctum 
et poria dollaut verum volorem 
restorio. Neque volorehent quam 
explabo. Ta sam quat.
Umque siminct iaerrore, quam, volor 
mod magnim quat as aut parum nist, 
cus vent.
Us molum enectur acidem. Et enis 
ma doluptatius que lacita sum 
eribusaped ma illacerro conectotas di 
offictem eaque rerum fugit, santem 
reicitiosam, quost pliquat esto que 
optate voloria quiae porerora plantis 
anto voluptatur audam si aut facestor 
repe pel magnistibus unt repudam 
facil is re mi, nulparum faccullandis 
sequis sinvellum imodictus, quam, 
voluptae sequibernat iusda evelitatet 
mil imus delessinist ut fuga. 
Ernataes min pa sam samusam, si 
blab int.
Ipicipi dustio torepelendis sit ea 
digent.
Ugia debit alictori ium repel ilicia 
aut aboresequi culpari beribus 
porrorio de volores duciuntus aut 
vernam, quo minverferate doloriam 
aspiciducia ipicati invenis volorendae 
laut quiscit audanist alit, voluptatus 
dollit as quo beritatur sed ut dolore 
la quod que sapeles di duntotaerunt 
inctius sintiunt maximolupta et que 
quatquossi ration perupta epudit, 
magnissequam quature, eum illa 
vendelit, cuptate dolor serecae 
ctatust reria dunt laturia erumqua 
spelitatur, cum sequaeri quis mo 
inihit aspelibust qui aut elitiberspic 
to beatessit incides porectur maios 
aut omnia nem. Nequo iliqui 
totatur?
Odi tem que eaquam id quos estemo 
exerene 
ctinctur 
mo 
quassi 
ommo 
beaquis 
et 
eseque coriass imodit at.
Facea dolupti nvendesequi dollupti 
debissiti aut ex et que res sitaque 
doluptat pre, ut volorepelles essi 
cone acea corion pratur molorehenis 
volore ommodi torehen imusda 
quam, ullupta quae et qui dene 
electamus ditas sit voluptas 
nulpa vellorporum que volorpo 
ruptaquibus pa cuptatur? Qui 
sint, nim adis es volessume exped 
maion paruptias estotas mo berchit 
exerro omnis et fugit eosant vel 
esti inis auda quam essin cullit 
omni utam sus as que optatiatur? 
Quidessit rehenda musdam el 
modit verrovitisit explitatio consed 
quam, omnis et rerundae. Am 
reius, sedissimusam faccuptae. 
Liti culpa derferovidit aut adi ut 
evelessum lit, eseque voluptat 
et dolore nusaero cum exceptas 
acepere pudandi gnatibusae evel 
maxim eum vernat quati dit et a 
nusaerunt eum 
facepero derspero 
odit denducilla 
voluptur 
mintent.
Undis vent oditis 
eos dolupta 
temquide 
nonsendi volo inctatium fugit 
et officte molesed icipis aut 
eosam expe rehendunt quatem. 
Orruptatiis ea sitias verum fugia 
initium simaior acea que porunt 
odi berum nimolupti res rehenec 
tempore volorum es consed esto 
molo id earuptae voloreped quo 
tentus alis quat.
Niendis eosapicienis alique 
apientisque odit omnis dest quibus 
aut lacepudit arciducillab ius alicias 
dus sam am idelesto officiissunt 
qui bla culla volorerume periam 
dolendeliqui omni doluptatenis 
simporibus volenim aximodi 
ciissum eniet quibus dolor aut re, 
cum dolla descid que earum cone 
ne porpore hentinis preptat usaniet 
iliquatet ea voluptione erumquid ut 
ut pa vellest, offic tem namendae. 
Uribusa ectemperibus essitae la ditis 
aut unt, que con rae expliti atibus 
alit volupta tatatur remqui quam 
sapisqui conseque santia sit quamet 
eum explic to et ant.
Dae maximus que volorit, ame 
sapicti nvelibea quam, ommodi 
reptiis et aut etur sum sed 
moluptiossi im ent ex etusciat.
Itation niae rempor apel moloris 
eicil ipsunt adit, tempore aut 
odicita tiumque cus es doluptatqui 
cuptiosant magnimus expedis debis 
sum et ratusciusam non pla delit et 
harchiliquia voluptat placcus mi, ut 
et ad quam non rest porem verchil 
iunt venis evendit amusantiis 
velibus sitibusa nus et voluptaspid 
ut doluptatur, ut volupta consequi 
dolorro molo comnihic temque 
volorro quisti tem ium re, 
sitatectamus eum as et disqui si is 
qui apis aborerrum fugiaes sitat.
Bernamus ad mo blaccup tatur?
Ferum autae molene ium audit ea 
solor rest aut excesenim facepernat 
ab id quo moluptaquam ut idipis 
experum ut et 
liquis remodiam 
eaquae. Nem 
nobis voluptat dus 
evenim nim harunt 
volenis et, quia 
eatur as eaquis 
eatem faccupt 
atiostiat.
Core pora sunt ea volut aliquam abo. 
Aliatem. Andit prorrum conempe 
riaspelit evel ium nonseque num 
quibus et vent, occus es veruptas 
sanis rehenduntota perspel id mos 
volorae estium assequo idit re re 
sed qui cum qui officia comnis 
enihit aut perum sit arum facia 
qui bea doloriam lamusant eum 
ipsamuscias esequis cideles equat.
Aquis saperore niscitem simin plab 
iusandem quaeptibus ipicips apedis 
mos aut que sumqui officimus andis 
incilis dolupta sperio modit ut quia 
deserunt imilit od quae officid moles 
ent exces aut dolum eicimagnihil 
iuscipis asit quate esciame ndendun 
torerum evendic iiscium et et et, 
ut in conet, odigendel ist, is endia 
et aceste oditam audae present 
ibusciis poresequas eatem. Evel 
mos ut et di antis iur solore cusanit 
ibusant ut facero bla sim eum at 
re nosam inciusdaecae seditatust 
del il magnis sitassuntis magnate 
mporum laborae con nonse es 
doluptati ut volorporro magnatqui 
dunt velenisque volupta temquia pe 
prae cus, volupta nos ent audanis at 
et latatin toriore, estium lab isimod 
mil idignam, nobitem porest, tem 
siminih itistes torescipsae. Nequas 
eos net ius, ipsundes aut fugiaepudi 
volupta nost hicit ut aliquod ut as 
doluptatat.
Agnis am, utem dis rehenime debis 
everiost, ature et ipsunt quisita 
ssimagnis ilitios eum voluptatias 
eosam verferae porepeliquis serae 
volores totatiunt moluptatus re, 
tem. Andic to maximolorro bea 
volut eosa non nonsequias eosanda 
cum vent quae etur sitaquidene volo 
tem necepti re eum haria que prest, 
omnihic iisciet aut dolum ulliciur, 
ommoluptatem ressed et offictu 
rendiam sin poratiis et accaboreium 
quation et vellatque ventem fuga. 
Tem dolorecto con consequid et, 
tem quassequid quatum dusam rate 
poreste mperum qui ommolorio et 
fuga. Itatent.
Eque necum ea dolest alibusantur, 
voloreiur? Itiis dit eariae. Ovident 
ute num aditas et ad minihil iquias 
di tem quature rchilisim volupit 
doluptusam ex etus eventus nisciatur 
aliqui qui comnimillaut eos assinit 
expla idio di 
quibus alignati 
ommossimet 
lame rate offici 
dolorestibus 
moluptias 
nis as sequate 
moluptae. 
Nemporp oriberum con re preperf 
erfera doluptatur, ut evenest, 
iuntiurem quaspel itation rernat 
volupta voluptate nihitius andia 
core as accuptas numet auda sum 
dignim net volupis debisci liandis 
rerae reperuntem et officipsum re 
dist officit quam am, as mollam, 
omniendit latempo reicia quis 
seque volupti dolenis deles exped 
millectature consequam que officat 
latisquam quos comniam repuda 
am, natur sus sus archiliquiam 
acipien imolut laborem facea nestem 
voluptature eat aut fuga. Pudandem 
re, sendae offic to es ut doluptatur, 
quis dolorecae pedi te explabo. Itatisc 
ilibus eos autemodit optatium, 
untur?
Quamus et moluptatur 
sandi aceatem 
deribeate et ut idebit 
molestota diam am 
ipis esciatem eum res 
doluptatiam, optatia 
simaio blaborem fuga. Expererum 
estrumque magnimilis ex escillor 
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torempe lectint, odioria cusam quat 
que volupti rem expland elest, ommo 
odi culpa demoluptibus corepre 
parciunt.
Est, idebis nitas aut pla quaecab 
oribus repta si volecte re lam re nus 
minulluptur apeliquam, quibus 
voluptur?
Sitatis magnimil et facero tese et eos 
sequi berepre et quuntionsent qui 
doluptatis aditam, consequ osandi 
rerorposam adit volore es prenis aut 
earchil mil magnis et exeribe rundel 
maximi, quatur aut aspienda vendi 
berum rehentem evelese cabores 
diciis expla nit estincturios aut eum 
que simi, simusam faccus nossita 
pellor aut vere volupta cus quate 
rem si ut autemporiat res audit 
exeriaectas mo et volupta nobisi 
cone quidis debit aut reria dent etum 
velibus perum di omnihil illupta 
consequi de et, quatureror sit, quis 
que latur? Quibea intotatem acescia 
dent porum reptiore dem unt.
Obis duntium, sundandus ulparia 
sperrum volorem susam, te volupid 
maximus ium dolum nestoria 
dolorestia cor aliasi volupta sitium 
volestis 
ilibus.
Disciat 
quatem et 
fugiae nem 
quissit unt 
venimet 
vellaut is vit experatur, simus eatecte 
pra nis eariam qui volupta dessume 
nimendandis expeliquam lique rem. 
Deliquas dello invenda que occae 
consequo in rerchil laceatur as adit 
officium landaecus.
Occum enia qui officil magnimi 
nctorum sustrum dolestiuntem 
doluptas dero voluptate et omnimus.
At estrum accatus, que sunt el id 
quam facium ut pernatur asperro 
quia cuptat.
Rum vellatquae veles debis quiderum 
doloriatem quam faccabo. Sima 
qui aliquibuscid que nus sequunte 
exces sum sitat enihil in porporibus 
nulliam laci alitect iandia illandit a 
sitiatur as et ati officimusam fuga. 
Nem res est quam sed mod quodi 
dolorero temqui odia voluptatem 
denduntibus il ilignam, volest, 
optios andipit volorpos dolupta net 
magnim ra nis aut erum lanimilit 
hitium aspiduntus doluptat quiam 
ellacer aeritam et velicia aut acepudi 
genimi, audigni hitat.
Ebisque pre porrovi tiorrum idipsam 
faccume ipsum sin et qui adiatem. 
Giae. Luptae. Odit doluptur, tem 
nosam, siminti stist, sus mosam 
voluptatiunt hicipsum facea 
sintectem 
veliquodia con 
rem eatur sunt 
officias dolorem 
porrum que plit 
arum eost es 
dunt pa cus que 
nostisci dolor 
assim exces sin 
exped ut int moloribus.
Alias enisimin cor aut velia dest 
idi odi a conet eos aut libusci debis 
et latur acea quasitio quo ipsanti 
andam, corum im ipsumquibus 
sapitate eaqui ut re es alic to quatur 
solessitiis 
exerovitas 
dolendunt 
faccum ut 
ad quamus, 
sequis ea 
volut exceste 
perovidiciis 
nisi quo ipsam, quam sed quam 
volut quiditi ad ut est, aut officte 
mperupta audi te dolupta volenda 
sunt eum ut rempostibus archilis 
eum ditae optatem quo maximusci 
dolupienis aut vene nimus 
coribus, ulparum dem volorro 
experibus modis esequia pore 
dolum harundam, opta numquid 
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enimpediti occupti oriossimus 
invelliam et eum quam, offic tem 
acernati cumquo et issin remodi 
nonsenietur sequi dis rerferiorro essi 
offic te nulparum am quis voluptatis 
ea volorestium, quam quaernat.
Atur aut aboremporro ium incia 
dolorem re et aspelibus et eum, et 
porest peditibus consend elenisto 
quossunt, quo voloreperit que platia 
nonsequas non ea derum ea comnias 
eseque serovidus mint ommolore 
remollorecti dolorem quaspicto 
volorep eribus quatiss umquisq 
uidionse nis destion seditam ipicimi 
liberfe rionet 
laborem 
accus ma 
nam fugitas 
itibusciist 
magnim que 
odici anis re venest raeris aspere et 
voluptat landit qui vidi santia nus 
nobitint, optat ma nonsequatus, 
voluptio. Itatis ipient faceratem. Us 
pedi ut est perumen dipsundandel 
idignih itecat fugitas deles etur 
magniam estinctate ventia quosanis 
voles se corae dolorum quibus qui 
que conet esci quiam as sam reped 
qui ommossim eum in plitium et 
eatuscipsam, odiorem fuga. Labore 
premporum quat pedis ducienia 
provit alicipsandam eaquodio 
molorem sunti ut ad maximpellent 
latem nam doluptinvel est quodi 
doluptium ea debit re, sinus et 
omnihic tem nam, sunda nobit, aut 
rat venditiumquo inuscipicius es et 
eium ipsam id magnihi caborum 
cum verios untis molum volorep 
erersperia voluptate expe comnis 
des que provit doluptibus atibeatis 
eatempe lluptusdam, voluptatam, 
cus is evellabor sam a adis sania 
dolesed quid evelendi ute dolesti 
od quas anihillat debis is nonse 
poreper fernam, tem eaque niassi 
que net latibus andest, solorerum et 
adi sit magnisci di assi dis volupta 
sperferro quaturit odi occus ut 
experia core nonsed quosae re omnis 
quunt, es et perest et es maiorporum 
si inisqui berepra coriandis dolupit 
asit est autem quam volor reptaer 
isciis exerum velis nam, evelloribus 
esed qui comnihi liquatis reperit 
alit laccusciis erae veles acid quo 
torios eosande niendus il intorro qui 
a consequis aboriaessit, quaspero 
inctur, que quibusd andaerum, 
quaspedit, et audia de voluptatium 
eaquistrum dolut undandant illupit 
modionse sum explibus, volorro 
velluptaere, iuris mo tem esequate 
pra porernat hictorio eos sit ut 
perrumq uaepere resequa erferciis 
raestiur rerferf erfere conse volest 
evelluptatur 
sequiae cepudae 
pudiciatur 
rempelique 
simaxim pelit, 
voloresequas dis 
ditature videbis 
rerumquo 
tet faccus, se 
evender ibeates 
cillam, et 
molescipis eos ut faccum sunt ulpa 
es reperit quia debit asim voluptas 
elia doluptaturi audamus dem sed 
eum apeditat.
Vendi tem fugiti num arunt 
porrovidundi volorer uptiant 
iusciae doluptaquam es maximos 
illorumquis dolupta si nonse volest, 
num raernatquam quae doluptatem 
reperupiente 
aut fuga. 
Ovidusam aut 
que et etur, quae 
adipsa voluptas 
dolorrorro quia 
si omnihil 
magnisque 
ilicatur 
am eseque porio tem nis eum 
quaeprorro ma coremque placest, 
totaessunt experro eosam, qui dolest 
dus suntem quos sequam et autae. 
Et et posapit, quis sam eatecte 
ndissit harum conet as net
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More seasoned Santas would be aghast to hear of the innocent 
mistake Bob Jones ’63 made while filling in for the legendary fig-
ure at Operation Joy, the 1962 precursor to today’s Christmas on 
Campus celebration.
“When I came back to the event af-
ter changing out of my Santa suit,” Jones 
said, “a little kid came up to me and said, 
‘Santa Claus had a ring on just like that.’”
Sitting beside him as he told this 
tale, longtime friend — and Operation 
Joy chair — Judy Stonebarger Cerar ’63 
laughed and said, “You’ve never told me 
that!”
Dayton locals Jones and Cerar (who 
have worked together on several Reunion 
Weekend committees over the years) 
made sure to catch up 
at their 50th class re-
union in 2013. Flash-
ing a cell phone pic-
ture of the two of them 
from that party, Jones 
said, “I made sure to 
get a picture with Judy. 
It’s pretty amazing, 
because we still talk 
about that first Christ-
mas on Campus a lot.”
In 1963, Ellie Kurtz, 
director of UD’s student 
union for 30 years, rec-
ognized a good idea and 
built upon it, institu-
tionalizing the night 
known as Operation Joy 
as Christmas on Cam-
pus. The event began as 
a way for students to celebrate 
the holiday with friends and 
their campus family before 
heading home for break. 
Cerar says the initial idea for 
Operation Joy came from UD’s 
student council: “We wanted 
to do something for underprivi-
leged children in the Dayton 
community for Christmas.” On 
that first Sunday afternoon from 
2 to 4 p.m., 60 children and 15 
students attended the free cel-
ebration. Highlights included 
singing Christmas carols, deco-
rating a Christmas tree and pre-
senting a gift to each child. 
“It was powerful for every-
one on the committee to see the 
kids’ genuine happiness upon receiving their gifts. Beforehand, 
we’d always been the recipients and, at that moment, we were 
truly in a giving situation.”
The event has evolved into what is 
believed to be one of the nation’s largest 
single-day, on-campus community ser-
vice events. In 2012, nearly three-quar-
ters of the undergraduate student body 
took part, with many of them “adopt-
ing” approximately 1,000 local school 
children for the evening. 
Christmas on Campus now features: 
a live Nativity; tree lighting; Santa’s 
Workshop with arts and crafts, cookie 
and gingerbread house decorating, and 
pictures; a children’s carnival; and live 
entertainment like dancers, bands, an 
improv comedy group and several char-
acter mascots. The Vigil Mass, generally that of the Feast 
of the Immaculate 
Conception, closes 
out the night.
From dressing 
up as Santa Claus 
to emulating Mr. 
Claus through his 
actions, it’s a lesson 
that has stayed with 
Jones. He hopes to 
one day be chosen 
by the Christmas 
on Campus stu-
dent committee to 
donate a large tree from his own yard as the celebration’s 
centerpiece.
—Natalie Kimmel ’13
For coverage of the 50th Christmas on Campus, 
see udquickly.udayton.edu.
Operation Joy
Christmas on Campus photos 
from the 1960s and (right) the 
Dec. 14, 1962, edition of Flyer 
News with a front-page story 
about Operation Joy. 
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You Know What I’m 
Sayin’? A Handbook 
on How to Deliver  
Effective Presentations
/HEATHER JOHNSON PARSONS ’95/
At 10 years old, Parsons spent 
two weeks preparing for a 
class speech. Armed with 
plenty of research and hours of 
practice, she stood in front of 
her classmates — and was too 
paralyzed with fear to deliver a 
single word. In her book, You Know What I’m Sayin’?, the communica-
tions lecturer advises readers on how to avoid this and other common 
public speaking horrors. “I wrote the book for the average person 
who has never taken a public speaking course; but it was also on my 
bucket list,” Parsons says. “I wanted to challenge myself and prove 
that I could do it. Most of my friends don’t even know I wrote it.”
Mortal Sin On My Soul
/MARY MURRAY BOSROCK/
“Before I was old enough to go to school, I knew three things. We were 
Irish, we were Catholic and we didn’t talk to our next-door neighbors.” 
So begins a chapter in Bosrock’s memoir of 1950s life in Sandusky, 
Ohio. The second-youngest of eight children — five of whom attended 
UD — she recalls an era where “innocence reigned and nuns ruled” 
and includes tales of her time on campus in the early 1960s. Bosrock, 
who has written more than 10 books, says, “When I turned 65, I 
decided instead of getting serious about writing, I would only write 
what I loved. And this book was a labor of love.”
Find more alumni books at magazine.udayton.edu.
The Flyer connection
Whether you graduated in May or many 
years ago, the University offers continuing ser-
vices for all Flyers regardless of class year. Want 
to keep your UD email account? You’ve got it for 
life. Looking for discounts on insurance or that 
cool shirt at the UD Bookstore? It’s yours. 
You can also sign up for a credit card that 
supports UD or access a worldwide professional 
network, as well as résumé advising, inter-
view tips and job postings through UD’s career 
services office. Thirty-five alumni chapters in 
locations across the globe are open to all with 
networking, service projects, spiritual events 
(and plenty of gamewatches).  
For more information, visit udayton.edu/
alumni.
Mission recognition
Voted on by chapter council officers and 
alumni relations staff, four alumni chapters 
Harney Peak Revealed: 
A Natural,  
Historical and 
Cultural Gem in 
South Dakota’s 
Black Hills
/BRADLEY SAUM ’88/
A finalist in the 2013 
Next Generation Indie 
Book Awards’ regional 
nonfiction category, 
Saum’s book delves into the history of Harney Peak, the highest point 
in the Black Hills of western South Dakota. It features a wide collection 
of unearthed artifacts, like an 1899 newspaper ad offering burro rides. 
A former park ranger, Saum promises the 7-mile hike to Harney Peak  
is worth it. “You can imagine Mount Rushmore sculptor Gutzon  
Borglum standing on the peak, peering across the pine trees and spot-
ting a rock outcropping a few miles away, declaring it the site of a 
grand mountain carving.”
10 Stories Down
/VINCENT F.A. GOLPHIN ’79/
Golphin originally intended to blog his account of being a visiting 
professor in Beijing, but China’s stringent firewalls kept him from ac-
cessing it. So, he journaled and drafted poems by hand. From his perch 
in a 10th-floor apartment, Golphin writes about “a world we haven’t 
begun to explore.” Of his work, he says, “I never know what’s going to 
come of my books; it’s sort of like a paper lantern over a pond: it will go 
wherever it goes, and I hope it brings light.”
—Audrey Starr 
were recognized during the 2013 Alumni Lead-
ership Conference for their innovation in pro-
gramming, marked improvement and com-
mitment to the Alumni Association’s mission. 
This year, all nominations were open to chapter 
presidents, allowing leaders to nominate their 
own programs or a fellow chapter. 
Honorees included: 
n Washington/Baltimore, Innovative Pro-
gram of the Year; for its tour of a Franciscan 
monastery. “It brought our chapter together in 
a spiritual way. We were able to reflect on how 
we can be of service to those around us, just like 
those at the monastery,” said Meg Thatcher ’05, 
chapter president.
n Dayton, Program of the Year; for sponsor-
ing Water for the Warm Heart of Africa, a fund-
raiser that netted $6,500 and brought together 
more than 400 students, alumni, parents, com-
munity members and friends of the University. 
The proceeds helped equip the Sangilo Private 
Hospital in Chilumba, Malawi, with a water 
pump and tank, enabling better health care for 
35,000 Malawians.
n Northwest Ohio, High Flyer; for show-
ing the most improvement and development 
throughout the year. Reinstated in 2011, the 
group steadily grew its numbers and events, 
even collaborating with the Xavier alumni 
chapter of Toledo to support their community. 
“Who knew Flyers and Musketeers could get 
along one day,” joked David Jamison ’09, chap-
ter president. 
n Columbus, Chapter of the Year; for taking 
its designation as a “Diamond Level” chapter to 
the next level. The chapter hired private buses 
to get as many alumni as possible to events; 
organized a ghost tour with the Columbus 
Landmarks Foundation; visited seven churches 
on a spiritual history tour; expanded its Christ-
mas off Campus event to include a pre-event 
raffle, wrapping party and all-day carnival; and 
began recognizing Flyers’ birthdays, milestone 
events and prayer concerns via social media.  
ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
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Every year, right around spring-time, Tom Loncar ’96 dusts off his Fender Stratocaster, tight-ens the strings and plays a few notes. Muscle memory kicks in and Loncar, a father of three, brushes up on basic chords.   Loncar is one-sixth of Hell-
cat Maggie, one-seventh if you count the new-
est and youngest member of the band, Owen 
Faulhaber, the tween-age son of Loncar’s college 
roommate, Mark Faulhaber ’96. Paul Brown ’96 
plays guitar, John Rovnan ’97 is on bass. Drum-
mer Rex Bacon ’97 and singers Dan Volz ’96 and 
Jessica Dixson Lyke ’96 round out the group that 
played its first concert on a makeshift back porch 
of a house on the 400 block of Kiefaber Street two 
decades ago. 
“I think that qualifies us for the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame,” jokes Loncar. 
During their heyday, Hellcat Maggie — 
named after a gangster Volz and Steve Sanpietro 
’96, the band’s original drummer, read about in 
their organized crime class — was a perennial at 
Tim’s and The Pub. Heavy on mid-1990s cover 
songs from the likes of U2, Screaming Trees, 
Lenny Kravitz and Pearl Jam, Hellcat Maggie’s 
modicum of fame wound through the Ghetto 
like a homecoming parade. 
“Although, we were really the only band 
around that year,” concedes Brown. 
After graduation, there was a half-baked at-
tempt at stardom that fizzled after a few muddy 
performances, and Hellcat Maggie members 
peacefully disbanded. But behind stage, 
the members were still friends who 
managed to meet once a year to crank out a few 
oldies. Then, in 2009 just before a scheduled 
weekend of basement fame, Tom’s older brother, 
Lou Loncar ’90, died suddenly. 
“Lou was Tom’s north star,” says Volz quietly. 
After the shock wore off, 
Brown knew Lou’s suburban 
Cleveland community would 
be looking for ways to help his 
widow and three children. Hell-
cat, he hoped, could still draw 
a crowd, and so why not marry 
the two? After a few phone calls, 
the gig was on. Door prizes and 
auction items were gathered 
and word about the newly mint-
ed Lou Loncar Children’s Fund 
benefit concert spread quickly, partly because of 
social media, but mostly because of Lou. 
A 1989 Division III National Defensive Player 
of the Year, a UD Hall of Famer and a defensive 
tackle for the last national championship foot-
ball team at UD, Lou was nothing short of a leg-
end. And having known Lou since he was 14, 
Brown says, off the field “he was a big brother 
to all of us.” 
So it came as no surprise that friends, fam-
ily, neighbors, classmates and Flyer fans showed 
up in droves for the emotional show that Loncar 
says, “ended up being a healing thing for my-
self and my family.” A second show in 2010 was 
equally as successful. When the third, in the 
spring of 2011, was in the works, Lou’s widow 
suggested they donate the funds to a local child 
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battling leukemia. The next year, the money 
went to a woman facing breast cancer. Players 
who suited up with Lou, or know his son Ryan, 
a Kirtland High School football standout, show 
up to the concerts year after year. In fact, the 
2012 event benefited the Kirtland football 
program — a gesture not lost on anyone. 
The amount raised isn’t staggering 
— about $20,000 — but the serendipitous 
way the concerts evolved has the most 
meaning for Loncar and his bandmates. 
“There’s a common fiber to the peo-
ple that go to UD, and I like to think that 
events like this are a representation of 
Dayton people and what they stand for,” 
says Brown. 
It’s not all serious, however. Brown 
is known to, with great ceremony, don ski gog-
gles for a particular solo, and off-the-wall onstage 
guest appearances are not uncommon. 
“Do we play ‘Betterman?’ Absolutely,” says 
Volz, laughing about an oft-requested song pop-
ular during Maggie’s zenith. “But with Owen 
[Faulhaber] on stage, we can freshen it up.”  
When Hellcat performed in college, it was 
about having fun. Today, the music has been res-
urrected into a new reality — a new narrative that 
honors a guy still talked about in unambiguous, 
bigger-than-life terms. 
For more information on their next gig, 
contact Tom at tomloncar@att.net.
—Molly Blake ’96 
Molly Blake '96 is a freelance writer. She suggests  
Hellcat add some Neil Diamond songs to their set  
list. 
Hellcat Maggie 
(inset) in the 1990s 
— and today with 
(from left) Owen 
This time, with feeling
Lou Loncar ’90
Faulhaber, 
Tom Loncar 
’96, Paul 
Brown ’96, 
Jessica  
Dixson Lyke 
’96, John 
Rovnan ’97, 
Dan Volz 
’96 and Rex 
Bacon ’97.
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The most famous catacombs in the world are in Paris, but UD alumni don’t have to travel halfway around the world to experience a set of intertwining tunnels with a rich history. They just need to meet up with UD’s Indianapolis alumni chapter.  “The chapter meets six to 10 times, annually,” said Melissa Weseli ’04, chapter president, who listed activi-
ties like gamewatches and Christmas off Campus as popular offerings. 
“We host at least five main events each year.”
The chapter focuses on lifelong learning, culture, art, student 
outreach, spiritual growth, networking and service. The nearly 1,400 
members provide a vast selection of activities to enjoy in the Hoosier 
state, but it’s what the Indianapolis chapter chose as its cultural event 
last spring that caught the attention of several other chapters. 
“In my job at the Indianapolis Marriott Downtown, I had heard 
about the City Market catacomb tours as a fun thing to do while visiting 
the city. I thought our local alumni would enjoy it, too,” Weseli said. 
The tunnels that rest below the traffic and hubbub in Indiana’s 
INDIANAPOLIS
capital city were constructed more than a hundred years ago. Instead of 
housing the dead, these tunnels were used to transport and store meats 
and produce sold at the City Market before the days of refrigeration. 
More than a century has passed, yet the limestone and brick archways 
are still intact and apt for exploring. 
“We were able to partner with Indiana Landmarks, a fantastic or-
ganization that hosts this public historical tour along with the others 
in the state,” Weseli said. “The 30-minute tour was on a Saturday after-
noon in the middle of June, taking us underground to see all the remains 
of a historical plaza that was destroyed by a fire in the 1950s.” 
The catacombs were a nice place to cool down during the hot summer 
day, with a wide range of alumni participating. 
“Most of us had never explored that part of our city, including me,” 
Weseli said. “We will definitely do something like that again in 2014.”
While UD alumni make a home in Indianapolis, they aren’t just 
staying for the Indy 500 and Hoosier pride, but a slice of history that 
lies just below their feet. 
—Megan Garrison ’14 
“ST. JOAN OF ARC FRENCH MARKET, the first 
Saturday after Labor Day. It’s free and always 
has a UD vs. Notre Dame volunteer challenge 
going.”
—James Seidel ’70 and Molly Pritchard Seidel ’71
“Visiting the INDIANAPOLIS MOTOR 
SPEEDWAY MUSEUM is one of my favorite things 
at Butler for a concert.”
—Mike Bosway ’80 and Betsy Sweeney Bosway ’81 
“Running, walking or biking on the ever-
expanding MONON TRAIL or the downtown 
canal. Listening to music at outdoor concerts held 
at various parks in the summer.“
—Margaret Adamek ’82 
in Indy and one of the best values around. For 
just a small additional fee you can take the bus 
tour around the grounds of the track.”
—King Doxsee ’90
“Tailgating at the HURST BEANERY before a 
Colts game, THREE WISE MEN in Broad Ripple 
for pizza and beer or going to CLOWES HALL 
HOW CAN YOU HAVE LOTS OF FUN, FOR LITTLE CASH, IN INDY?
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A lifelong  
commitment
Married 63 years, Frederick J. and Marian A. Kroger were 
friends to the end, only briefly parted by death in January 2013.
When they died — just six days apart — their legacy was al-
ready large: faith, family, service and generosity. It grew even 
larger when the Krogers’ five children gathered to decide how 
to designate the trust 
their parents committed 
to the University in 1997. 
“My parents were 
always devoted to God, 
family and country,” 
said Tim Kroger, who is 
a partner in Main Line 
Supply, the company 
started in 1955 by his fa-
ther, a 1947 mechanical 
engineering graduate 
who came to UD after 
serving in World War II. 
Having escaped from a 
German prisoner-of-war 
camp late in the war, 
Kroger committed in 
gratitude to serving oth-
ers for the rest of his life 
— and he did.
“He volunteered for 
everything,” Tim Kroger 
said. “Parish Council; 
the Knights of Colum-
bus; St. Vincent de Paul; 
and the Inca Ball, which raised funds for missions in Central 
and South America. He would visit people in jail, and as far 
back as I can remember, they sponsored children in poverty 
around the world. They were involved with the Glenmary mis-
sion and the Marianists, and somehow, he came to all of our 
sporting events, too, all while growing Main Line Supply.”
Mrs. Kroger, an “extremely diligent wife and mother,” was 
a model of devotion to family and Catholic education, 
and their devotion to one another never faltered, Tim 
Kroger said. In their last days together at hospice, 
they shared a room, and the staff turned their beds 
so they could see each other.
“They sent all of us to Catholic schools, and they 
helped send all 16 of their grandkids to college,” Tim 
Kroger said. “The Catholic faith was very important 
to them, and they loved the University of Dayton.”
In tribute to the Krogers’ commitment to the Uni-
versity, to their faith and to Chaminade Julienne, the 
Marianist high school all of their children attended, 
Tim Kroger and his siblings — Anne Shock, Mary 
Helldoerfer, Mark Kroger and Pat Kroger — directed 
their parents’ gift to two initiatives: a new scholar-
ship for UD-bound students from area Marianist 
high schools; and the upcoming renovation of the University’s 
Immaculate Conception Chapel.
“Our parents had the foresight to give to UD and CJ and 
various churches in the area, and one of their last requests of 
their children was to please continue this,” Tim Kroger said. 
“Their scholarship fund at UD will continue to grow.”
—Maureen Schlangen
Above, Marian  and Frederick Kroger with University 
President Father Raymond Roesch, S.M., in the  
1960s. Left, the Krogers on their 60th wedding  
anniversary.
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For decades, planned giving has been an 
important foundation of the University of Day-
ton’s advancement, providing students with out-
standing academic programs, world-renowned 
faculty, scholarships and state-of-the-art facili-
ties. A planned gift is more than an act of gener-
osity; it’s a demonstration of faith in the Univer-
sity — and the University of Dayton is grateful 
and honored to be entrusted with it.
The University received more than $3 mil-
lion from planned gifts in 2012-13, and new 
planned gift commitments surpassed $5 mil-
lion. Among those gifts was that of lifelong Day-
tonians and longtime University benefactors 
Frederick J. and Marian A. Kroger.
A good plan
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EIt sounds like a never-published Nancy Drew book: The mystery of the hidden hatchet. Sent to University Archives 40 years ago by then-president Father Raymond Roesch, S.M. ’36, this handheld tool — a mere 12-by-6 inches but weighing in at 2 pounds — was unearthed during 
the last significant overhaul of Immaculate 
Conception Chapel.
“This hatchet was found in the base of the 
main altar in the chapel when it was removed during the renovation in 
1971,” Roesch wrote. “Thus, it was probably used in the construction 
of the chapel in 1869.”
The chapel is UD’s third-oldest building (behind Zehler and 
Liberty halls), celebrating its 145th anniversary next year. Steam 
heat arrived in 1898, followed by electric lights a year later. 
A major renovation also occurred in 1949. 
While the tool’s origin is uncertain, Doug Gaier ’86, 
president of the Ohio Tool Collectors Association, agrees 
that it looks like a shingling hatchet, a common con-
struction tool in the 19th century. A smaller sibling of 
an ax, it was used to shape shingles and nail them 
in place, with a notch on one end for pulling nails.
University Archivist Jennifer Brancato has 
one theory.
“According to Eric Sloane’s book, A Museum 
of Early American Tools, these hatchets had 
a hole in the handle so the worker could 
hang it from his wrist. Ours doesn’t have 
a hole, so maybe it was dropped and 
never picked up,” she said. 
Or, its placement could have 
been intentional. Placing relics 
beneath altars was a frequent 
liturgical practice, said Crystal 
Sullivan, director of campus 
ministry. In Catholic theol-
ogy, an ax or hatchet can 
be an emblem of St. Joseph, 
indicating his work as a carpenter.  
Covered in decades of dirt and rust, 
a maker’s mark on one side of the blade is il-
legible, save for a clear “No. 2” etched at the top and 
the words “cast steel,” indicating its blade material. The 
handle is carved wood, worn smooth with age. 
A good mystery isn’t complete without a twist, though. Viggo 
Rambusch, whose New York City-based architectural design company 
completed the chapel renovations in 1971, remembers it a bit differently.
“I have fond memories of Father Roesch and the remodeling of the chapel 
for post-Vatican II,” he said, “but for some vague reason, I think the hatchet was 
found in the pulpit.”
If there are any secrets left to uncover in UD’s chapel, they might be found 
next year: renovations to update the space are planned for 2014.
—Audrey Starr
Unburying 
the hatchet
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Saluting Maria
By Merle Wilberding ’75
I was standing in the background during the graveside services at Calvary Cemetery in Kettering, Ohio, for Marine Lance Cpl. Maria Lauterbach, murdered by a fellow 
Marine whom she had accused of rape. Stand-
ing next to me was a Shar Pei guard dog, his 
wrinkles and leash both becoming taut as he 
leaned toward me. At the other end of the leash 
was Susan Avila-Smith, the founder of VetWow, 
an organization devoted to victims of military 
sexual trauma. She had traveled from the Pacific 
Northwest just to bear witness in support of the 
latest victim. 
Susan told me that her Shar Pei stood guard 
between her bed and her door every night. She 
needed this guard dog to deal with the trauma 
from having been sexually assaulted while she 
served in the military.   
Just two weeks earlier I had been asked to 
consult with Maria’s mother, Mary Lauterbach 
’94, on the military and civilian legal complexi-
ties that came with her daughter’s murder by 
Marine Cpl. Cesar Laurean. At first, I looked at 
this as a legal case. I had been trained to look 
at case assignments objectively and analytical-
ly — even when the cases were emotional and 
tragic. In this case, I first viewed Maria’s mur-
der as an isolated crime. 
But it soon became clear that her death was 
not an isolated crime. And it was not going to 
be simply another legal case to be analyzed and 
intellectually processed. If I sensed this from 
the presence of the Shar Pei at the funeral, I 
was overwhelmed by the impact of the memo-
rial service for Maria three weeks later at Camp 
Lejeune.  
Standing in the front of the chapel was the 
chaplain wearing his Marine colonel’s combat 
fatigues with a simple cross hanging around his 
neck. After several opening prayers and Scrip-
ture readings, a Marine sergeant in the back 
started the roll call:  
“Sergeant Adams.” “HERE.” 
“Corporal Benson.” “HERE.”  
“Lance Corporal Smith.” “HERE.” 
“Lance Corporal Lauterbach.” 
“Lance Corporal Lauterbach.” 
“Lance Corporal Lauterbach.” 
After a long silence, I looked around the cha-
pel and tears were running down the faces of all 
the Marines, and down my own face. The chap-
lain then delivered a beautiful homily on the 
loss of a loved one in the family — in the Lauter-
bach family and in the Marine family. 
When the memorial service was finished, I 
walked into the bright sunshine. On the road in 
front of the chapel was a company of Marines, 
running and singing in cadence: “Here we go. 
1 – 2 - 3 – 4, I love the Marine Corps.” The cadence 
seemed to signal that the Marines were going 
back to duty. 
But the cadence inspired my own desire to 
pursue change. I wanted to help Mary Lauter-
bach in her quest to become the voice of Maria. 
I wanted to look for ways that I could contrib-
ute to the national awareness of sexual assault 
in the military and contribute to legislative 
changes in how sexual assault in the military 
is addressed. 
The months following Maria’s murder only 
strengthened my resolve. I had calls from a 
number of parents who were seeking help for 
their daughters. All of their stories were the 
same — their daughters had been sexually as-
saulted within the military and the reaction 
within the military “family” only aggravated 
the trauma of the attack. Their daughters were 
subjected to taunts and torments. The perpetra-
tors were treated as victims. 
During the past five years, I have been part 
of an effort to change the legal system, to pro-
vide more protection to victims and more con-
sistent prosecutions of perpetrators. The initial 
challenge has been to insist that sexual assault 
be seen for what it is — not a matter of disci-
pline that is subordinate to the military’s mis-
sion, but a heinous crime, a crime that has been 
part of a culture destroying the fabric of honor-
able service in the military.  
I want to be part of the effort to change the 
cadence of the military culture. I have been 
gratified to see some success in changing the 
laws. I am sure some lives have been saved. But 
the offending culture is deep-rooted. I want 
to do more, and the mission must continue. I 
want to make sure one more Marine can answer 
the roll call, “HERE.”
‘The Meeting Room’
—Rosie Huart ’97
www.rosiehuart.com
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By Teri Rizvi ’90
I
’m pregnant!” 
When you’re making an important 
announcement, a quip can defuse the 
tension. 
After my colleagues laughed loudly, I 
shared the real news: I was leaving my job to 
devote more energy to writing and special proj-
ects — in a part-time role, in an effort to find 
that elusive work-life balance. I’ve lost count of 
the number of people who have expressed their 
envy. 
Before longtime University of Dayton Presi-
dent Brother Ray Fitz, S.M., took a chance and 
promoted a 29-year-old newcomer, he asked 
me, “Can you make a commitment?”
I’ve had the opportunity to help shape the 
public image of two outstanding presidents, 
hire gifted creative people, interview the big-
gest names in school history and announce 
virtually every major UD news story in a quar-
ter of a century. I’m humbled by the experi-
ence and deeply grateful for the trust bestowed 
on me.
It’s been the best job anyone could ever 
hope to hold. Still, I will not miss middle-of-
the-night phone calls about what one of my 
favorite administrators euphemistically called 
“special events” — a little havoc in the student 
neighborhood.
It’s time to write the next chapter.
Or maybe it’s time to pause, reflect and re-
write the definition of “work.” 
Here’s what I learned since quitting my job. 
No. 1: We long for balance in our lives. I re-
Fathers and sons
By Kevin Riley ’84
I
’d looked forward to this day, believing it 
would fill me with pride, relief and grati-
fication. We were moving our third and 
final child — our only son — into his dorm 
room to begin his freshman year in college.
Boy, was I wrong about how this feels.
A father sending his son off into the world is 
an age-old ritual — the subject of stories, mov-
ies and studies.
I can count my blessings. He’s going off to 
the University of Dayton where he joins his sis-
ter. We have friends and family nearby should 
trouble arise. So I don’t face the prospect other 
fathers have of sending him somewhere un-
known or truly dangerous, like Afghanistan, a 
place to which a colleague’s son was sent by the 
Army.
When fathers send off their sons, we’re de-
termined to conjure those final, wise words. 
And a fear overtakes us, a fear that somehow 
we’ve left something out of his life; that he 
doesn’t know everything he needs to. We won-
der if we’ve done our job; we worry he’s going 
to make a big mistake that we could help him 
avoid with just the right advice.
Of course, to a son, this seems like a final 
lecture in a long line of them. And I remind my-
self, it’s no time for a father to make him feel 
like he’s still a little boy. He’s done every im-
portant thing right since I uprooted him and 
moved from Dayton to Atlanta halfway through 
high school. (Well, except for that mailbox he 
hit with the car.)
So, I have these final pieces of advice, of-
fered with confidence and pride:
n Successful people come in many forms. 
But if you take time to examine their stories, 
you will almost always find tales of persistence. 
Persistence is one of life’s most valuable quali-
ties. Figure out what you’d like to accomplish, 
work at it — and persist. You will be greeted 
with barriers, disruptions and doubters. But 
persistence usually wins out.
n You will find that the world demands 
that you evaluate people, deciding whether 
you want them as friends, partners and busi-
ness associates. (The right word here is “judge” 
people, but somehow that’s not as acceptable 
a word as it used to be.) It’s among the most 
difficult things to do, especially in a changing 
world with technologies that encourage lim-
ited face-to-face interaction. Look for the good 
in all people because that’s the only way to find 
it. And look beyond a person’s words. Their ac-
tions — the choices they make, the things they 
actually do — always show what’s most impor-
tant about them.
n That Golden Rule, treating others as you’d 
like to be treated, really works. It’s never a mis-
take. Neither are the words “please” and “thank 
you.” Work to say them every day, and you’ll be 
amazed by the results.
n We hear a lot about integrity, but we see 
less and less of it; people seem unsure about 
what it is. It’s this: the little voice in your head 
that’s telling you the right thing to do under 
difficult circumstances. Good people listen to 
that little voice.
A living, a life
Decades ago, when my parents left me at 
college, I’m sure my father must have had some 
concerns about me — he certainly deserved to 
have many.
But he never communicated anything but 
his confidence in me. His parting words: “Do 
your best.”
To my son, I say the same thing. And I know 
he will.
Shortly after Kevin Riley ’84 and Tracy Geiselman 
Riley ’84 moved their son, Colin, into his residence hall 
at the University of Dayton, a longer version of this es-
say appeared in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, 
of which Riley is editor.
ceived hundreds of emails and Facebook com-
ments, and that theme pervades. We all want 
more time in our lives — for our family, for our 
friends, for our passions. “I know so many peo-
ple who are just drained,” said one journalist 
friend with twin daughters.
No. 2: This yearning doesn’t come from just 
my stressed-out women friends. Men, too, seek 
greater balance. “(I’m still) figuring out the rat 
race’s exit ramp,” wrote a younger male friend.
No. 3: Work is life. A friend pointed me 
to an essay for the Catholic News Service by 
Carolyn Woo, president and CEO of Catho-
lic Relief Services. “There is so much of me 
that has grown through work. It is the place 
where I put my values to the test. … Was 
I worthy of the trust put in me? Did I pause to 
let grace have a chance?”
I realize how blessed I am to work for a pres-
ident and vice president who believe I can con-
tinue to contribute to the University’s mission 
and momentum — and are willing to allow me 
more time for other pursuits. 
No. 4: Our lives are a calling.
“Can you make a commitment?” a univer-
sity president once asked me. Today, I realize 
why it’s still so easy to say with confidence, 
“Yes.”
Rizvi stepped down as associate vice president 
for University communications in October to take a 
part-time role, executive director of communication 
strategies. For a University of Dayton Magazine 
story, we’re looking for alumni reflections on work-life 
balance. Email rizvi@udayton.edu.
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Success is happiness
Standing with hands submerged in a sudsy 
sink, surrounded by my college housemates, I was 
reminded of my life at UD.
Doing dishes was not one of those memories. 
At 114 Chambers St., our dysfunction mani-
fested itself in towers of starchy pasta pots and din-
nerware. Some of us bullheadedly refused to wash 
a dish that wasn’t ours. Others of us had no concep-
tion of the need for dishes to be washed. 
Since then, we’ve all learned a few things, such 
as how much we mean to one another. That was re-
inforced this October when five of us rendez-
voused in Chicago for a girls’ weekend. It was 
our first quorum since a 2005 wedding. We 
had meant to reunite a year earlier for a 40th 
birthday celebration, but a birth and a death 
and other messy stuff called life just got in 
the way. As we cooked and ate and talked and 
did one another’s dishes, we understood just 
how much we had missed, and how much 
we had missed one another. 
At TEDxDayton Nov. 15, Justin Bayer ’01 
revealed the secret to success. It’s the kind 
of simple solution we’re all born with but, 
sometime between birth and high school, 
the tag washes away and we simply forget 
how to care for ourselves. 
“Success is happiness.” Justin’s wide 
smile crinkled both corners of his eyes as 
he stood on stage at the Victoria Theatre before a 
packed house ready to be infused and inspired. He 
told the story of his guidance counselor who once 
... twice ... five times told him to visit the Univer-
sity of Dayton. The Cincinnati high schooler had 
no intention of attending a college 50 miles to the 
north. But he acquiesced, and he visited. “I call 
that visit the turning point for the rest of my life — 
something just felt right,” he said.
He found his MARV — meaning, accomplish-
ment, relationships and vitality. Justin uses the 
acronym to describe the path to success. In his busi-
ness, Welcome to College, he shares the MARV phi-
losophy with students to help them avoid becoming 
national statistics like the 56 percent of college stu-
dents who report feeling lonely, 44 percent hopeless 
or 85 percent overwhelmed. 
College, for me, was a good first step. But mov-
ing into that crummy landlord house on the Dark 
Side and living with always smart, forever talented, 
often loud women who during the next three years 
challenged me daily 
changed my life. As 
one housemate said 
in Chicago, at UD was 
the first time she felt 
like a rockstar. And 
in the glow of one an-
other’s spotlights, we 
all grew to realize our 
dreams. These wom-
en are my MARV.
Two weeks after 
that reunion, I again 
had my hands in a 
sudsy sink, this time 
in Bowling Green, 
Ohio, for the funeral 
of Patrick Fitzgerald 
’66, the father of Kerri, 
my Chambers Street roommate. He will be remem-
bered as a happy grandpa whose eyes crinkled as 
he smiled, a champion of public television and hu-
man rights, a lover of family, friends and Jameson, 
which we raised to him in a toast.
Sounds like success to me. 
—Michelle Tedford ’94
Editor, University of Dayton Magazine
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Nowhere is the sacred more 
apparent or more closely 
approached on campus than in 
Immaculate Conception Chapel.
The chapel has served our community for 
nearly 150 years. Now is the time to ensure 
that the chapel continues to help students 
encounter the sacred with beauty and grace 
well into the future.
a SYMBOL of FAITH * 
* a FOUNDATION of TRADITION
How will you  
help preserve our  
beloved chapel? Visit  
your.udayton.edu/chapel 
to learn more.
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TIME LAPSE
Frozen forever on a cold stroll to class, 
two students are captured in this undated 
photograph. St. Mary’s Hall, dedicated 
in 1870, rises five stories, and the base of 
Immaculate Conception statue, placed in 
1904, is visible among the tree trunks on 
what will become the library lawn. While the 
Model T’s also hint at the photograph’s age, 
the scene remains largely unchanged today. 
Photo courtesy of UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
